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SUMMARY
Overlay networks have recently gained popularity as a viable alternative to over-
come functionality limitations of the Internet (e.g., lack of QoS, multicast routing). They
offer enhanced functionality to end-users by forming an independent and customizable vir-
tual network over the native network. Furthermore, they are being widely promoted as a
potential architecture of the future Internet in the form of network virtualization, where
multiple heterogeneous virtual networks may co-exist on top of a shared native network.
The prominent characteristic in either context is that routing at the overlay layer operates
independent of that at the underlying native layer.
There are several potential problems with this approach because overlay networks are
selfish entities that are chiefly concerned with achieving the routing objective of their own
users. This leads to complex cross-layer interactions between the native and overlay layers,
and often tends to degrade the achieved performance for both layers. As overlay applica-
tions proliferate and the amount of selfish overlay traffic surges, there is a clear need for
understanding the complex interactions and for strategies to manage them appropriately.
Our work addresses these issues in the context of service overlay networks, which represent
virtual networks formed of persistent nodes that collaborate to offer improved services to
actual end-systems. Typically, service overlays alter the route between the overlay nodes in
a dynamic manner in order to satisfy a selfish objective. The objective of this thesis is to
improve the stability and performance of overlay routing in this multi-layer environment.
We investigate the common problems of functionality overlap, lack of cross-layer aware-
ness, mismatch or misalignment in routing objectives and the contention for native resources
between the two layers. These problems often lead to deterioration in performance for the
end-users. This thesis presents an analysis of the cross-layer interaction during fault re-
covery, inter-domain policy enforcement and traffic engineering in the multi-layer context.
Based on our characterization of the interaction, we propose effective strategies that improve
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overall routing performance, with minimal side-effects on other traffic. These strategies typ-
ically 1) increase the layer-awareness (awareness of information about the other layer) at
each layer, 2) introduce better control over routing dynamics and 3) offer improved overlay
node placement options. Our results demonstrate how applying these strategies lead to





Overlay networks have recently gained attention as a viable alternative to overcome func-
tionality limitations (e.g., lack of QoS, difficulty in geo-positioning, multicast support) of
the Internet. The basic idea of overlay networks is to form a virtual network on top of the
native network so that a few specialized overlay nodes can be customized to incorporate
complex functionality without modifying the underlying native routers. Typically, these
overlays route packets over paths made up of one or more overlay links to achieve a spe-
cific end-to-end objective. Each intermediate overlay node is referred to as a relay and the
forwarding operation at each hop is referred to as relaying.
These overlay networks can be of different classes based on their specific purpose. Some
common forms are peer-to-peer (P2P) overlays, content delivery networks (CDN), and ser-
vice (infrastructure) overlays[29]. This thesis is particularly focused on the performance
and stability observed in service overlays[39], which are overlays formed to offer a value-
added network service to actual end-systems. Service overlays are of particular interest
to us because they act like networks and in many respects try to mimic the functionality
designed within the native network. The member nodes of this overlay are persistent and
route traffic between one another.
Third-party service providers can use these overlays to offer services, currently unavail-
able in the native network, to their customers. Examples of such services includes multicast
(e.g., Narada[28], Overcast[78]), optimized paths (e.g., RON[6], Detour[51], X-Bone[155],
Brocade[175]), customized forwarding (e.g., I3[147], Scattercast[25]), quality of service (e.g.,
OverQoS[149], SON[39]) and security (e.g., SOS[85], DynaBone[156]). Furthermore, they
display great promise as the central architecture for the future Internet[141], thereby ele-
vating their importance.






























Figure 1: Illustration of the multi-layer architecture in service overlays.
maintain an overlay routing table that is independent of underlying native network[6, 51,
28, 155]. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of a typical service overlay. Each overlay link
represents the direct native route between two overlay nodes, which in turn comprises one
or more native links, and each overlay path is made up of one or more overlay (virtual)
links. This overlay path represents the end-to-end route taken by the overlay application
traffic. Based on the specific routing objective, the native and overlay layers pick the exact
sequence of element (nodes and links) the traffic must traverse in that particular layer. The
traffic between nodes K and Q at the overlay layer is determined by routing at that layer,
with the path traversed by each overlay link determined by native IP routing protocols. A
second dimension of complexity is brought into picture when multiple overlay networks are
overlaid on the same substrate network, with varying levels of overlap.
In this chapter, we present an overview of issues involved in the operation of such a
service overlay network and enumerate specific problems that we investigate in this thesis.
Further, we present a formal organization of the overall thesis.
1.1 Cross-Layer Interaction
Service overlays have the capability to sense changes in the underlying native network and
dynamically adapt their routing tables to changing network conditions such as node/link
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failure, congestion, and increasing demands. This is a selfish approach aiming to offer
enhanced routing performance to the overlay network’s traffic. Furthermore, the native and
overlay layers operate independent of each other in order to achieve a particular objective.
For these reasons, the cross-layer interaction between the overlay network and the underlying
native network is interesting in its own right.
We are specifically interested in 1) how the routing protocols interact across the multiple
network layers? 2) how visible is the operation and parameters of one routing layer to the
other? 3) how best to interface between the two routing layers? and 4) how the objectives
of the routing protocols at each layer align or interfere with each other? The general theme
of our work is to investigate the potential impairments caused when the two layers operate
independent of each other, and to develop ways for improving route optimality and network
stability.
We evaluate the functioning of overlay networks in several scenarios to obtain insights
into the cross-layer interaction. First, we analyze the cross-layer interaction during recovery
of link failures that originate at the native layer. Second, we characterize the violation of
inter-domain policies specified at the native layer and the deterioration in user experience
when the native layer enforces these policies through filtering. Third, we investigate the
interaction between overlay routing and traffic engineering in a resource-constrained native
network, each entity aiming to achieve a different local objective. Fourth, we investigate
the impact of BitTorrent file-sharing on the inter-domain traffic variation. In all four sce-
narios, we see a common characteristic that the native and overlay layer neither cooperate
nor exchange information between each other. This can be modeled as a two-player non-
cooperative repeated (recurring) game without a stable operating point. This deteriorates
the performance achieved by each layer. Lastly, we investigate ways in which the native
layer can cooperate with overlay services, without affecting the non-overlay traffic.
The main insight of this thesis is that the deterioration in the system performance is
caused by the following three forces:
• Functionality Overlap: In a multi-layer routing scenario, each layer often conducts
most of the standard routing functions – like link verification, path computation,
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policy enforcement, route optimization, topology design, load balancing – causing a
functionality overlap. Replicating the core functions in multiple layers can lead to
route flaps and suboptimal routes (because each layer tends to undo the operations of
the other layer), wasteful efforts (caused by an unawareness of the exact layer offering
the best service for a particular scenario) and undesired overhead[138].
• Coexistence and Resource Contention: In the multi-layer environment, overlays
compete for native network resources with other overlays[83] (at the same or different
level) and with native traffic[82]. While sharing of network resources among native
flows has received significant attention in previous research, this multiple-layer envi-
ronment is considerably more complex. This is especially true because of the fact that
overlay layers are generally performance-aware and may deploy routing protocols that
attempt to improve performance as network conditions change.
• Mismatching Objective: A conflict in objective between the individual routing
layers and a misalignment of objective (because of varying parameters and environ-
ment) can exacerbate the problems of network instability. We show that the selfish
behavior of overlay routing has significant conflict with the traffic engineering efforts
of the ISP[139] and with the enforcement of inter-domain policies[137].
In the current Internet, we see a constant power struggle between the native layer, which
is optimized for a broader range of users, and the overlay layer, which is solely interested
in improving its own routes. As overlay applications proliferate, it is highly likely that the
amount of selfish overlay traffic will experience significant growth in the future. In such
scenarios, there is a crucial need for means to mitigate cross-layer conflict. The objective
of this thesis is thus to analyze and mitigate this cross-layer conflict. We addresses this
need using a combination of layer-awareness (awareness of information about the other
layer’s existence) and a strategic redesign of the overlay topology. The general idea of the
solutions is to help retain the routing advantage offered by the service overlay networks, with
minimal side-effects on the other traffic (both from legacy and other overlay applications).
The solutions we propose are fundamentally simple and effective. Further, we present a
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framework for cross-layer cooperation in an effort to achieve the best possible performance
for overlay services by modifying the operation of the current native layer. This modification
helps resolve the impasse in the progress of the current Internet[141].
Although much of the impairments of cross-layer interaction are seen in the case of persis-
tent (infrastructure) overlays, we expect similar dynamics in the case of other performance-
aware overlays, like Bittorrent, that adapt their functioning and routes based on measure-
ments or estimates of the state of the underlying native network. This is a selfish approach
that can have similar impact on the operation of the underlying native network (like con-
flict with traffic). In this thesis, we investigate the impact of BitTorrent file-sharing on the
native layer traffic management operations.
1.2 Summary of Research Objectives
We investigate the following five problems in this thesis, in order to obtain insights into the
cross-layer interaction in service overlay networks:
Analyzing Interaction between Fault Recovery in the Native and Overlay Lay-
ers: We investigate scenarios where a dynamic routing protocol is employed both at the
overlay layer and the underlying native layer, to adapt their respective routing tables to
changing network conditions. In particular, we analyze the interaction between these two
routing layers during the rerouting around failed links. We first study a Dual Rerouting
scenario in which the two routing layers run completely independent of each other. We
obtain an understanding of the effect of the various settings of routing protocol parameters
on the packet loss, number of route flaps, and the optimality of the adopted overlay path.
However, owing to the overlap of functionality between the two layers and the unawareness
of the other layer’s decisions, Dual rerouting tends to be sub-optimal in terms of the number
of route flaps and the overlay path cost inflation. Based on that observation, we propose
layer-aware schemes that helps us trade off longer path recovery times with improvements
in route flapping and path cost inflation.
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Analyzing Inter-Domain Policy Violations in Overlay Routes: We make the ob-
servation that routing in service overlay networks are quite capable of violating the com-
mercial agreements between neighboring autonomous systems (AS) and the exit preference
of each AS. We analyze a case study overlay network, constructed on top of Planetlab,
to gain insights into the frequency and characteristics of the different inter-domain policy
violations. Nearly 70% of the multihop overlay paths in our testbed violated the transit
policies and nearly 87% of the paths violated the exit policies. This has serious implications
(economic and load), thereby motivating the native ASes to detect and filter overlay traffic.
We next investigate the impact of two types of overlay traffic filtering that aim to prevent
these routing policy violations: blind filtering and policy-aware filtering. We show that such
filtering can be detrimental to the performance of overlay routing. To attain a solution
mutually agreeable to both the native and overlay layer, we propose a single cost-sharing
framework that helps legitimize all native policy violations and allows the benefits obtained
by the overlay to be directly related to costs incurred by the overlay service provider.
Analyzing Conflict between Overlay Routing and Traffic Engineering: Overlay
routing is known to cause undesired instability in a network by operating in a selfish manner.
The objectives of overlay routing, such as optimizing end-to-end latency, are often in conflict
with the objectives of traffic engineering in the native layer, which is concerned about bal-
ancing load. We build on past research that has investigated the recurring non-cooperative
interaction between overlay routing and traffic engineering, and develop strategies that im-
prove the routing performance of a particular layer with incomplete information about the
other layer. In our strategies, one layer acts as a leader that predicts the follower ’s reaction
and undertakes countermeasures to prevent future deterioration in performance; similar to
the Stackelberg approach in game theory. For each layer, we propose two classes of pre-
emptive strategies: friendly or hostile. We show that these strategies achieve near-optimal
performance for the leader and increase the overall stability of the network.
Analyzing Cross-layer Interaction in BitTorrent Networks: The BitTorrent pro-
tocol, through its tit-for-tat based performance-awareness, behaves in a selfish manner and
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causes each peer to frequently alter its routing decisions (peer and piece selection). This
causes fluctuations in the load experienced by the underlying native network. We inves-
tigate the cross-layer interaction between BitTorrent file-sharing and inter-domain traffic
management strategies. By using real BitTorrent traces and a comprehensive simulation
with different network characteristics, we show that BitTorrent systems easily disrupt the
load balance across inter-domain access links. Further, we show that traffic engineering is
ineffective in managing the impact of BitTorrent file-sharing. We also show that locality-
based traffic management and bandwidth throttling strategies work well in reducing the
overall inter-AS traffic and the peak load on each inter-domain link, albeit at the expense
of user experience or infrastructure costs, making them unattractive for deployment. To
resolve this dilemma, we propose and analyze two BitTorrent strategies that are effective
in reducing the impact of BitTorrent traffic and steering the system towards a mutually
agreeable operating point.
Improving Cross-layer Cooperation: It is a widely accepted notion that the native
layer of the current Internet has begun to stagnate in terms of the services offered. Con-
sequently, overlay networks have gained attention as a viable alternative to overcome func-
tionality limitations of the Internet. A common approach to overlay network design holds
the native network inviolable, implying that the overlay has to take on all the tasks needed
to provide the desired high-level services. This limits the performance achieved and can
potentially overburden the overlay layer. To solve these problems, we envision that, as
overlay applications proliferate, the native layer should gradually evolve to suit the overlay
network requirements. We propose a framework for such an overlay-friendly native net-
work (OFNN), which will cater to the overlay applications without compromising on the
performance of the non-overlay applications. Further, we investigate the option of tuning
the native layer parameters as a simple, yet feasible, OFNN approach.
1.3 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 discusses existing work related to the topics in this thesis. The cross-layer
interaction between dynamic routing protocols in the native and overlay layers is discussed
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Table 1: Thesis Organization

















in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents an analysis of the inter-domain policy violations caused
by overlay routing and ways to mitigate them. Chapter 5 discusses strategies to resolve
the cross-layer conflict and to insure improved performance for each layer. We present
our analysis of the cross-layer interaction seen in the context of peer-to-peer networks in
Chapter 6. Chapter 7 presents design guidelines for an overlay-friendly native network,
which further improves the performance of service overlays. The contributions of this thesis
and the recommend future work are summarized in Chapter 8.
Table 1 organizes the different pieces of work based on whether the work investigates
cross-layer interaction in intra-domain or inter-domain context, and based on the level of
interaction between the two layers. When the two layers operate independently and have
minimal impact on the operations of each other, we term the interaction as oblivious. When
the native layer reprimands certain decisions of the overlay layer, we term the interaction
as restrictive. When the native layer offers network-level support to overlay services, we




This chapter summarizes some of the work related to the cross-layer interaction issues in
overlay networks. Specifically, there is past work in investigating the fault restoration in op-
tical networks, in investigating the conflict between overlay routing and traffic engineering,
in investigating the resource contention between multiple overlay networks, in investigat-
ing the cross-layer interaction in BitTorrent networks, and in investigating the overlay node
placement alternatives. Any specific work that is not related to overlay networks, yet related
to the specific native layer dynamics is discussed in the corresponding chapter.
2.1 Multi-layer Fault Recovery
The problem of rerouting around failures in a single layer is a well-studied problem in
different types of networks[35, 109, 168]. Typical solutions suggest resource reservation
for a backup path that will be activated in the event of a failure or reactive approaches
that perform dynamic restoration. Each strategy varies in the success rate of recovery,
bandwidth used and the recovery speed. There has been little work in the field of overlay
network recovery. Backup path allocation schemes exploiting the high correlation of overlay
links have been studied in [34]. A substantial work in the field of overlay layer survivability
is the work on resilient overlay networks (RON)[6], which is an effort to make the overlay
network robust in the face of native layer problems. RON uses application-specific probes
to determine the best path for particular metrics and performs dynamic reconfiguration.
All these strategies behave sub-optimally when there are two layers attempting to reroute
around a failure. We investigate that issue in this thesis and prescribe ways to achieve a
desirable tradeoff between recovery time and route stability.
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2.1.1 Multi-layer Recovery in Optical Networks
Multi-layer fault recovery is a well-studied problem in optical networks[132, 58, 7, 49], where
the IP layer is an overlay of the underlying WDM layer. In wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) networks, it has been pointed out that an IP-only recovery scheme can support more
traffic load as the backup capacity is not wasted, and a WDM-only scheme has considerably
shorter recovery time without guaranteeing maximum load support. Thus, it is non-trivial
to determine the exact layer to use for recovery[58]. The protection across network layers
(PANEL) project[7, 49] further investigated the interaction of the recovery mechanisms
deployed in the different layers of the transport networks. Increased layer coordination was
suggested in the form of regulating a hold-time1 and recovery-ratio2. The PANEL project
also showed that the lower layer can recover higher load at a faster pace, by recovering
multiple higher layer connections simultaneously.
However, in the context of overlay networks where the two layers operate independent
of each other, it is not feasible to deploy a coordinated recovery mechanism, making our
problem all the more interesting. Furthermore, the cross-layer interaction in optical net-
works is unlike the interaction we anticipate in the multi-layered Internet owing to three
reasons. Firstly, past research does not account for selfish independent operation of each
layer. In the multi-layered architecture, each layer is driven by its perceived performance.
Secondly, the network span of the overlay layer is limited and can vary dynamically based
on user demands. Lastly, in the future Internet, there may be multiple virtual networks
overlayed on the same substrate network, which is not true with past research.
2.2 Conflict between Overlay and Native Layers
Often overlay routing encounters a conflict in objective with other non-overlay (other over-
lay or legacy applications) routing efforts. This conflict is exacerbated in the presence of
resource limitations at the native (substrate) layer. [100, 98] investigate the conflict in ob-
jective between routing protocols at the overlay layer and traffic engineering (TE) deployed
1Time allotted to lower layer to complete recovery.
2Amount to be recovered in each layer.
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at the native layer. Their general conclusion is that the interaction causes sustained route
oscillations and sub-optimal performance for both layers. By means of simulation, which
uses both synthetic topologies and real tier-1 ISP topologies as input, [100] shows that
the interaction between selfish routing in overlay networks and TE are unlike traditional
equilibria analyses[88, 130]. [98] models the native link latency as a function of the load
experienced by the link and derives a precise definition of the overlay and native routing
objective. Using this model, they show that the two objective are in constant conflict and
that there exists a Nash equilibrium point. This thesis builds on previous work to ana-
lyze exact scenarios which causes this conflict and presents ways to mitigate the resulting
instability.
[80] investigate the cross-layer interaction in the context of P2P networks. However,
they restrict their analysis to the impact on ISP cost. Further, they propose locality-aware
solutions that optimize the cost incurred by an ISP when their subscribers download content
from different peers. We address the issues of load and policy both in the context of service
overlay networks and P2P networks.
To resolve the aforementioned conflict, the work in [173] uses a Stackelberg approach to
pick appropriate overlay routes. However, they assume complete information of the follower
and a M/M/1 cost function for the two layers. Our preemptive strategies do not make these
assumptions, and considers conflicting objectives between the two layers, without requiring
complete information about the other layer. Furthermore, they use a gradient projection
search to obtain an approximate solution, which is locally optimal and closer to the initial
point, in one iteration. In contrast, the strategies we propose arrive directly at the optimal
choice within a few rounds, and is unrestricted by the original solution space.
2.3 Conflict between Coexisting Overlay Networks
There exists another dimension of interaction that impacts the overlay routing performance.
It has been shown that overlays competing for native network resources with other over-
lays increase the network instability[83, 84]. As the number of coexisting selfish overlay
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applications increase, there is a clear need for strategies to mitigate the inter-overlay in-
teraction. [164] addresses this need by proposing game-theoretic strategies to insure that
each streaming overlay network is able to obtain sufficient network bandwidth. There is
also past work towards facilitating inter-overlay cooperation in order to allow each overlay
to benefit from one another[91]. Our work complements the previous work by investigating
the fundamental interaction between the traffic belonging to an overlay application and all
other traffic. This interaction is, hence, outside the scope of our work.
2.4 Cross-layer Interaction in BitTorrent Protocol
Sen and Wang[140] perform a systematic characterization of P2P traffic (FastTrack, Gnutella,
and DirectConnect) workload observed at a large ISP over a 3 month period. However, their
conclusion that P2P traffic can be traffic engineered effectively is not true with BitTorrent
traffic where the rate of ingress and egress traffic are positively correlated[47]. Furthermore,
our work differs by investigating the impact on TE from the perspective of the stub ASes,
where there is a certain level of unfairness in the usage of the multi-homing links. Karagian-
nis et al.[80] identified that current BitTorrent peer selection is not very ISP-friendly. Using
BitTorrent tracker logs and payload packet traces collected at the edge of a 20,000 user ac-
cess network, they quantify the impact of BitTorrent on end-user experience and resource
consumption. They point out that providing locality-awareness decreases the bandwidth
usage of the ASes egress link by more than a factor of two and show that the ISP savings
increase roughly linearly to the logarithm of active users. Bindal et al.[50] add to previous
locality study and propose changing the neighbor selection policy at peers without causing
an increase in the peer download latency. However, a main limitation with this strategy
is the extra complexity introduced in the neighbor selection, which must be supported by
every torrent accessed by peers in an AS. Furthermore, the probability that there are other
peers within the same AS is often low, causing this locality-awareness solution to be less
effective.
Recently, researchers have proposed strategies to improve cooperation between the P2P
applications and the native layer. [1] proposes that ISPs maintain a database that the P2P
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users can query to obtain proximity, bandwidth and other network-level information about
other peers. This indirect interface can serve to improve the performance of both layers by
helping P2P users pick appropriate neighbors and improving the utilization of ISP links.
[167] proposes adding an inter-layer interface to enable explicit communication between the
P2P applications and the ISP. They present a basic design of the interface (referred to as
iTracker) and show how adding this improves performance for both layers. Both these
approaches fail in the presence of rogue overlays and does not offer sufficient deployment
incentive to the ISP. Thus, the deployability of these approaches are suspect.
2.5 Placement of Nodes in Overlays
Although most of our work is concerned with the safe operation of service overlay networks,
the design aspects of node placement and neighborhood definition have a huge bearing on
the performance achieved. Thus, it is conceivable that an ideal design of an overlay network
must take into consideration the forthcoming cross-layer interaction. Numerous studies have
investigated the improvement in overlay routing performance achieved by careful placement
of overlay nodes and links[142, 95]. The work in [142] performs a gain-cost analysis with
the aim of picking the least number of servers and achieving the required gain. Two other
efforts on overlay topology design focus on specific routing objectives – J. Han et al.[69]
propose ways to aid the robustness of the overlay network, and H. Zhang et al.[174] propose
ways to obtain optimal routing cost and utilization. However, the past research work does
not directly consider native layer policies and resource limitations, which we specifically
address in this thesis. We propose solutions that help determine how the overlay topology
can be augmented to retain the routing advantage without causing serious conflict with the
native network. Thus, we argue that any overlay node placement strategy should take into
account the exact native layer restrictions and enforce them at the overlay layer during the
overlay network design process, besides attempting to achieve its local objective.
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CHAPTER III
INTERACTION BETWEEN FAILURE RECOVERY IN THE NATIVE
AND OVERLAY LAYERS
3.1 Introduction
Typically, in overlay networks, a dynamic routing protocol is employed to adapt overlay
routing tables to changing network conditions. At the same time, the native IP network
over which the overlay is built also runs its own set of dynamic routing protocols. We are
interested in investigating the behavior of this mixed routing environment and in particular
the characteristics of the interaction between these two routing layers. The complexity in
this interaction between routing layers makes it quite challenging to study in general.
To obtain first set of insights into this issue, we focus on the specific problem of rerout-
ing around failed native links. An analysis of routing updates on the Sprint network has
identified a significant portion (70%) of unplanned network outages to be due to single link
failures[105]. It also highlighted that the failures are fairly common even in the modern
Internet. This makes the specific problem we are addressing interesting in its own right, in
addition to providing insights into mixed routing interactions in general.
We explore the following two scenarios:
• The overlay network is built on top of a single Internet domain and both the over-
lay network and the native network are running a link-state routing protocol (e.g.,
OSPF[111])
• Each node in the overlay network resides in a separate Internet Autonomous System
(AS). The overlay network runs a link-state routing protocol while a path-vector
protocol (e.g., BGP[127]) is run among the ASes.
Before proceeding, we first observe that the mixed dynamic routing environment can





















Figure 2: An illustration of an overlay network. The dotted lines in each layer represent
the path between the two nodes.
native network to re-configure routes as network conditions change. This is undesirable.
To illustrate this, consider, for example, the topology in Fig. 2, where the overlay path
AI is statically routed through the overlay node G. When the native link FG fails, the
overlay links AG and GI fail. Node G has been separated from the native network. Hence,
native rerouting of individual native paths AG and GI will not work. Because the overlay
network’s routes are static, the overlay network cannot recover from this failure. If on the
other hand, the overlay network is capable of performing dynamic routing, then the routing
tables may change to allow for the path AEI to be used for overlay traffic. This shows that
overlay dynamic routing can significantly enhance the overlay network’s survivability.
In our investigation, we first consider a Dual Rerouting scenario in which the two routing
layers run completely independently. Our goal is to understand the effect of the various
settings of protocol parameters on the routing performance as measured by several metrics
(discussed in Section 3.2.3. We provide an understanding of Dual Rerouting, its effects and
compare rerouting at the two layers. We show that Dual Rerouting provides relatively fast
path recovery, although our investigation reveals that Dual Rerouting suffers a performance
degradation as a result of the 1) overlap of functionality between the two layers, 2) unaware-
ness of the other layer’s decisions, and 3) lack of flexibility. We mitigate these problems by
adjusting the overlay layer functioning without affecting the native layer.
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Our approach is motivated by the fact that the native network is tuned for the na-
tive applications and it seems pragmatic to not alter its operation. In this chapter, we
investigate simple schemes that increase the awareness of the native routing protocol and
its parameters at the overlay layer. Each scheme provides better control at the overlay
through layer-awareness. Specifically, we develop the following three schemes: Probabilisti-
cally Suppressed Overlay Rerouting, Deferred Overlay Rerouting and Follow-on Suppressed
Overlay Rerouting. We show that with such schemes one can trade off a deterioration in one
metric with improvements in another. Though one can devise more complex approaches, it
is questionable whether these schemes will be practical. Hence, we restrict our analysis to
modest alterations of overlay routing.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Related work is briefly described
in Section 3.6. We explain the model adopted for analysis in Section 3.2. We elaborate on
the characteristics of Dual Rerouting in Section 3.3. We develop the layer aware rerouting
algorithms in Section 3.4. Simulation results and the corresponding inferences are presented
in Section 3.5. We summarize this chapter in Section 3.7.
3.2 Rerouting Model
3.2.1 Framework
Overlay networks represent a virtual network of selected nodes communicating at a layer
higher than the network layer. Each overlay node has a well-defined set of neighbors, not
necessarily adjacent in the native network. The virtual link between any two overlay nodes
constitutes the native path between the two nodes. The data communication between the
overlay nodes can be accomplished by means of IP-in-IP tunneling[51, 143], where the non-
overlay nodes route packets over native links based on the first IP header and the overlay
nodes route packets over overlay links based on the second IP header1. To facilitate that,
the overlay layer maintains a routing table that is independent of the native layer’s routing
table. We assume a dynamic routing protocol is used to maintain the overlay routing table.
1Another approach would use a different non-IP addressing scheme for overlay nodes and an overlay
header encapsulated within the native IP headers. The overlay routing table in this case would be indexed
by overlay addresses.
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In order to get a first set of insights into the issue of inter-layer interaction, we focus
on the specific problem of rerouting around failed native links owing to the following two
reasons:
• Failures exacerbate any negative effects of the interaction.
• Native links represent the smallest unit of abstraction one can analyze (i.e., failure of
any intermediate native node can be translated to the failure of multiple native links)
Past research has primarily dealt with network oscillations caused by load constraints
and traffic engineering[83, 98]. Owing to lack of data on actual traffic demands and lack
of support for QoS in the current Internet, we do not consider the issue of load in our
analysis. Thus, we are more concerned with the change in routes and the corresponding
timing, which is a more practical approach applicable under any load condition.
We consider two scenarios:
1. Single-Domain Overlay over Single-Domain Native: In this scenario an overlay net-
work is built on top of a single native network domain. Both networks use a link-state
routing protocol (e.g., OSPF). Any of the links in the native network can fail in this
scenario.
2. Single-Domain Overlay over Multiple-Domain Native: Here each node in the overlay
network resides in a separate Internet AS. The overlay network operates as a single
domain and uses a link-state dynamic routing protocol. A path-vector (BGP-like)
protocol is used among the ASes to dynamically route around failures in the inter-
domain links. To focus on the inter-domain aspects of dynamic routing, we consider
only inter-domain link failures in this model. We assume that a link-state routing
protocol is used as the intra-domain routing protocol. However, in this scenario, we
are not concerned with intra-domain link failures.
The routing protocols adopted in each layer have the following generic parameters:
• An appropriate cost assigned to individual native or overlay links.
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• An algorithm to determine the shortest path between two given nodes.
• KeepAlive messages: These are exchanged between nodes at both ends of the same
native or virtual link for the purposes of link management. The keepAlive message
exchanges are only of interest when they occur across links that are subject to fail-
ure. For example in the single-domain overlay over multiple-domain native case, only
keepAlive message exchange across overlay links and inter-domain native links are of
interest to us.
• A keepAlive-time2: This represents the frequency at which neighbors exchange keepAlive
messages.
• A hold-time3: A native or virtual link is generally assumed to be down if no keepAlive
messages are received during the hold-time. This parameter directly influences the
delay in detecting a link failure.
3.2.2 Rerouting schemes
We consider three approaches for the operation of the dynamic routing protocols at the
native and overlay layers:
a) No awareness: This corresponds to what we have dubbed Dual Rerouting, where the two
layers operate independently to reroute around a failure. This serves as the benchmark
for performance comparison.
b) Awareness of lower layer’s existence: The overlay layer is aware that the native layer
might attempt rerouting on its own, leading to a functionality overlap. This scheme tries
to mitigate the problems arising from such an overlap without any further knowledge.
We propose two solutions in this context - Probabilistically Suppressed Overlay Rerouting
and Deferred Overlay Rerouting.
c) Awareness of lower layer’s parameters: The overlay layer is informed of at least some of
2KeepAlive-time is also called hello-interval in certain routers.
3Hold-time is also called dead-interval in certain routers.
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the native layer routing protocol parameters. We propose one solution in this context -
Follow-on Suppressed Overlay Rerouting.
We are interested in exposing the performance limitations of the Dual Rerouting ap-
proach and then understanding the extent to which functionality overlap can be reduced by
adding more awareness of the native layer at the overlay layer. We are also interested in the
effect that such increased awareness has on the performance of the mixed routing scheme.
3.2.3 Performance metrics
We evaluate the performance of the mixed routing approaches from the perspective of the
availability of the overlay path(s) affected by an individual native link failure. We define
recovery as the rerouting immediately following a failure. Though a rerouting event at a
particular layer does not necessarily cause the traffic to change course, a recovery event
does. Our focus is on the performance of the recovery process required to re-establish an
overlay path affected by the failure4. Such a path will be established when either:
• The native network establishes a new native path between the two ends of the broken
overlay link, or
• The overlay network determines a new overlay route between the two end points of
the broken overlay path.
The exact order in which these two events occur can affect the routing performance.
We are also interested in evaluating the performance of the routing protocol when the
failed native link is repaired.
We use the following four metrics.
3.2.3.1 Hit-time
Hit-time is defined as the time period after a native link failure during which there is no
communication between the two overlay nodes at the ends of a failed overlay link. Based
4Following standard terminology, an overlay path is made of one or more overlay (virtual) links, which
in turn comprises one or more native links.
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on the traffic characteristics, the systems incurs a certain amount of packet loss during this
period. Hit-time is made up of the following components:
• Detection time: This is the time from when a link fails and a node that is at one end
of the failed link determines that the link has failed. The failure can happen anytime
during the life of the hold-timer. Hence, the detection time is generally a random
time between (0, hold-time).
• Convergence time: This is the time from when a link fails until all nodes in the network
are aware of the failure and the routing changes are enforced[122, 92].
• Time to compute the route
• Device time to activate the new route
When both layers attempt to reroute around a failure, hit-time is the time taken by
the layer that completes rerouting first. Thus, we define the effective detection time as the
smaller of the detection times at either layer. If neither layer is able to reroute around the
native link failure, the hit-time is infinite.
3.2.3.2 Success rate of rerouting
The success rate of rerouting is defined as the proportion of failed overlay paths that get
rerouted successfully. A path may not be rerouted successfully because a native link failure
caused a partition in the native network or the overlay network.
It can be inferred from the cumulative distribution of hit-times observed for each affected
overlay path.
3.2.3.3 Number of route flaps
During a rerouting process, the route used by the overlay link is changed to avoid the failed
link. This can happen multiple times and can be the result of the overlay or the native
dynamic routing process. Each such change is defined as a route flap 5. Route flaps can
5Also called route oscillation.
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be a serious problem in case of TCP and other traffic that relies on packet ordering[17].
It not only increases the packet loss and latency, but also burdens the network with extra
path computation overhead. As a result, the network efficiency will be degraded and end-
to-end performance is hurt. The route flaps are also an indication of the instability in
the system. However, these route flaps are not persistent (i.e., overlay routing converges
eventually[98]) and may not impact the traffic any greater than the actual loss of packets.
Nevertheless, they trigger oscillations which take a longer time to resolve in the presence of
load constraints or traffic engineering.
For our analysis, we assume that all failed native links are repaired at some time instance.
Such link repair is first detected by the native layer and then communicated to the overlay
layer by means of updated overlay link cost. This repair may also cause another route flap
as the network switches back to the original (pre-failure) route.
Each path affected by a native failure can display a different sequence of route flaps,
based on the temporal dynamics and the layer yielding the optimal path. Hence, we are
interested in the average number of route flaps, calculated as:
Average route flaps =
Number of route flaps
Number of failed overlay paths
In our scenarios, one of the two layers definitely performs rerouting, unless a failure
causes the network to be disconnected. A maximum of one route flap occurs following
a repair and it depends on the state of the system at the end of the previous rerouting
operation.
3.2.3.4 Path cost inflation due to a route flap
Path cost inflation represents the increase in the cost of the path between the overlay nodes
at the ends of the overlay link(s) broken as a result of a native link failure. We measure
this cost relative to the cost of the original (pre-failure) path used by the overlay link. It
conveys the penalties for choosing a longer path. The path cost inflation ratio is defined as:
Path cost inflation =
Path cost after rerouting
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Figure 3: Sequence of route flaps and the path cost progression for link failure in the
example. The numbers indicate path cost in terms of native hop count. In the above figure,
the overlay layer detects failure first.
We are interested in this metric after a sufficient time has elapsed since native link failure
but before native link repair. This value shall be referred to as stabilized inflation. The
dynamic protocols in both layers constantly strive to achieve the least path cost. Hence,
after a sufficient time has elapsed the path cost inflation of all affected paths will be the
same across different schemes.
Immediately after a failure, path cost inflation starts at ∞ when the ends of the path
are disconnected. Once a path is re-established as a result of the rerouting process, a path
cost inflation attains a finite value. This inflation may decrease over time as the rerouting
process continues. Thus, we are also interested in the maximum (non-infinite) path cost
inflation observed per failed overlay path as a result of rerouting. This value, referred to
as peak inflation, indicates the level of sub-optimality suffered by the overlay path before
stabilizing. When the stabilized inflation is constant across different schemes, the peak
inflation acts as a measure of the overall sub-optimality.
We use the notations Tpeak and Tstable to indicate the time instance when the peak infla-
tion and stabilized inflation are observed respectively. Tstable represents the time instance
when the system attains steady state and should be as small as possible.
We illustrate the dynamics of the performance metrics in Fig. 3 where the numbers
indicate the actual overlay path cost, in terms of native layer hop count. Consider the
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example topology in Fig. 2 where both layers use hop count as the link cost. When the
native link CE fails, the overlay link AE is broken. Assume the overlay layer detects the
failure first. The link is now overlay-rerouted through G and I leading to one route flap
and a sub-optimal path of cost 8. Once the native timers expire, the native path AE is
native-rerouted through F and D. The new native path is now the optimal one with a
cost of 4. The overlay senses this and adopts the direct link, thereby causing another route
flap. The system is now stable until the native link is repaired. Once the native repair is
triggered, the native path switches back to the original path as it provides a lower cost of
3. This leads to a third route flap. Thus we get the performance values mentioned in Fig.
3.
3.3 Characteristics of Dual Rerouting
Dual Rerouting refers to the scheme where each layer operates completely independent of
the other. This independent operation leads to a large number of route flaps that cause
wastage of resources6, affect the performance of traffic that needs accurate packet ordering
and lead to general system instability. The overlay path cost in-between the route flaps can
be sub-optimal as the overlay network is unaware as to which layer provides the optimal
rerouting.
Assuming we have no control over the native layer parameters, these problems in Dual
Rerouting can be mitigated by adjusting the values of hold-time, keepAlive-time and cost
scheme at the overlay layer. By tuning the timers at the overlay layer, we vary the layer
at which failure detection is likely to happen first. We also investigate waiting for fewer
keepAlive messages without risking any false alarms in failure detection. Section 3.5 presents
the effects in detail.
Past research on resilience suggests adopting a low keepAlive-time at the overlay layer
so that it can detect the failure first[6]. This tends to aggravate the problems in Dual
Rerouting by instigating both layers to perform rerouting. We investigate the associated
negative effects and determine whether an earlier overlay detection is completely beneficial.
6Time for computing new routes and bandwidth overhead for exchanging routing protocol updates.
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Notice that Dual Rerouting has the best hit-time compared to any other scheme as there
are two different layers aiming at rerouting around the failed link. Hence, it is not possible
to improve the hit-time performance any further. Dual Rerouting, however, performs poorly
with respect to the other metrics (viz. number of route flaps and path cost inflation). We,
therefore, consider layer-aware schemes that allow us to trade off improvements in these
other metrics with longer hit-times.
3.4 Layer Aware Overlay Rerouting
In this section, we present three native layer aware overlay rerouting schemes - Probabilisti-
cally Suppressed Overlay Rerouting, Deferred Overlay Rerouting and Follow-on Suppressed
Overlay Rerouting. These schemes require knowledge of the native layer’s routing protocol
existence and in the case of the last scheme some minimal knowledge of the state of the
native layer rerouting efforts.
The layer-aware schemes operate based on the assumption that the native layer cannot
be modified. This is because the overlay networks share the native network with other
non-overlay applications. The operation of the native network is thus tuned for the native
applications. We are, therefore, only allowed to control the overlay layer by suppressing or
delaying the rerouting process. It is possible to construct more complex inter-layer coordi-
nation and information exchange (e.g., assuming that the overlay layer has knowledge of the
native layer topology[69, 27] or of the other coexisting overlay networks in the system[91]).
However, this may not be very practical. More importantly, we find that significant control
over the tradeoffs between hit-time and the other metrics is possible through the simple
approaches we consider.
Probabilistically Suppressed Overlay Rerouting In this scheme, we suppress overlay
rerouting without any particular knowledge of the native layer. The suppression operation
is done with probability p on each overlay rerouting attempt (irrespective of whether it
follows a failure or a repair). Various values of p lead to different recovery performance and
are of interest to us. The main advantage to be gained with the suppression operation is
the decrease in the number of route flaps. If the value of p is configured appropriately for an
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overlay path, it is possible to achieve the best path cost values in between the route flaps.
Profiling the performance for each p will help in choosing the right value for the network
in consideration. A value of 0 for p corresponds to the case of Dual Rerouting. When p is
1, all overlay rerouting attempts are suppressed and there is a possibility the overlay path
may never be rerouted if the native rerouting does not succeed.
Deferred Overlay Rerouting In this scheme, we delay overlay recovery by a constant
value to give the native layer a chance to recover the path. After that time has elapsed,
if the native network has not yet recovered, overlay recovery is performed. As the overlay
network is made to wait until the native layer rerouting, the system incurs a longer hit-
time. The duration by which we delay overlay recovery is determined based on the amount
of additional hit-time the overlay traffic can handle. This scheme will have fewer route flaps
relative to Dual Rerouting and a longer hit-time.
Follow-on Suppressed Overlay Rerouting In this scheme, the overlay layer keeps
track of the native layer’s timer values. As the overlay layer hold-timers are independent
from that of the native layer’s, there is a possibility the native layer keepAlive-timer closely
follows that of the overlay layer, relative to the time of failure. The overlay rerouting effort
might be wasteful because the native layer recovery is not too far off. The decision of
whether to suppress the overlay rerouting depends on the follow-on time, which is defined
as the time remaining for the next native layer detection. Fig. 4 illustrates the follow-on
time which must be known at the overlay layer to avoid undesired recovery and functionality
overlap between layers. If the follow-on time is less than a particular threshold value, the
overlay rerouting is suppressed. The concept of follow-on time is applicable only when the
overlay layer detects the failure first. The threshold value needs to be determined by the
amount of additional hit-time the system can tolerate.
The characteristics of this scheme are similar to Deferred Overlay Rerouting, except
that this scheme has a relatively smaller hit-time. This is because the overlay rerouting is
initiated right away in cases where the follow-on time is higher than the threshold, unlike











Figure 4: Possible scenario for failure detection in two layers. The decision in the Follow-
on Suppressed scheme depends on the amount of time between the overlay detection and
the native layer detection.
period anyways. This scheme establishes an upper bound on the hit-time observed.
This scheme requires the knowledge of when the timer expires at the node closely as-
sociated with the failure. Obtaining this information is even harder in the multi-domain
scenario. We postulate that signaling between layers, in combination with explicit BGP
peering, can accomplish this, but the details are outside the scope of this thesis. We are
interested first in measuring the benefits we derive from this scheme before developing
techniques to do it.
3.5 Results
We now present NS-2 simulation results for Dual Rerouting and the three layer-aware
schemes proposed. The strategies work similarly in single-domain and multi-domain scenar-
ios. Hence, the results are presented together and the differences mentioned when applicable.
3.5.1 Simulation Setup
It should be noted that the performance of the rerouting schemes is topology-specific. Hence,
we need to simulate multiple overlay topologies over multiple native networks to improve
the generality of the results. We use GT-ITM[23] to generate random network topologies
for the simulations. We generate 5 native network topologies and 5 overlay topologies at
random. The 25 possible combinations generated by mapping the overlay topology to the
native topology are simulated and the results averaged over them. The links used in the
simulation are bi-directional and each end triggers the detection process once a native link
fails. We assume that the native and overlay layers perform symmetric routing. This is
reasonable as the average statistics will still be the same.
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The intra-domain native paths use hop-count based costs (by setting a native link’s cost
to 1), while the inter-domain native paths use the length of the AS path. The overlay paths
use a native hop count based cost scheme7.
The next heavily influencing parameter is the hold-time of each layer. To insure consis-
tency of treatment, all solutions use the same timer values at the native layer. We assume
here that the timer values are consistent between both ends of any link. The lowest config-
urable keepAlive-time for commercial routers (such as the Cisco 7200 series router) is 1 sec.
We adopt the same value for the intra-domain keepAlive-time. The native layer waits for
the absence of three consecutive keepAlive messages before declaring a link failure. Hence,
the native hold-time is 3 secs. Typically, the time-scale of operation for IGP and EGP fault
detection differ substantially and are often incomparable. For inter-domain native links,
we set the keepAlive-time and hold-time as 5 secs and 15 secs respectively. The native
hold-times are close to the practical values used by modern routers[97]. At the instance
of a failure, the native detection time is randomly calculated in the range of (hold-time -
keepAlive-time, hold-time) and detection is enforced at its expiry.
In the overlay layer, we have complete freedom in configuring the keepAlive-time and
the hold-time. As hold-time represents the time period during which no keepAlive messages
are received, it is a multiple of the keepAlive-time period. In this chapter, we consider
hold-time being two times the keepAlive-time and three times the keepAlive-time. Waiting
for too few keepAlive messages can cause the node to mistake congestion effects as failure.
3.5.1.1 Network Topology
For the single-domain native network scenario, each native topology we simulate contains
100 nodes, while each overlay topology contains 10 nodes. The placement of overlay nodes
and link connectivity at either layer are decided at random.
For the multi-domain native network scenario, each native topology we simulate contains
500 nodes, while each overlay topology contains 10 nodes. There are 20 stub domains with
24 nodes each and 5 transit domains with 4 nodes each. The connectivity is decided at
































Figure 5: Advantages in overlay rerouting in the multi-domain scenario. The double-
circled nodes represent the overlay node
random. The non-border node with highest edge degree is selected as the overlay node in
each stub-domain. Thus, no two overlay nodes are in the same domain. The stub networks
that host overlay nodes are multi-homed to incorporate redundancy and increase the success
rate of rerouting.
We experimented with multiple choices for topology size in both scenarios and got similar
results. This implies that the effect of topology size is negligible. Hence, we only present
the results for the above mentioned choice.
BGP++ is used for simulating the inter-domain routing dynamics[36]8. We use the
community configuration in the simulator to enforce the policy that the private stub-stub
links are to be used only for exchanging native traffic between the two stubs. This policy
brings in an added advantage for overlay rerouting which will be able to use a redundant
stub-stub link. Consider the topology in Fig. 5 where the stub-stub link A4B3 can be used
only to exchange traffic between the two domains - AS20 and AS30. Initially, the overlay
path A2C2 passes through AS10. In case of failure in link AA1, the native network will be
unable to reroute the overlay link. This is because it cannot use the private link A4B3 due
to policy constraints. However, the overlay layer will be able to reroute the traffic over the
two overlay links A2B2 and B2C2. In certain topologies, the overlay-rerouted path can be
optimal because it does not have to pass through the transit domain AS10.
8The overlay nodes in our simulation do not try to explicitly peer with any BGP router and are hence
oblivious to the inter-domain dynamics.
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3.5.1.2 Link Failure Modeling
Failure modeling is complicated as failure history information is unavailable for the Internet
or other overlay networks. To avoid a specific failure model and its set of assumptions, we use
a stateless all-link failure approach. In this approach, all of the native links (intra-domain
links in the case of single-domain and inter-domain links in the case of multi-domain) are
failed one at a time and the statistics tabulated for all possible overlay paths. The state
of the system is reset before simulating each failure. This helps study the influence of
failure in any location of the network and tries to reduce the dependence on the topology.
Occasionally, both overlay rerouting and the native rerouting fail. This can happen when
the failure of a particular link breaks the native network into more than one component, or
when the policy restrictions prevent the native network from using the available gateway
routers. Our simulation results do not include such cases.
3.5.2 Dual Rerouting
We simulated Dual Rerouting and measured the performance of overlay rerouting based on
hit-time, number of route flaps, and path cost inflation. This section presents those results
and derives its relation to the hold-time and keepAlive-time.
Note that the values we present in the tables are normalized against those observed for
native-only rerouting, unless mentioned otherwise. We expressed these normalized values
in terms of percentage.
Fig. 6 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of hit-times experienced by
overlay paths in our simulations. Recall that hit-time is made up of two main components
- the detection time, which depends on the hold-time and the convergence time, which
depends on the dynamics of the routing protocol in consideration[111, 92]. Fig. 6(a) and
Fig. 6(b) show that increasing the overlay hold-time gradually increases the observed hit-
time until the overlay hold-time is equal to the native hold-time. When this happens, the
native layer completes the rerouting first and further increases in overlay hold-time have no
effect. Hence, the curves begin to merge for higher values of overlay hold-time.
The overlay hold-time was varied between twice the keepAlive-time (case A, B) and
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Case A: keepAlive=0.5s, hold=1.0s
Case B: keepAlive=0.75s, hold=1.5s




Figure 6: Cumulative distribution of hit-time for different overlay timer values, when path
cost is native-hops
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Table 2: Average number of route flaps
—Single-domain—
Hold=1.5s Hold=3.0s Hold=4.5s Native-only
% overlay recovered 95.8 45.0 0 0
% native recovered 4.2 55.0 100 100
Average route flaps 140.58% 125.08% 109.57% 1.567
(Normalized by native-only) (Absolute)
—Multi-domain—
Hold=9s Hold=15s Hold=21s Native-only
% overlay recovered 94.2 52.2 21.4 0
% native recovered 5.8 47.8 78.6 78.8
Average route flaps 157.25% 153.60% 150.53% 1.207
(Normalized by native-only) (Absolute)
three times the keepAlive-time (case C). Fig. 6(c) shows that case A has the lowest hit-
time. When the keepAlive-time is the same, case A has a smaller hold-time. When the
hold-time is the same at 9 secs, case B has a bigger detection window of (4.5s, 9s), unlike
case C that has a narrower detection window of (6s, 9s). These two factors cause the earlier
detection when hold-time is twice the keepAlive-time.
The knee bend in the graphs of Fig. 6 corresponds to the time instance when the overlay
layer failure detection is complete. The flat section of each curve corresponds to the idle
time where the system waits to perform native rerouting on the unrecovered overlay links.
The average number of route flaps per link failure has been listed in Table 2. We also
present the percentage of failed overlay paths successfully recovered at a particular layer.
The sum of the two values (% overlay recovered and % native recovered) reflect the success
rate of the rerouting scheme. From the table, we can observe that the overlay layer can
recover a maximum of 95.8% of the paths in the single-domain scenario and 94.2% in the
multi-domain scenario. We also observe that native-only rerouting has a success rate of
100% in the single-domain scenario, in contrast to a 78.8% success rate in the multi-domain
scenario. This demonstrates the importance of dynamic overlay rerouting.
We also infer from Table 2 and Fig. 6 that the overlay hold-time is inversely proportional
to the number of route flaps, while being directly proportional to the hit-time. This shows
a clear tradeoff between the number of route flaps and hit-time.
Table 3 shows the average values of path cost inflation for different overlay hold-times.
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We see from the table that the hold-time does not have a direct influence on the individual
path cost inflation. By regulating the proportion of overlay rerouting and native rerouting,
hold-time controls the extent of inflation. Hence, the value of peak inflation decreases with
an increase in hold-time. We also see from the peak inflation value that native-only rerouting
is the best, though it tends to have a low success rate in the multi-domain scenario. The
stabilized inflation for different hold-times are almost equal, implying that Dual Rerouting
attains the same inflation in steady state.
In the single-domain scenario, the overlay paths at the end of native link repair were
noticed to be of the same length as the original path. But, this is not true in the case of
multi-domain scenario where the final path cost was different than the original one. This is
because the native network computes paths using the AS path length and not hop count.
Two AS paths of equal length can have different number of hops as it does not publicize the
internal routes. Hence, the cost ratio does not necessarily fall back to 1 after link repair.
Table 3 also presents results for the time instance of peak inflation and stabilized infla-
tion. The table shows that, for both single-domain and multi-domain scenarios, the Tpeak is
closely related to the overlay hold-time. This confirms that overlay rerouting is what causes
the peak inflation. In single-domain scenarios, the Tstable is reduced when the overlay hold-
time exceeds native hold-time because the native layer rerouting typically occurs first and
provides the stabilized inflation. But, this is not observed in multi-domain scenarios as a
certain proportion of overlay paths achieve their least cost route with overlay rerouting.
We also computed the 95% confidence interval for each of the statistics presented in this
chapter. We noticed that the confidence interval stretches to a maximum of ±4% of the
mean value.
Summary of factors affecting Dual Rerouting:
From the above simulations, we observe that native rerouting provides the optimal
alternate path in both the single-domain and multi-domain scenarios, though it suffers
from a low success rate in the latter case. Thus, we can obtain lower number of route flaps
and lower peak inflation by giving a higher precedence to the native rerouting attempts. We
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Table 3: Average path cost inflation
—Single-domain—
Hold-time 1.5s 3.0s 4.5s Native-only
(Normalized by native-only) (Absolute)
Stabilized inflation Equal value: 100% 1.202
Tstable (secs) 97.98% 113.70% 107.25% 2.481
Peak inflation 130.28% 114.22% 100% 1.202
Tpeak (secs) 53.44% 94.23% 100% 2.481
—Multi-domain—
Hold-time 9s 15s 21s Native-only
(Normalized by native-only) (Absolute)
Stabilized inflation Equal value: 108.59% 1.117
Tstable (secs) 90.81% 114.66% 125.46% 12.41
Peak inflation 134.29% 117.81% 106.71% 1.117
Tpeak (secs) 67.22% 98.39% 108.78% 12.41
adopt this form of control as the fundamental strategy behind the design of the layer-aware
schemes, where the tradeoffs between the performance metrics can be controlled by the
three parameters - probability of suppression, delay and follow-on threshold.
Typically, the overlay timers are calculated based on the desired amount of routing
protocol overhead and packet loss during failure. Performance of Dual Rerouting can be
substantially improved by adjusting just the value of overlay hold-time, which has the same
effect as suppressing the overlay rerouting operation. The following choices are recom-
mended for achieving optimal performance with Dual Rerouting:
• Overlay hold-time value very close to the native hold-time, irrespective of the keepAlive-
time chosen.
• Declare failure after the absence of two keepAlive messages, rather than three.
In the rest of the section we discuss layer-aware rerouting schemes. They use the above
observation of Dual Rerouting as the base line to enhance its performance. Hence, the
keepAlive-time for native and overlay were set to the same value (1 sec in the single-domain
scenario and 5 secs in the multi-domain scenario). This implies that native rerouting can
lag overlay rerouting only by a maximum value equal to the keepAlive-time. The hold-time
for both layers were set to three times the keepAlive-time of that layer.
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Table 4: Performance analysis of Probabilistically Suppressed Overlay Rerouting
Probability of 0.25 0.5 0.75 Native-only
suppression (Normalized by native-only) 1.0 (Absolute)
—Single-domain—
Avg. hit-time for 95.60% 96.89% 98.50% 2.481 secs
recovered paths
Stabilized inflation 103.24% 104.24% 102.99% 1.202
Peak inflation 112.48% 110.00% 109.23% 1.202
—Multi-domain—
Avg. hit-time for 98.94% 99.18% 100% 12.405 secs
recovered paths
Success rate 92.8% 84.1% 79.5% 78.8%
Stabilized inflation 111.19% 108.68% 105.37% 1.117
Peak inflation 115.04% 110.74% 105.82% 1.117
3.5.3 Probabilistically Suppressed Overlay Rerouting
The main parameter we can control in this scheme is the value of p. Simulation results,
obtained by suppressing all the overlay rerouting operations with a constant probability,
have been tabulated in Table 4. The table shows that the hit-time increases on increasing
the probability p for suppressing. This scheme suffers a higher hit-time than Dual Rerouting
because some of the earlier overlay recovery attempts are disabled and the failed paths are
made to wait longer. The hit-time is observed to be in-between native-only and Dual
Rerouting.
As the suppression probability increases, some of the overlay rerouting operations re-
quired to achieve the optimal path may be suppressed. Hence, the stabilized inflation tends
to decrease, as can be seen from the table. Table 4 also shows that the peak inflation
decreases gradually with an increase in p because more native rerouting operations, that
yield shorter paths, are performed. In the multi-domain scenario, we see that the success
rate decreases almost linearly with an increase in p. This is because the native layer was
unable to recover the path after overlay rerouting was completely suppressed. We do not
present the values for the number of route flaps as the results are straightforward - increas-
ing the probability of suppression causes a decrease in the number of route flaps. The above
mentioned trends represent the tradeoffs that can be used to select the value of p.
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Table 5: Performance analysis of Deferred Overlay Rerouting
—Single-domain—
Delay 0.250s 0.375s 0.5s Native-only
(Normalized by native-only) (Absolute)
Avg. hit-time for 97.70% 98.75% 99.43% 2.481
recovered paths
Peak inflation 111.89% 110.73% 108.48% 1.202
—Multi-domain—
Delay 1.5s 2.0s 2.5s Native-only
(Normalized by native-only) (Absolute)
Avg. hit-time for 104.24% 106.05% 107.75% 12.405
recovered paths
Peak inflation 115.66% 114.32% 113.60% 1.117
3.5.4 Deferred Overlay Rerouting and Follow-on Suppressed Overlay Rerout-
ing
The Follow-on Suppressed Overlay Rerouting tends to reroute paths in the overlay layer right
away, if the follow-on time is higher than the threshold. Thus, Follow-on Suppressed Overlay
Rerouting has a smaller hit-time compared to Deferred Overlay Rerouting. Intuitively, the
hit-time increases with an increase in delay or follow-on threshold because the network has
to wait for the native recovery to be initiated. The hit-times of both these schemes are
higher than in Dual Rerouting as some of the overlay recovery operations are suppressed or
postponed. As no overlay rerouting is suppressed indefinitely, these schemes have a 100%
success rate and obtain the optimal path cost eventually.
Both schemes have similar characteristics in terms of route flaps and path cost inflation,
as they perform exactly the same sequence of overlay rerouting operations (albeit at a
slightly different time). The performance of the Deferred Overlay Rerouting scheme for
different delay values is tabulated in Table 5. From the table, it can be seen that a higher
delay implies a reduced number of overlay rerouting attempts and thereby shorter paths.
Hence, the peak inflation decreases with an increase in the delay. As with the previous
scheme, we do not present the values for the number of route flaps as the results are
straightforward - increasing the delay causes a decrease in the number of route flaps.
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3.5.5 Performance Comparison
This section compares the performance of Dual Rerouting, Probabilistically Suppressed
Overlay Rerouting, Deferred Overlay Rerouting, and Follow-on Suppressed Overlay Rerout-
ing. We set the overlay layer hold-time to the same value as the native layer hold-time. The
delay and follow-on threshold were set to 0.375 secs or 2 secs depending on the scenario and
the suppression probability was set to 0.5.
Table 6 shows the route flap and path cost inflation statistics for the layer-aware schemes
and the native-only rerouting scheme. Among the layer-aware schemes, we observe from
the table that Probabilistically Suppressed Overlay Rerouting has the lowest route flaps,
because it suppresses more overlay rerouting operations. For the same reason, it has lower
peak inflation value. Deferred Overlay Rerouting does not suppress any overlay rerouting
operation after traffic recovery. Hence, it has the lowest stabilized inflation. Deferred
Overlay Rerouting also has a higher success rate because we will never eliminate overlay
rerouting completely.
Based on Table 6, we can not comment on any particular relation between the differ-
ent values of Tstable or Tpeak because the actual overlay rerouting operations that were
suppressed were random. However, the results are consistent with the following two ob-
servations. 1) Native-only rerouting must attain steady state much faster than the other
schemes. 2) Dual Rerouting, which has no suppressed overlay rerouting operations, must
attain the peak earliest.
Fig. 7 shows the CDF of hit-time for the three rerouting schemes. Dual Rerouting is
always the best as there are more overlay rerouting operations trying to recover the failed
path. This comes at the expense of more route flapping during recovery as shown in Table
6. The curves for Probabilistically Suppressed Overlay Rerouting and Follow-on Suppressed
Overlay Rerouting closely follow each other because they recover an approximately equal
proportion of the failed links in the overlay layer. Deferred Overlay Rerouting has higher
hit-time as it delays the overlay rerouting irrespective of the subsequent native rerouting.
Summary of performance of layer-aware schemes:
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None of the three layer-aware schemes are the best according to all of the four perfor-
mance metrics, but they provide the best hybrid situation. Based on whether the system
is sensitive to hit-time, route flap or path cost inflation a different scheme can be chosen.
Choosing the right scheme also depends on the amount of awareness the overlay layer has.
In certain cases, Dual Rerouting can be made to perform best by varying the hold-time and
keepAlive-time.
We notice that Follow-on Suppressed Overlay Rerouting does not provide a substantial
advantage over Deferred Overlay Rerouting. Hence, the increase in implementation com-
plexity is not justified. In most cases, the other two simple layer-aware schemes are capable
of providing the required control.
The exact degree of control can be varied by tuning the five parameters - namely
keepAlive-time, hold-time, suppression probability, delay and follow-on threshold. Tuning
these parameters in a real-life overlay network requires the operator to perform a tradeoff
analysis similar to our methodology and make a multi-objective decision for the appropriate
traffic type. However, we are unable to posit a general rule of thumb that can be applied
widely. This is because the importance of each metric is unequal and is specific to the type
of traffic. In most situations, packet loss has a more serious effect on the performance of the
overlay traffic and therefore reducing the hit-time should be given a high precedence. Hence,
we can conclude that Dual Rerouting, despite its problems with the functionality overlap,
can be considered to achieve the most desirable performance. This shows that the practical
limitations brought by the lack of information cannot be circumvented. We recommend
tuning of the overlay layer timer values, in combination with vanilla Dual Rerouting, as the
best rerouting scheme in most systems.
3.6 Related Work
A complementary work on failure detection algorithms for overlay networks can be found
in [179]. This work aims at reducing detection time, probability of false positive, control
overhead and packet loss rate, by using information sharing across overlay nodes and storing
state information of neighbors. Our work is independent of the detection algorithm used and
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Table 6: Comparison of all rerouting schemes
Type of rerouting Dual Suppressed Deferred/ Native-only
Rerouting Follow-on
(Normalized by native-only) (Absolute)
—Single-domain—
Average route flaps 125.08% 101.59% 109.85% 1.567
Stabilized inflation 100% 108.32% 100% 1.202
Tstable (secs) 113.70% 100.48% 107.33% 2.481
Peak inflation 114.22% 109.98% 110.73% 1.202
Tpeak (secs) 94.23% 96.89% 98.75% 2.481
—Multi-domain—
Average route flaps 153.60% 114.00% 146.56% 1.207
Success rate 100% 84.1% 100% 78.8%
Stabilized inflation 108.59% 112.23% 108.59% 1.117
Tstable (secs) 114.69% 104.93% 117.42% 12.405
Peak inflation 117.81% 110.74% 114.32% 1.117
Tpeak (secs) 98.45% 99.18% 106.05% 12.405

















Figure 7: Hit-time comparison of all schemes in the single-domain case
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hence orthogonal to their work. The work in [83] emphasizes the importance of a synergistic
co-existence between the native and overlay layers, in the light of load constraints. It also
characterizes the oscillations that occur due to the presence of multiple independent overlay
networks. In our work, we do not consider load constraints as it is not yet a practical
feature in most overlay networks. We are trying to address the more fundamental questions
of functionality overlap and layer awareness.
Recently, researchers analyzed the interactions between selfish overlay routing and traf-
fic engineering in a game theoretic approach[100, 98]. Unlike our work, the game theory
analysis applies only to cases where the native and overlay layers operate independent of
each other. The previous work does not consider the interaction of protocol timers and fails
to present ways to mitigate the effects of the interaction.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we investigate a mixed routing environment in which an overlay network
deploys a dynamic overlay routing protocol on top of an existing native network dynamic
routing protocol. We focused on the interaction between the two routing layers and their
performance when rerouting around native link failures. The Dual Rerouting scheme, in
which the layers operate independently, was sub-optimal in terms of the number of route
flaps and the overlay path cost inflation, though it was able to provide the fastest path
recovery. To reduce the sub-optimalities, layer awareness is crucial. We considered three
schemes for intelligent overlay rerouting in the specialized layer-aware overlay network. The
Follow-on Suppressed Overlay Rerouting and Deferred Overlay Rerouting schemes perform
the best in terms of path cost inflation and success rate. The Probabilistically Suppressed
Overlay Rerouting has the least number of route flaps. By using Follow-on Suppressed
Overlay Rerouting scheme in networks that allow the overlay layer to access the native
layer attributes, we can obtain hit-time lower than Deferred Overlay Rerouting. While more
complex layer-aware rerouting schemes are possible, our work shows that the relatively
simple schemes we consider provide us with sufficient flexibility to control the tradeoffs
between the various rerouting performance metrics. The improvements achievable using
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the scheme mentioned above, however, are limited when we have no control over the native
layer. Thus, we envision that as overlay applications proliferate, the native layer should
gradually evolve to suit the overlay network requirements. We investigate in Section 7.4




ANALYZING INTER-DOMAIN POLICY VIOLATIONS IN OVERLAY
ROUTES
4.1 Introduction
The Internet is a complex structure arising from the interconnection of numerous au-
tonomous systems (AS), each exercising its own administrative policies to reflect the com-
mercial agreements behind the interconnection. However, routing in service overlay net-
works is quite capable of violating these policies to its advantage. In this chapter, we
address a fundamental question with regards to the impact of overlay routing on the en-
forcement of native network routing policies. More specifically, we are interested in the
extent to which overlay paths violate AS transit policies and exit policies.
Consider, for example, a hypothetical AS-level connectivity graph as show in Fig. 8.
In that figure, nodes A, B and C are overlay nodes trying to obtain the best possible
route to each other. Node B can route data to node C using the overlay path BAC, which
results in University X’s AS being used for transiting traffic between University Y and
Commercial organization Z. This is a violation of the AS transit policy at University X.
From an economic perspective, we see that University Y saves money paid to Provider 2, by
not using the legitimate route between nodes B and C. This saving comes at the expense
















Figure 8: Policy violations using overlay routing
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in University Y sends commercial traffic on an academic link, which is a violation of the
end-user agreement, thereby representing an exit policy violation at University Y. Because
overlays operate at the application layer, both these violations typically go undetected by
the native layer.
We start our investigation by evaluating a case study overlay network constructed over
the PlanetLab testbed[121] which provides insights into the frequency and characteristics of
the different violations (results are reported in Section 4.4). In our dataset, it is interesting to
note that close to 70% of the multi-hop overlay routes violate the native layer transit policies
and over 87% of the multi-hop overlay routes violate the exit policies. It is worthwhile to
observe that these native policy violations are not a serious issue if the overlay traffic is a
minor component of the overall traffic. But, in some cases it is already a significant portion
of Internet traffic. It is also likely that overlay traffic will experience significant growth in
the future.
As awareness of the impact of overlay applications increases, there is an impending drive
to incorporate extra complexity at the native layer to manage the overlay traffic [52, 108, 80].
There have been two types of commercial solutions proposed for both enterprise networks
and service provider networks:
• Those that help manage overlay traffic without impacting the user experience[80, 21,
134]
• Those that help filter out overlay traffic without concern for the user experience[161,
117, 144]
This second class of solutions motivates us to investigate the impact of their deployment
to counter the inter-domain policy violations committed by overlay routes. Specifically, we
focus on two types of overlay traffic filtering – blind filtering and policy-aware filtering. We
show that such filtering can be detrimental to the performance of overlay routing.
There exists two forms of overlays that can cause native policy violations - i) service
overlays[39], where an overlay service provider (OSP) purchases resources from the underly-
ing native layer ISPs in order to offer a value-added network service to actual end-systems,
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and ii) end-system overlays (e.g., Skype[11]). In the presence of filtering, the user experi-
ence will suffer in both these overlays. However, because a service overlay is managed by a
single operator, it is feasible for the overlay network to regain the full advantage of overlay
routing by adopting one of two approaches we propose. In the first approach, overlay nodes
are added so that good overlay paths do not represent inter-domain policy violations. This
approach attempts to insure that overlay paths conform to native policy. In the second
approach, the overlay acquires transit permits or exit permits from certain ASes that allow
certain policy violations to occur but only for permitted overlay traffic. This approach
attempts to “legitimize” native policy violations through commercial agreements between
the overlay service provider and the native network.
We further develop a single cost-sharing framework that allows the incorporation of
both these approaches into a single strategy. We formulate an optimization problem that
aims to determine how the overlay network should allocate a given budget between paying
for additional overlay nodes and paying for transit permits to ASes. We develop a heuristic
solution to this problem and illustrate its application on our overlay case study. Further,
we evaluate its performance under varying network characteristics.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We define and describe the
different types of policy violations possible in Section 4.2 and classify them in Section 4.3.
We characterize the extent of native policy violations using our case study overlay network
and present associated results in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 investigates the effect of native
layer enforcement of routing policy on the performance of the overlay. We present our
cost-sharing approach for mitigating the effect of packet filtering in Section 4.6. Previous
research related to our work are briefly described in Section 4.7. We summarize this chapter
in Section 4.8.
4.2 Description of Policy Violations
The current Internet is made up of thousands of autonomous systems that coexist, coop-
erate, and compete for usage of its various resources. Each AS establishes some form of
native layer policy to express its willingness to allow or deny traffic from its neighboring
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ASes. The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the policy-based routing protocol that runs
between autonomous systems, implements the various policy constraints and helps each AS
select the routes to a destination.
The native network policies are primarily motivated by economic costs and performance
gains[115]. These policies predominantly reflect the commercial agreements between ASes
and are encoded into the router configuration to be enforced at ingress and egress points
of the administrative domain. The combination of these individual policies determine the
AS-path used by the flows in the Internet; the AS-path is defined as the ordered list of ASes
a packet needs to traverse to reach the intended destination. The interconnection of over
20,000 different ASes in the Internet leads to a complex structure with path inflation[151]
and unpredictable routing behavior at times[102].
4.2.1 Definition of Policy Violations
We define policy violation as the act of using a route at the overlay layer that actually may
be objectionable to the ASes involved if used at the native layer. The only reason overlay
layer is able to use such a route is because of the misdirection created by overlay relaying,
which hides the actual destination from the native layer.
4.2.2 Types of Policy Violations
There are different types of native layer policy violations possible, based on what policies
the border router enforces. Overlay routing can potentially violate any of these policies at
will. We study the violation of two forms of inter-domain policy:
• Transit policy : The transit policy (also known as the valley-free policy) of AS-paths
states that no AS will act as a transit for traffic originating from its provider or
its peer, unless the traffic is destined to its customer[59]. We are interested in the
violation of the valley-free property because this is the case in which the violation is
experienced by an AS not involved in any way with the end-to-end communication.
Hence, we consider this to be the most reproachable.
• Exit Policy : The exit policy is modeled as the preferred combination of the next hop
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Figure 9: Example of a plausible violation in reality. The solid circles represent the overlay
nodes and the dashed line represents the end-to-end overlay path.
AS and the egress inter-domain link, for a particular destination IP prefix. We define
exit policy violation as a deviation from this preferred exit caused by overlay relaying.
We posit that such deviation causes undesired load and expenses for the native layer,
and is objectionable to the native ASes. However, the level of objection to each exit
violation may vary with each AS and each overlay path.
Fig. 9 gives an example of both forms of native layer policy violation we noticed during
our overlay route measurement process. In this example, the overlay path shown in the
figure was determined to be optimal and in particular was superior to the native network
path from Colorado State University to the University of North Carolina. We observe that
Harvard University is having to use its access bandwidth to/from the Internet to act as
a transit between Colorado State University and the University of North Carolina. Thus,
the situation might be undesirable for the Harvard University native network, while being
beneficial to the overlay nodes at Colorado State University (by providing it an alternate
path with 6.3ms lower latency, a 10.48% gain over the native route). We also observe that
Internet2 is forced to use different inter-domain links for sending traffic destined to Univer-
sity of North Carolina. This may be objectionable if it was not previously compensated for
that usage.
Note that if the overlay node at Harvard University were also a consumer of the data
being forwarded (in addition to being a relay), we do not consider this a violation since this
becomes true application-layer forwarding. In the above example, if the overlay node at
Harvard University were a consumer of the data, then it will be part of the communication
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even in the absence of relaying. More examples of this include end-system multicast, email
forwarding and P2P file-sharing, where the intermediate node also uses the content. Hence,
a transit violation is when the actual end-to-end AS-path used by the overlay is a violation
of the native routing policy and the relay nodes on the overlay path are non-consumers of
the data being forwarded1.
4.2.3 Economic Model
In this chapter, we assume that each overlay node is placed in an AS i by paying a new
node fee of Ni (Ni ≥ 0). However, each added overlay node is bound by certain end-user
agreements with the hosting AS, which clearly specifies the allowed access. We adopt such
a model because the hosting AS in turn incurs expenses (monetary and load) to provide
connectivity to this overlay node.
An example of this agreement is one where Internet2 specifies that its customers do
not use their network for commercial traffic. As mentioned earlier, overlay routing is quite
capable of violating this agreement (or policy). Another example of a violation is when an
overlay node within an AS starts providing Internet connectivity to other home users by
running a PPP connection over the phone line and surreptitiously forwarding the associated
traffic to the Internet. Such examples reveal that the exact policy violation is when the
overlay node uses the native network for more than it agreed for.
Consider the example in Fig. 10 where overlay nodes are shown as customers of the
native network. Although all overlay nodes form a single administrative domain at the
overlay layer, they are part of three different administrative domains at the native layer.
This causes objections to anarchical behavior from the customer nodes and might cause the
hosting AS to revisit the end-user agreement.
In Fig. 10, assume node B connects to Client2’s network by paying a fee of $CB . This
can be for 1) unlimited usage, 2) certain amount of bytes expected from B, or 3) certain
access bandwidth consumed by B. Note that Client2 in turn pays Provider1 and Provider2
for its Internet connectivity. Hence, the contract with node B will be supplemented by a
1Our work is restricted to scenarios that are confirmed to be an instance of overlay routing, although it
is complicated to verify if the traffic is relayed.
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Figure 10: Illustration of connectivity between overlay network and native network. The
solid circles represent the overlay nodes and the dashed line represents the end-user agree-
ments.
end-user agreement that states acceptable behavior because Client2 wishes to keep its cost
incurred low. In such a scenario, the overlay node B acting as a transit between node A
in Client1 and node C in Client3 may cause unnecessary expenses for Client2, for certain
end-user contracts. This is true in the case of academic ASes where the overlay node has
unlimited usage rights. This explains why violating transit policy at the overlay layer can
be objectionable. Furthermore, Client1 may possibly have to use a more expensive ISP
Provider1 for traffic that is actually destined to node C. This may be undesirable from the
perspective of Client1. This explains why violating exit policy can be objectionable.
The level of objection may be different with each violation. It is possible that for certain
end-user agreements there may be no objections from the native layer. In the rest of the
chapter, however, we assume the worst case scenario, where all violations are serious and
are of equal importance to the ASes concerned.
4.3 Classification of Policy Violations
In this section, we present our classification of the various forms of transit and exit violations,
and highlight some important observations about their nature. Further, we describe the
relation that exists between two classes of violations.
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Figure 11: AS relationships within each overlay path. The solid circles represent the
overlay nodes and the dashed line represents the end-to-end overlay path.
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4.3.1 Classification of Transit Violations
Previous studies on BGP misconfiguration highlighted four different types of route export
violations prevalent in the current Internet[102], each of which violates the valley-free prop-
erty of AS-paths. In the same spirit, we investigate the type of violations caused by overlay
routing, which control the route for a certain end-to-end connection by using intermediate
relays.
Fig. 11 illustrates eight different forms of relaying possible. We argue that cases A,
B, C and D represent a violation of native layer policies as the overlay traffic uses the
intermediate overlay node to transit through client 2. Thus, client 2 acted as a transit
between its provider and peer, which is a violation of the commercial relationships between
the ASes. However, cases E, F , G and H do not represent violations because one of the
overlay nodes was located in a provider (non-stub) network. In general terms, no violation
exists if the native routing policy condones or allows client 2 to be a transit between client
1 and client 3.
4.3.2 Classification of Exit Violations
Fig. 12 illustrates the four basic forms of exit policy violations possible. We describe each
as follows:
E1. Next hop AS violated : This is caused when the overlay traffic is relayed through an
intermediate node located in an AS not along the direct native route between the end
nodes. Fig. 12(E1) illustrates a simple scenario where the source overlay node causes
Client1 to pick Provider2 to indirectly reach a destination in Client2.
E2. Ingress or Egress router preference violated : An exit point violation can happen when
an overlay path uses a relay node in a downstream AS that is closer to a different
ingress router not used by the direct native route. Clearly, this could be a violation
of the Localpref attribute, hot-potato routing or cold-potato routing. In Fig. 12(E2),
we can see that the local egress preference (router R1) and the neighbor’s ingress
preference (router R3) are violated, without the knowledge of either AS. This has the
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problem that the load from the overlay traffic is borne by the link R2 − R4 instead of
the designated inter-domain link R1 − R3.
E3. Exit point violated because of a next hop AS violation: This form is similar to the
previous scenario, except that the router preference is affected by the alteration of the
next hop AS at a downstream provider. In Fig. 12(E3), we see that a change in next
hop AS at Provider1 causes a change in the ingress point from R3 to R4. Such a
change in ingress router is achieved when Provider1 offers a different MED value for its
perceived destination prefix.
E4. Next hop AS violated because of an exit point violation: When a downstream AS spans
a wide geographical region, it is possible that a change in the ingress point into its
domain might cause it to alter its preference of the next hop AS. In Fig. 12(E4), we
see that a change in the ingress point from R3 to R4 causes Provider1 to transit traffic
through Provider2, rather than sending directly to Client2.
The above four scenarios capture the different types of exit policy violations. Each
violation has serious economic or load repercussions and is undesirable from the perspective
of the native service provider.
The exit violations in each path originate at a single AS where the inter-domain link
changes. However, based on the particular type, it may be experienced by other downstream
ASes as well. Unlike valley-free violations, the exit violations are not restricted to only an
intermediate host AS2.
4.3.3 Preliminary Observations
There are multiple reasons for using a multi-hop overlay path, rather than the direct overlay
link (essentially the native network path between two nodes) e.g., achieve better perfor-
mance or resilience, circumvent limitations imposed by firewalls and NAT boxes, or load
balancing, to name just a few. Note that the basic native route between two overlay nodes
(referred to as the overlay link) never constitutes a policy violation; under the assumption
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Figure 12: Possible exit policy violations. Each of these violations can occur at any point
of the multi-hop path, either at a host AS or a non-host AS.
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that the native routing conforms to policy. Thus, we make the following observation and
investigate only multi-hop overlay paths in the rest of the chapter:
Observation 1. A single-hop overlay path between two overlay nodes does
not represent a native transit policy violation.
An interesting artifact of shortest path routing performed at the overlay layer is that it
is sufficient to analyze each 2-hop overlay path. Consider an overlay network with nodes
A, B, C and D. If the shortest path between nodes A and D is ABCD, then the shortest
path between nodes A and C is ABC. Hence, if the 2-hop overlay path ABC or BCD
is violating, then the 3-hop overlay path ABCD will also be violating. Furthermore, the
number of violations in a multi-hop path is a summation of the violations observed in
its constituent 2-hop overlay paths. This confirms that the 2-hop overlay path scenarios
considered in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 represent all types of policy violations possible.
Based on the discussion about which scenarios represents a transit violation and which
do not, we make the following observation:
Observation 2. When the overlay nodes are located in stub domains (do-
mains with no clients), every multi-hop overlay path in which the relay nodes
are not data consumers represents a transit policy violation.
From the classification of exit violations, we make the following observation:
Observation 3. An exit violation can originate at any one of the three fol-
lowing locations:
• Source AS (which is also a host AS)
• Intermediate host AS
• Intermediate non-host AS
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4.3.4 Relation between the Two Classes of Violations
We argue that any overlay path having a valley-free violation necessarily has at least one exit
violation at an upstream AS. This can be reasoned by the fact that a valley-free violation
occurs at an intermediate host AS that lies outside of the direct native route and such a
deviation must originate at an upstream AS (See Fig. 8, for example). Thus, exit violating
paths represent the superset of all violating paths. Furthermore, in a particular multi-
hop overlay path, the same AS will never experience both exit violations and valley-free
violations. This is because valley-free violations happen only at ASes that are not along
the legitimate route between the end points, in contrast to exit violations.
We address the following two important questions in the next two sections:
• What is the extent of native layer policy violation in a typical overlay routing situa-
tion? - Section 4.4
• If the native routing policies are enforced and we disallow certain routes, how much
is the overlay routing efficiency affected? - Section 4.5
4.4 Characterizing Overlay Violations
In this section, we provide insights into the extent of native policy violations in overlay
networks. We do this using an experimental case study overlay network deployed over
Planetlab[121]. We first describe the overlay case study and investigate the characteristics
of its overlay paths. Next, we evaluate the performance gains that overlay routing provides.
Lastly, we examine the extent of policy violations that show up in the case study. The
overall measurement methodology is summarized in Fig. 13.
4.4.1 Overlay Network Case Study
We choose 58 Planetlab nodes that are geographically distributed (based on latitude/longitude)
over North America, with only one node per AS. We refer to the AS in which an overlay









































Figure 13: Measurement methodology
We assume complete mesh connectivity of overlay links between the overlay nodes, for
all the results presented in this thesis. Following standard terminology, an overlay link
represents the direct native route between two overlay nodes, which in turn comprises one
or more native links, and an overlay path is made up of one or more overlay (virtual) links.
This overlay path represents the end-to-end route taken by the overlay application traffic.
There are a total of 3306 overlay paths possible in our topology.
The best overlay path between two overlay nodes may not always be the direct path.
In many cases, it is beneficial to route the overlay connection through other overlay nodes,
than adopt the direct route[6, 51]. Such a decision is typically made by running a routing
algorithm at the overlay layer using application-specific routing performance objectives.
For the case study overlay network, we ran a shortest path routing algorithm using
hop counts and latency. Table I(a) presents the different multi-hop overlay paths observed.
Table I(b) further classifies such multi-hop paths when the routing metric is latency. It
is interesting to note that almost 56.5% of the overlay paths use a multi-hop route. This
provides us ample data to analyze. Moreover, end-to-end latency is a metric that many
applications would like to optimize. Hence, through the rest of the case study analysis, we
study the violations observed for the particular routing metric of latency.
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Table 7: Multi-hop paths in our Planetlab measurements
Metric Measurement # multi-hop paths %
Scheme (of 3306 total paths)
Hop count Scriptroute[145] 394 11.91
Latency Ping RTT 1868 56.50
(a) Summary of number of multi-hop paths
Direct
Hop count of multi-hop paths
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1438 1053 375 315 85 20 17 3
43.5% 31.9% 11.3% 9.5% 2.6% 0.6% 0.5% 0.1%
(b) Latency-based multi-hop paths
4.4.2 Overlay Routing Performance
Here we address the performance improvement obtained in our case study through the use
of multi-hop overlay routes. We quantify the efficiency of overlay routing by using the gain
metric. The gain achieved for a path is defined as:
Gain for path AB =
(Overlay link latency)AB - (Overlay path latency)AB
(Overlay link latency)AB
where the (Overlay link latency)AB is the latency of the direct native route between nodes
A and B, and (Overlay path latency)AB is the latency of the shortest path through the
overlay network between nodes A and B. Note that (Overlay link latency)AB ≥ (Overlay
path latency)AB always.
The gain metric represents the reduction in end-to-end latency achieved relative to the
native route. The value ranges between 0, when the direct overlay link is the optimal one,
and 1, when the multi-hop overlay path latency (which is the optimal one) is very small
relative to the direct path.
Fig. 14 plots the values of gain observed for each multi-hop overlay path in our data
set, sorted based on the hop count of the overlay path and ordered in the increasing order
of gain. In the same graph, we plot the corresponding hop count of that overlay path.
We observe that the individual curve for each hop count is similar and comparable. This
indicates that in our case study there is not much dependence between the hop count and
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Figure 14: Relation between gain observed for each overlay path and the overlay path hop
count.
the gain. In other words, a higher hop count does not indicate a lower gain as one would
guess.
The betweenness of a node is the number of overlay shortest paths that pass through
it[56]. Fig. 15 plots the values of (non-zero) betweenness that were observed for each
overlay node in our data set, sorted based on the decreasing value of betweenness. We
clearly observe a non-uniformity in the relay popularity. From the shape of the betweenness
curve, we conclude that there are a few overlay nodes that are the main reason for multi-
hop overlay paths being preferred over the direct route. In the figure, we also mark the
nodes located in stub domains and those located in non-stub domain. We can note that
our dataset has a number of non-stub domain nodes with high betweenness. This is the
main reason for the high percentage of non-violating overlay paths (as seen in the following
subsection). However, the number of overlay nodes located in non-stub domains in our
dataset is not restricted to those indicated in the figure, as the figure plots only nodes with
non-zero betweenness that are currently being used in the overlay paths. In Fig. 15, we
also plot the value of out-degree for its host AS and its siblings. We do not observe a
particular correlation between the betweenness and the AS out-degree, which indicates that




Estimating the extent of policy violations in our case study requires the end-to-end AS-level
path of each overlay path and the individual relationship between each consecutive pair of
ASes in the end-to-end AS-path.
4.4.3.1 Inferring AS Path
The Scriptroute[145] data from the Planetlab measurements provides the IP address of
each native hop in the overlay link3. We use the publicly available IP-prefix-to-AS mapping
generated by the dynamic algorithm in [103]. This work primarily extracts the origin AS of
each IP prefix from the BGP routing tables (from sources like the Routeviews servers[131],
RIPE servers[128]) and refines the entries further using a dynamic algorithm. By performing
a longest prefix match, we obtain the IP-to-AS mapping for each of the native hops. We
also cross-verified our IP-to-AS mapping with those generated by undns in the Scriptroute
tool.
After resolving the AS number of each IP hop in the overlay link, we have the end-
to-end AS-path for each overlay path. Any usage of the term AS-path, henceforth, will
represent the sequences of ASes in an overlay path, derived by concatenating the AS-path
of individual overlay links, unless specified otherwise.
4.4.3.2 Obtaining AS Relationships
In order to obtain AS relationships, we adopt Gao’s algorithm[59], supplemented by the
partial AS relationship information[166], and our own heuristics to eliminate most of the
algorithm’s inaccuracies. Gao’s algorithm makes inferences based on the AS-paths extracted
from the BGP tables and identifies each relationship as being either a customer-provider
relationship, a peering relationship, or a sibling relationship. The output from Gao’s al-
gorithm is more accurate when we input a more complete view of the AS-paths currently
used in the Internet. Hence, as suggested in [172], we obtained the BGP tables from 6
RouteViews servers[131], 14 RIPE RCCs[128], 30 public routeservers and 1 lookingglass




































Figure 15: The betweenness of each overlay node, plotted along with the out-degree of its
host AS.
server[99].
As the algorithm is forced to use heuristics to classify some of the ASes as a provider, the
relationships inferred are not guaranteed to be error-free. Firstly, it has been established
that Gao’s algorithm does not have a good level of accuracy with inferring peering and
sibling relationships[166]. Secondly, the BGP table does not necessarily have information
about all the possible inter-AS connections, as some ASes (representing stub networks that
are most often simple customers) do not export routes to its peers. To solve these issues,
we apply three corrections to the output of Gao’s algorithm:
• Partial AS relationship information extracted from the RADB and the RIPE databases
of the Internet Routing Registries (IRR)[75]. We followed a procedure similar to that
in [166] to obtain these partial relationships.
• Implications from observation 1 that the AS-path of all overlay links must be valley-
free. For instance, Gao’s algorithm inferred that Global Crossing is a customer of
Level3 Communications. However, this inference violated the valley-free property of
the AS-path of some overlay links. Hence, we resolved the relationship according to
what might lead to the valley-free property.
• Hypothesis that unknown relationships between a pair of stub ASes are often unre-
ported peering relationships.
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Table 8: Analysis of overlay paths for transit policy violations
Type Description Number %
A Provider-AS-Provider 1925 relays 63.09
B Provider-AS-Peer 74 relays 2.43
C Peer-AS-Provider 61 relays 2.00
D Peer-AS-Peer 73 relays 2.39
None No violation 918 relays 30.09
(a) Summary of violating relay operations
Type 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
A 41.7 64.7 75.1 76.6 77.6 77.3 80.0
B 5.3 2.7 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
C 3.0 3.4 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
D 5.6 1.0 0.1 3.9 1.0 0.0 0.0
None 44.4 28.2 22.9 19.5 21.4 22.7 20.0
(b) Split up of transit violations for paths of a certain hop
count
4.4.4 Transit Policy Violations Observed
We used the AS information obtained above to characterize the transit policy violations in
our case study. The statistics are summarized in Table II(a). Note that each overlay path
might commit multiple native policy violations, thereby giving a total of 2629 violations for
1868 multi-hop overlay paths. From the table, we observe that a predominant portion of
the violations are of type A (as described in Section 4.3), followed by those of type B. It is
also worth noting that 30.09% of the 3115 intermediate relaying operations performed by
the multi-hop overlay paths do not constitute a violation.
We also observed that about 30.19% of the 1868 multi-hop overlay paths do not commit
any native policy violation. This is because all intermediate overlay nodes of those paths
are located at a non-stub AS. In our dataset, all multi-hop overlay paths with more than 2
relays (3 hops) represent a violation.
Table II(b) shows the individual percentage of violations for overlay paths of different
length (in terms of the overlay hop count). It is interesting to note that overlay paths





































A B C D Betweenness
Figure 16: Partitioning of the 4 different policy violations present at each relay
types, implying that peering relationships are rarely present in long overlay paths in our
case study. This could be because the peering relationships do not always offer a path with
better latency, but rather offer paths with lower economic cost.
Fig. 16 presents the partitioning of the different transit violations observed in the
domains that host the intermediate overlay nodes, along with the betweenness of the corre-
sponding overlay node. We observe that most of the overlay nodes with high betweenness
have a non-zero number of policy violations and most of these violations are of type A. We
can observe from Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 that overlay nodes located at non-stub ASes do not
commit native policy violations.
4.4.5 Exit Policy Violations Observed
Using the same measurement data, we estimated the frequency of exit violations noticed
by comparing the shortest path and the direct native path in the original Planetlab data.
Table 9 presents the summary of exit violations observed. We note that nearly 87.7% of the
multi-hop overlay paths represent an exit violation. Interestingly, not all multi-hop overlay
paths represent an exit violation as one might expect. This is because the AS path and
the exit routers used are the same for almost 12.2% of the overlay paths, though the exact
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Table 9: Exit violations noticed in the Planetlab dataset, along with the number of paths
having valley-free violations.
Type Originating Location Exit % Valley-free
violations violations
E1
Source AS 502 26.9 444
Intermediate host AS 104 5.56 76
Intermediate non-host AS 372 19.9 331
E2
Source AS 43 2.30 1
Intermediate host AS 113 6.05 0
Intermediate non-host AS 135 7.22 11
E3
Intermediate host AS 26 5.83 19
Intermediate non-host AS 342 18.3 326
E4 Source host AS 1 0.05 0
Total violating paths 1638 87.7 1208
route traversed by the multi-hop overlay path is indeed different from that of the direct
native route. This peculiarity is mainly observed when the intermediate node is located in
the Internet2 AS. We also affirm from the data that all 1208 multi-hop overlay paths having
valley-free violations also have exit violations.
Most of the exit policy violations we observed in our testbed network was of the type
where the next hop AS is changed by overlay routing, viz. E1 and E3. Note that for
violations of type E3, we consider the change in the next hop AS as the most reproachable
and mark the AS experiencing it as the origin point. Hence, we do not see a source AS
originating the violation E3. Furthermore, we see more exit violations originating at source
ASes (33.2% of total) and at intermediate non-host ASes (51.8% of total) in our dataset.
As mentioned earlier, a violation in a 2-hop overlay path BC is potentially seen in each
overlay path AD that overlaps path BC i.e., the same exit violation might be part of two
different paths because the end points are different, although the intermediate segments
are the same. Furthermore, a violated source AS in the path BC will count as a violated
intermediate host AS for all multi-hop paths AD that overlap this particular path. Note
that the results presented above correspond to the total number of violating paths and not
number of unique exit violating hops.





















Figure 17: Log-Log plot of the number of exit violations experienced by each of 62 ASes.
This shows clear non-uniformity in the violations experienced.
by the multi-hop overlay paths. We observe that the number of exit violations is non-
uniformly distributed, such that a small fraction of the ASes is violated by a large number
of overlay paths.
Lastly, we analyze the relation between the transit violation and exit violation. When
we inspect all exit violations that happen in the overlay link AB because of a transit
violation at node B, we notice a stronger correlation between the AS experiencing the most
exit violations and the node B, rather than with node A. However, a particular transit
violating intermediate relay does not have a unique exit violated AS preceding it i.e. there
is no one-on-one correspondence between the transit violated AS and the exit violated AS.
The number of exit violations per AS, associated with a particular intermediate relay, is
often distributed in the same non-uniform manner as in Fig. 17, i.e. Some ASes experience
significantly more exit violations compared to others. This observation helps us improve
the mitigation strategy in Section 4.6.
Although this thesis only considers the metric of latency at the overlay layer, we expect
similar violating behavior with other metrics (e.g., bandwidth) as well, as long as the overlay
routing offers substantial improvement over native routing. This can be reasoned by the
fact that policy violations are primarily caused by multi-hop overlay paths, which tend to
deviate from the direct native route. Thus, the higher the number of multi-hop overlay
paths (in other words, higher the percentage of relaying), the higher the extent of policy
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violations.
It is possible that a certain deviation from the standard end-to-end path may not be
objectionable to the AS involved. In our dataset, we observed that 61.05% of the deviating
overlay paths (43.83% being of type E1) have an AS path that is substantially longer or
shorter than that of the direct native route. In such cases, we can assert that the exit
violations observed are indeed objectionable. We can say so because an AS that has a
choice between two inter-domain routes will first pick based on policy and then based on
length. Hence, choosing a path that is substantially different in exit points and AS length
is clearly a violation of both decision criteria and definitely objectionable. However, we are
unable to establish with confidence the seriousness of the other violations.
4.5 Effect of Filtering on Overlay Performance
In Section 4.1, we briefly described the motivation behind various administrative domains
(AS) aiming to filter overlay layer traffic. Such filtering is propelled by the negative im-
pact of overlay routing on the native layer, like: defeat of traffic engineering[98, 83], route
instability[98, 83, 138], and eventually upsetting the economics of AS interconnection.
This filtering may defeat the purpose of overlay networks and eliminate the flexibility
in overlay routing. Nevertheless, it is essential that the native layer have some basic control
over such cases of policy violation and then exercise its discretion in determining what can
or cannot be allowed. This need is illustrated by the number of commercial solutions that
provide such overlay traffic filtering functionality[161, 117, 144].
We start with the premise that native network filtering is possible (Refer to Section 4.7
for a survey of existing strategies) and consider two types of filtering – 1) Blind filtering, in
which an AS blocks all overlay relaying through it, and 2) Policy-aware filtering, in which
an AS blocks transit overlay traffic only if it violates native routing policies. Note that blind
filtering may be easier to implement since it does not require knowledge of native routing
policy. In either case, ASes filter only relayed (multi-hop) traffic and do not filter overlay
traffic that use the direct native route.
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Figure 18: Performance when overlay relaying is blindly disallowed at a particular host
AS, one AS at a time
When all ASes perform blind filtering, we observe that no overlay path can take a multi-
hop overlay route between two end-points. This makes it essential that all overlay nodes
are mesh-connected to ensure that all nodes can reach each other. However, when all ASes
perform policy-aware filtering and disallow all types of transit policy violations, we notice
from results in Section 4.4.4 that some (30.19% in our dataset) of the multi-hop overlay
paths, which commit absolutely no transit policy violation, are not blocked. Hence, we still
maintain the benefits derived from overlay routing. This situation is more desirable for
the overlay network and its users. However, if exit violations are also disallowed, then the
overlay performance suffers drastically as only few (12.2% in our dataset) of the multi-hop
overlay paths are not blocked.
We now evaluate the impact of these two forms of filtering on overlay routing using a
penalty metric. The penalty incurred for each path is defined as:
Penalty for path AB =
Post-filtering latency of overlay path AB
Best possible latency of overlay path AB, assuming no filtering
The penalty value is a good indicator of the negative effect when an intermediate relay
node in the shortest overlay path disallows relaying and the overlay traffic is forced to take
a longer path.
We next use our Planetlab overlay, characterized earlier, as a case study to evaluate the
effect of filtering on overlay routing performance.
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4.5.1 Blind Filtering
In Fig. 18, we plot the average penalty (averaged over all multi-hop overlay paths) that
would be incurred if the host AS of a particular overlay node blindly filters out overlay
traffic, alongside the value of betweenness associated with that overlay node. To compute
the value of the penalty for a particular overlay node, we rerun the shortest path algorithm
after disallowing relaying at that node and compute new end-to-end latency values. When
an overlay node with high betweenness is disallowed, we seem to incur a high penalty. This
indicates that few overlay nodes with high betweenness provide a substantial incentive to
each overlay path passing through it and are quite irreplaceable. Hence, depending on
whether an excessively used relay is being disabled the overall penalty incurred varies.
Fig. 19 presents plots for the penalty incurred and the number of violations committed
when the number of ASes performing this filtering operation is varied. When the number





cases where this number is over 1000, we chose 1000 scenarios at random. Each penalty
measurement in Fig. 19 is an average of the penalty incurred by all overlay paths, and
average over all scenarios considered. We also plot the 95% confidence interval for each
value.
We observe, from Fig. 19 that, as expected, when more ASes hosting overlay nodes
perform blind filtering of overlay traffic, the penalty incurred increases, while the number
of violations decreases. We also observe a drastic drop in the number of violations as more
than 50 host ASes begin filtering because the last few ASes with high betweenness are finally
being targeted.
When all 58 host ASes begin filtering, the overlay paths are forced to use the single-hop
overlay link without any relaying, which is equivalent to native routing. This leads to the
following three consequences:
• The number of violations observed is 0.
• The penalty value is at a maximum of 1.838.
• There is no advantage to using overlays, as the overlay path is the same as the direct
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Figure 19: Blind filtering



























Figure 20: Policy-aware filtering
native route.
4.5.2 Policy-Aware Filtering
We enforce transit policies on the overlay path by filtering at ASes that host the intermediate
overlay nodes of a multi-hop overlay path. We present only the impact of enforcing transit
policies because we consider them most reproachable. Furthermore, the impact of enforcing
exit policies is similar to that of blind filtering, albeit a bit less detrimental.
Fig. 20 presents plots for the penalty incurred and the number of violations prevalent,
along with the 95% confidence interval for each value, when native transit policy violations
are disallowed by a certain number of host ASes. We use the same evaluation methodology
as that described in the previous subsection. Similar to blind filtering, the penalty incurred
increase and the number of violations decrease, with an increase in the number of host ASes
performing the policy-based filtering.
When all 58 host ASes begin filtering, the violating overlay paths are forced to use the
direct route without any relaying. Hence, the number of violations is 0. However, this
does not imply that the gain is 0, as some multi-hop overlay paths are still allowed. In our
dataset, we observe an average gain of 13.49% in this scenario (in contrast to 31.81% in the
case where there was no filtering). The penalty value is at a maximum of 1.49.
When we compare the results in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20, we notice that policy-based
filtering incurs substantially lower penalty compared to blind-filtering and a non-zero gain,
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making it still worthwhile to deploy overlays.
4.6 Mitigating the Impact of Filtering
In the previous section, we investigated the effects of policy enforcement at the native layer.
When the overlay traffic relaying is disallowed at the native layer, we notice a substantial
deterioration in performance of the overlay networks. This incapacitation causes the overlay
traffic to experience the same or worse treatment as traffic generated by other applications.
It is also conceivable that the overlay network avoids using overlay paths with native policy
violations in an effort to appease the underlying native network. This tends to have the
same drop in overlay routing gain as filtering does.
In the context of service overlays that are managed by a common overlay service provider
(OSP), we propose two possible options that can allow the overlay regain some of its per-
formance advantage, albeit at a cost:
• Add more overlay nodes at non-stub networks, so that good non-violating overlay
paths can be created, as noted from our observations in Section violations:classification.
• Negotiate deals with ASes traversed by violating shortest overlay paths (transit and
exit), so that overlay traffic is allowed to pass through. This in essence creates an
overlay policy that supplements the native policy, but is independently managed. This
is the only option available to mitigate exit policy violations because enforcing all exit
policies will cause the overlay traffic to take the direct native route.
In this section, we consider a generalized approach where the two schemes above are
deployed individually or in combination. In this general scheme, new nodes may be deployed
in some parts of the network to create non-violating paths, while ASes in other parts of
the network are paid to allow violations (of both transit policy and exit policy). One can
also think of the two schemes used simultaneously: an overlay node is added to create some
good violating paths and the ASes are paid to allow these paths. By adopting these two
approaches, we obtain overlay paths that are better than what is achieved when all ASes
perform policy-aware filtering.
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This solution allows the OSP to share the cost originally incurred by the native network
in return for obtaining a routing performance advantage. Hence, we refer to it as the
cost-sharing approach. It is conceivable that such an approach can be adopted to relax
any objection raised by the native network, thereby fostering a higher level of economic
cooperation between the two layers. Adopting this cost-sharing approach is crucial to put
an end to the selfish conflict between the two layers, which often leads to a deterioration in
routing performance[100].
The basic idea of the cost-sharing strategy is to monetize the objections of the violated
ASes i.e., we determine the amount an OSP needs to pay the native layer, so as to use
an objectionable inter-domain link or intermediate AS for its traffic. It could be based on
the monetary loss incurred by the native service provider for sending traffic in a different
direction. Say an OSP pays C1 to its host AS X for certain usage and causes the host
AS to incur an higher expense of C2 when it performs relaying, then the OSP can pay the
overhead of C2 − C1 to the host AS.
The cost-sharing solution involves the following three costs that are paid by the OSP to
the native network, over the lifetime of the overlay 4. Each of these fees can be zero if the
overlay nodes are already permitted by the end-user agreement to adopt any overlay paths:
• New node fee, Ni: Cost for adding a new overlay node in native AS i and for the
associated network resource usage.
• Transit permit fee, Ti: Cost for making a native AS i allow the transit-violating
overlay traffic to be relayed through its network.
• Exit permit fee, Ei: Cost for making a native AS i allow the exit-violating overlay
traffic to exit its network.
Note that it is possible the same AS experiences transit violations in one set of multi-hop
overlay paths and exit violations in a different set of multi-hop overlay paths. Neverthe-
less, we devised it such that the OSP pays individual permit fees for better clarity of our
4We avoid usage-based billing to remove effects of traffic variability.
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4 good multi−hop overlay paths allowed
No violations allowed
2 type A and 2 type B violations
4 good multi−hop paths filtered
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Figure 21: Illustration of the cost-sharing approach, where we pick the optimal set of ASes
to use for relaying. In the above figure, the AS numbers indicate which AS is the provider
and which is the customer. For instance, an AS with AS number 12 will be a provider of
AS with AS number 22.
approach.
Fig. 21 illustrates the cost-sharing approach in a typical overlay network spread over
multiple native ASes. The figure shows the transition from an original network with four
violating overlay paths to a network where these paths have been “legalized”, by adding a
new node to AS23 and obtaining a transit permit from AS32. By making these purchases,
the overlay service provider obtained 4 multi-hop overlay paths with good performance.
Moreover, there were no new violations caused when the new overlay node was added into
the overlay topology because AS23 is a non-stub domain. Consider for example the route
between the overlay node in AS34 and that in AS33. The shortest overlay path (AS34-AS24-
AS35-AS23-AS33) constitutes a violation of type A and is disallowed by the native layer.
This causes the overlay route to adopt the direct native route AS34-AS12-AS13-AS33, which
is substantially longer. However, the cost-sharing approach helped obtain a better route
through the new node in AS23. This leads to the new overlay route AS34-AS24-AS23-AS34
and a corresponding path gain.
However, neither option eliminates the exit policy violation experienced by AS34. The
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OSP has fewer alternatives for legitimizing the exit policy violations. This is because any
deviation from the direct native route, with an objective of attaining a higher routing gain,
will cause more exit violations. Hence, the OSP is required to compensate AS34 for the exit
policy violation in order to retain the routing advantage.
4.6.1 Deploying the Cost Sharing Scheme
We now consider the question of how to best deploy the cost-sharing scheme described
above. The problem we address is the following: Given a certain budget, new node costs and permit
costs, how should an overlay service provider determine where to position new nodes and what permits to
obtain, in order to maximize its performance advantage within the constraints of the budget.
Based on this problem statement, we can see that the solution to the cost-sharing
approach is comprised of two components:
N = Set of ASes where new nodes are placed
T = Set of ASes being paid for transit permits
E = Set of ASes being paid for exit permits
We represent the overall solution as S, where S = {N , T , E}. A solution yields a new set of
shortest paths in the overlay, H. This set is made up of a set of non-violating or permitted
paths, HN and a set of violating paths, HV . The overlay paths in HN can provide a gain
in routing performance over native routing (as described in Section 4.4.2). However, the
violating paths in HV cannot be used (because of the assumption that these are filtered)
and the overlay resorts to using the single-hop overlay link. This provides no advantage to
overlay routing. An ideal solution, hence, is where HV = ∅.
The cost-sharing deployment problem can be formulated as:
max
S
Gain(S) such that Cost(S) ≤ B, where

















To solve the cost-sharing problem in the context of inter-domain policy violations and policy-
aware filtering, we need the following details about the native network and the original
overlay network5:
• Overlay network topology (node location, link connectivity).
• Estimated length of each overlay link, based on the metric of choice.
• The AS-level path of each overlay link and the relationships between each pair of AS
present in the AS-level path. This helps us determine which relaying operations are
filtered by the native layer.
• The hypothetical shortest overlay path computed without concern for inter-domain
violations. We denote these paths as H′. They represent the highest achievable gain.
These are the routes we characterized in Section 4.4.
• The costs involved in adding nodes and for obtaining permits from ASes, computed
from various native-overlay business agreements.
The cost-sharing problem is complicated because of the policy constraints that need to
be satisfied. Moreover, the gain value is non-additive with respect to the different ASes
used for relaying, i.e., if we know the gain G1 achieved when only AS1 is paid money for
relaying and the gain G2 achieved when only AS2 is paid money for relaying, we cannot say
that the gain achieved when both AS1 and AS2 are used for relaying is (G1 + G2). This
makes our problem different compared to other conventional weight-constrained shortest
path problems[72, 30, 33].
Obtaining an optimal solution S is a hard problem6. Hence, we use insights from our
analysis in Section 4.4 and 4.5 to derive greedy heuristics to obtain a reasonable solution.
5Most of these can be obtained by a procedure similar to that we adopted in Section 4.4.
6The cost-sharing problem can easily be shown to be NP-hard by performing a reduction to the set-cover
problem, which is known to be NP-complete[60].
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• Set N = T = E = ∅
• For each path i in H′
– For each relay node j in path i, betweenness(j)++
– Compute Gain(i)
• Sort all overlay nodes in decreasing order of betweenness
T for host AS of node
• while total cost < Bth
– j = Get Next Entry(Sorted list of overlay nodes)
– k = Host AS of node j
– T = T ∪ k; Obtain transit permit from host AS k
– Compute potential overlay paths H after obtaining permit
– In H, determine AS l with highest number of exit violations
E for that AS
value
– E = E ∪ l; Obtain exit permit from AS l
– total cost = total cost + Tk + El
• Sort all overlay paths in H′ with violation A/B in decreasing order of
path gain
N for upstream provider AS
• while total cost < B
– i = Get Next Entry(Sorted list of overlay paths)
– k = Upstream provider AS in path i
– If AS k ∈ N , continue
– If there exists no path between AS k and destination of path i, continue
– N = N ∪ k; Add new node to provider AS k
– Compute potential overlay paths H after obtaining permit
– In H, determine AS l with highest number of exit violations
E for that AS
value
– E = E ∪ l; Obtain exit permit from AS l
– total cost = total cost + Nk + El
• Solution S = {N , T , E}
Figure 22: Greedy scheme for the cost-sharing problem.
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4.6.2 Greedy Heuristic Solution
Our heuristic solution is shown in Fig. 22. It produces the solution in two phases. In the
first, it obtains transit permits for violating paths in a particular order, until the cost of
buying permits exceeds a threshold value Bth, which is less than or equal to the total budget
B. In the second phase, the remaining budget (if any) is used to add new nodes to provide
more non-violating paths. The ordering of the two phases is motivated later. During each
phase, we simultaneously resolve any exit violations that arise. The order of compensation
of the individual ASes in each phase is motivated by the following insights that we obtained
from our previous analysis:
1. We observed in Section 4.4 that most of the violations are in the form of a transit to
an upstream provider (Type A and B). Hence, it is desirable to add overlay nodes at
these upstream providers (relative to the point of violation), so as to bypass the overlay
node associated with the violation. Our heuristic, therefore, adds overlay nodes to
intermediate ASes in the unconstrained shortest overlay paths H′, starting with the
violating overlay paths which achieve the highest gain. If there exists an upstream
provider in a violating path with very low new node fee N , then it would be in our
best interest to give a higher preference to such placing a node there. We achieve this
by normalizing the value of path gain by the new node fee for the upstream provider
(unless the cost is zero, for which we just use the absolute value), as done in the
approximation algorithm for the set-cover problem[73].
2. From the results in Section 4.4, we know that most of the violations are committed at
stub ASes hosting overlay nodes. Moreover, betweenness plots in Section 4.4 indicated
that there are a few overlay nodes that are key to most of the overlay paths. Hence, by
merging both observations, we negotiate deals with the stub ASes, in the decreasing
order of relay betweenness in H′, to permit the violating overlay traffic to be relayed
through. Similar to the previous discussion, we normalize the betweenness value of a
particular overlay node by the permit fee for the corresponding host AS.
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Adding new nodes or permitting a transit typically has the tendency of changing the
adopted overlay path, and thereby the exit points. This indicates that the exit violations
must be resolved after each cost-sharing move. Our analysis of the location of the exit
violations showed no evidence that a particular AS is always violated when a certain overlay
node is used in that link. However, we did observe a higher correlation between the location
of the exit violation and the intermediate relay used. This further corroborates our choice
of estimating exit violations after determining the exact intermediate relay to use at each
step.
Based on our observations from Fig. 17, we posit that obtaining exit permit from the
AS experiencing the most exit violations is the best choice. Nevertheless, if there exists an
exit violated AS with very low exit permit fee E, then it would be in our best interest to
give a higher preference to obtaining an exit permit from it. We achieve this by normalizing
the number of exit violations at each AS by its exit permit fee (unless the cost is zero,
for which we just use the absolute value), as done in the approximation algorithm for the
set-cover problem[73]. This provides a good tradeoff between budget and path gain.
The exact value we adopt for the budget threshold Bth depends on the actual topology
of the native and overlay network. When threshold Bth = budget B, we only obtain permits
to improve overall gain. When threshold Bth = 0, we only add new nodes to improve overall
gain. This shows that the threshold value Bth has a direct influence on the effectiveness of
the cost-sharing approach, by controlling the decision of which heuristic to follow. Generally,
the ideal threshold value can be found from the betweenness plot in Fig. 15, which shows
that only a few nodes are repeatedly present in many overlay paths. Hence, we can look
for a knee point in the betweenness curve to determine the appropriate threshold value.
Based on the betweenness values observed in our case study and in other simulated overlay
networks, we recommend the following rule of thumb for setting the threshold value:
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(b) Only obtain transit permits
Figure 23: Average gain achieved with the two individual heuristics.
4.6.3 Applying the Heuristic to Our Case Study, assuming no exit policy re-
strictions
In this subsection, we show results from applying our heuristic to the overlay case study
analyzed previously. In these results, we assume that the permit fee is the same for all ASes
(Ti = P ∀ AS i) and the new node fee is the same for all ASes (Ni = N ∀ AS i). In Fig.
23(a) and 23(b), we first show the effect of adding nodes or obtaining transit permits in the
order specified by the individual heuristic. We make two observations about the heuristics.
First, as expected, the ordering of new nodes to add and transit permits to obtain give the
desired effect of producing the best gain in the first few nodes added or transit permits
obtained. Second, we observe that the gain from the initial few transit permits can be
substantial. Hence our decision to obtain transit permits first and then add nodes in the
greedy algorithm of Fig. 22.
We next applied the cost-sharing algorithm for different values of the threshold value,
while keeping the overall budget B at a constant value of 20 × P . We plot, in Fig. 24, the
solutions obtained for different ratios of N/P . We can see that the knee of each curve lies
around a threshold value of 5 or 6. This is coherent with our rule of thumb. We observed
in Fig. 23(b) that the gain achieved by obtaining permits saturates after a certain point.
Hence, having a high threshold value and filling up the budget with permit expenses is not
desirable because we lose on any potential gain that can be achieved by adding new nodes.
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Figure 24: Solutions for different values of Bth, when budget B = 20 × P
Keeping this in mind, we varied the threshold value only between zero and B/2.
We next consider the effect of the total budget B on the achievable performance. Fig.
25(a) shows the performance when we apply our greedy algorithm for Bth = 6 × P , with
varying budgets. The ratio between the new node fee and the permit fee determines how
effectively the remaining budget will be utilized after obtaining sufficient permits. Therefore,
it has a direct bearing on the achieved gain. As expected, for a fixed budget threshold, the
higher the N/P ratio, the lower the gain achieved. By comparing the plots in Fig. 23
and Fig. 25(a), we observe two important points - i) the greedy algorithm performs better
than the individual heuristics for each value of the budget, ii) the highest gain achieved
in the cost-sharing scheme is greater than what is achieved in H′ (which is the case where
all ASes permit violations). These two observations corroborate our combined cost-sharing
approach.
All previous experiments assumed equal Ni and Ti. For the same overlay case study,
we computed the solution S for a random distribution of the costs Ni and Ti. The new
node fee was uniformly distributed between [0.5×N , 1.5×N ] and the permit fees between
[0.5×P , 1.5×P ], thus maintaining the average values at N and P . Fig. 25(b) presents
the gain achieved in this scenario. We observe that the gain achieved for a certain budget
is comparable with the earlier simplified scenario. This shows that the algorithm is more
influenced by the average costs, rather than the absolute value.
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(a) When P is equal ∀ ASes and N is equal
∀ ASes.



















(b) When P and N for each AS is uniformly
distributed.
Figure 25: Solutions with the cost-sharing greedy scheme, when Bth = 6 × P
4.6.4 Applying the Heuristic to Our Case Study, with exit policy restrictions
We now address the exit policy restrictions. As seen from our greedy algorithm in Fig. 22,
the violations are to be resolved simultaneously. For better understanding of the results, we
assume the transit permit fee Ti and the exit permit fee Ei for a particular AS i to be equal
to P , and the new node fee Ni to be equal to N . Fig. 26(a) presents the gain observed for
each expenditure by the OSP, when the budget threshold was configured at 12 × P . From
the figure, we observe that the OSP is able to achieve a significant improvement in routing
performance that is commensurate with the budget spent. We also see that the increase in
gain is sluggish when the budget is low. This is because all ASes in the system filter out
violating traffic initially. Obtaining transit permits in that scenario does not cause much
change in the gain, until a few critical exit violated ASes are compensated. After crossing
that point, the achieved gain increases rapidly with the increase in budget.
Further, we conducted the cost-sharing experiment for a random distribution of the
costs Ni, Ti and Ei. The new node fee was uniformly distributed between [0.5×N , 1.5×N ]
and the permit fees between [0.5×P , 1.5×P ], thus maintaining the average values at N
and P . In this scenario, the improvement achieved for a certain budget was similar to the
earlier simplified scenario in Fig. 26(b), showing that the algorithm is more influenced by
average costs here as well.
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(a) When T and E is equal ∀ ASes, and N
is equal ∀ ASes.
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(b) When T, E and N for each AS is uni-
formly distributed.
Figure 26: Solutions with the cost-sharing greedy scheme with both transit and exit policy
restrictions, when Bth = 12 × P
Though there exists no unique exit violated AS that needs to be appeased after each
cost-sharing step, our greedy sequential approach offers a reasonable improvement in routing
performance for the OSP. Moreover, we do not notice a case where a cost-sharing step fails
to make a difference because the corresponding exit violated AS is not compensated.
It is conceivable that this cost-sharing procedure be incorporated from the initial stages
of the overlay topology design, rather than serving to supplement an existing overlay topol-
ogy. This design approach is a hard problem with two unconstrained objectives: 1) Achiev-
ing good overall path gain, 2) Resolving arising policy violations. The problem poses dif-
ferent set of challenges as the H′ (set of shortest overlay path without concern for policy
violations) does not exist initially and grows with the size of the overlay topology. We
reserve further investigation of this problem for future study.
4.6.5 Network Characteristics
Our cost-sharing approach improves on a given scenario, without creating any new policy
violations, by exploiting the following three properties:
1. The property that there exists non-stub ASes that can offer a good route to a desti-
nation.
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2. The betweenness property of overlay nodes, wherein there exists a small set of overlay
nodes that are present in many overlay paths.
3. Exit violations are distributed in a non-uniform manner across multiple ASes.
We understand that many of the conclusions drawn in this section may seem limited by
the fact that they originate from a single Planetlab dataset. In this subsection, we establish
the generality of our approach by showing that these three properties hold true in a wide
variety of networks.
The first property can easily be reasoned to be true based on the knowledge that inter-
domain routing is policy-constrained and does not always adopt the shortest route to a
destination. By adding an overlay node at the upstream provider, we are able to force the
AS to adopt the shorter route, thereby regaining the routing advantage.
To verify the second and third property, we simulated 90 random overlay networks with
varying number of overlay nodes in stub ASes and varying out-degree (extent of multihom-
ing) of the host AS. In particular, the number of stub ASes was set at 35, 40 or 45, and
the maximum out-degree of the host AS was bound to 10, 25 or 40. This gives a total of 9
combinations, each of which was simulated 10 times.
In each run, we picked 50 host ASes, catering to the above mentioned characteristics,
from a list of 21,416 ASes observed in the different BGP route dumps used in Section 4.4.
We computed the AS-level route of each overlay link by using the BGP routes collected
from multiple vantage points as input and performing policy routing between the two host
ASes7. In addition, we assigned random latency values for each inter-AS link (in the range
of 10-50 ms) and computed the shortest overlay path between each pair of host AS. When we
inspected the betweenness of each overlay node, we observed that the betweenness property
indeed holds in all scenarios.
Further, we applied our cost-sharing algorithm to each of the 9 scenarios and plotted
the results in Fig. 27. We assumed no exit policy restrictions for this experiment. The gain
achieved was averaged over the 10 different overlay networks generated for each scenario.
7We computed the shortest AS-path that does not violate native layer policy. This is an approximation





































































Figure 27: Cost-sharing solutions for the 9 simulated scenarios
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In all scenarios, we notice a sharp increase in the gain when the budget is low. After some
point, though, adding more budget does not lead to significant gain improvement. As the
initial permits obtained provided a higher gain than what the new node addition provided,
our choice of Bth (according to the rule of thumb) in each run is justified. The individual
plots in Fig. 27 are similar to those observed in our case study, indicating that our approach
can be used to improve performance of many possible overlay topologies.
4.7 Related Work
Our work classifies violations according to results in [102], which tries to understand the
BGP misconfigurations that are prevalent in the current Internet. With advances in BGP
measurement studies and data sources[59, 103, 131, 128, 166, 172, 99, 75, 166], it is now
possible to determine the different AS policies endured by a packet exchanged between two
end systems. We combine both these directions of work in the context of overlay routing
to analyze violations of overlay traffic.
The second motivation of our work lies in the rapid development in the market for
traffic management products[21, 134, 161, 117, 144], based on ASes’ need to control the
influx of overlay traffic. To identify and filter these overlay packets, most products adopt
a flow-signature-based approach[150] that develops some form of correlation between the
incoming and outgoing packets, or a communication-pattern-based approach[81]. However,
there is very little understanding of the impact of filtering on the user experience. We
address this issue in our thesis.
4.8 Summary
In this chapter, we investigate the concern that overlay routing derives performance ad-
vantages by violating native routing policies. Specifically, we investigated violations of the
transit policy and exit policy, caused by multi-hop overlay paths. As more overlay applica-
tions are introduced to subvert the functionality limitations of the Internet, the frequency
of policy violations can become substantial, which would increase the relevance of this work.
Further, we analyze the impact of native layer traffic filtering attempting to prevent these
violations. We showed that a clear tradeoff exists between the number of policy violations
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and the penalty incurred when the native layer enforces these policies. It is conceivable that
more networks will start filtering overlay traffic. We showed that even policy-aware filtering
can be detrimental to the overlay routing efficiency, while blind filtering can completely
remove any incentive to use overlay routing. In this context, we propose a cost-sharing
approach that allows the overlay service provider to recover the overlay routing advantage
through payments to native network operators. Further, we prescribed a heuristic-based
algorithm for solving the cost-sharing problem with a certain budget. We believe that this
approach provides a framework to legitimize snative policy violations and allow the bene-




INTERACTION BETWEEN OVERLAY ROUTING AND TRAFFIC
ENGINEERING
5.1 Introduction
In a resource-constrained world, where the native layer performs traffic engineering (TE),
the selfish behavior of overlay routing tends to backfire and causes all traffic to suffer route
oscillations, increased routing cost and resource starvation[100, 98, 83]. Further, instability
and sub-optimality is exacerbated when there is a conflict in objective between the two
entities, viz. overlay routing that aims to minimize the latency between the nodes of a
service overlay network[39], and traffic engineering that aims to balance the load in the
underlying native network[112, 55]. Although this non-cooperative interaction is a well-
studied problem, past research does not suggest ways to avoid associated shortcomings and
attain an optimal operating point.
In this context, our goal is to propose strategies that obtain the best possible performance
for a particular layer by predicting or counteracting the other layer’s reaction, while steering
the system towards a stable state. This is similar to the Stackelberg approach where one
player acts as a leader and the other players are selfish followers[87]. We refer to the
layer that makes the first unconventional route adjustment as the leader and the layer that
reacts to this change as the follower. As these strategies allow one layer to firmly assert its
performance, without any future deterioration, we refer to them as preemptive strategies.
The general idea is to insure that the leader picks those optimal routes for which the follower
has no other alternative or volition but to retain the same routes. Specifically, we propose
preemptive strategies for the following two scenarios:
1. When overlay applications can estimate the characteristics of the underlying native
network and can sufficiently predict its behavior for a certain load distribution. In
the context of service overlay networks, the objective of the leader is to minimize the
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end-to-end latency of the overlay paths.
2. When the native network is aware of the selfish overlay network and can sufficiently
predict its behavior for a certain network topology. In the context of traffic engineer-
ing, the objective of the leader is either to minimize the maximum link utilization, or
to minimize the overall network cost.
Unfortunately, prediction in the true sense is not a pragmatic solution owing to three
main issues. Firstly, overlay networks and native networks maintain independent routing
tables and have different network span, making it unrealistic to procure complete knowledge
about the other layer’s functioning. Secondly, the prediction process makes it essential to
contrive a relation between the latency objective and the load balancing objective, which
does not exist in reality. Lastly, determining the exact routes to be prescribed by each layer,
even in the presence of complete information, is a hard problem[173].
We work around these limitations by profiling the multi-layer interaction, and propose
simple strategies for the leader to proactively prepare itself for the follower’s reaction (re-
sponse). As this represents a repeated game[57], where the players have continuous sequen-
tial interaction, it is possible to capitalize on historical observations and to gradually learn
the desired action. Specifically, we propose two classes of strategies – friendly or hostile –
for each layer.
In the friendly strategy, one layer picks routes in such a manner that it improves its
performance without defeating the objective of the other layer. The fundamental idea
behind the friendly design being that the follower does not get instigated to react if the
leader operates within certain bounds acceptable to the follower. On the other hand, a
hostile strategy improves the performance of one layer primarily by defeating the objective
of the other layer, with minimal chance for recuperation. The fundamental idea behind the
hostile design being that the leader can cause irrecoverable problems for the follower in an
effort to leave the follower no viable option to react.
As overlay applications proliferate, it is highly likely that the amount of selfish overlay
traffic will experience significant growth in the future. Moreover, network virtualization
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through overlay networking is seen by many as a potential future for the Internet[141].
This tends to alarm the current ISPs about the impending destabilization of its network. In
such a context, deploying our strategies in either layer is crucial to eliminate the instability
(persistent route oscillations) generally observed in the non-cooperative interaction[98, 83,
138], without compromising on route optimality. Though we do not recommend the hostile
strategies, we propose and analyze them in this thesis to prepare each layer for possible
hostile attacks from the other layer in the future.
Our contributions are three-fold:
1. We provide an understanding of the objective conflict in the multi-layer interaction
and its detrimental effects.
2. We develop means to mitigate the inherent instability in the system without compro-
mising on the routing performance.
3. We propose simple, yet efficient, strategies that help a particular layer achieve near-
optimal performance, with limited information of the other layer.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We briefly describe related work in
Section 5.7. We present the issues involved in the interaction and the model for evaluation
in Section 5.2. We characterize the behavior of the multi-layer interaction in Section 5.3
by a simulation study. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 propose preemptive strategies that improve
the performance of the overlay layer and native layer respectively. Section 5.6 presents the
performance achieved when both layers adopt a preemptive strategy. We summarize this
chapter in Section 5.8.
5.2 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we describe the exact behavior model of each layer and present our method-
ology of performance evaluation.
5.2.1 Network Model
We investigate the interaction between the following two entities:
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5.2.1.1 Traffic Engineering
TE is a crucial procedure in modern ISP networks to balance load and remove bottlenecks.
Typically, it uses a particular snapshot of the traffic demand matrix to derive the set of
routes that achieve a specific load-balancing objective. The frequency of re-engineering the
routes depends on the amplitude of change in the traffic matrix or the desired periodicity.
In our work, we study the effects of adopting one of the following two objectives:
• Minimize the overall cost of the network (as proposed by [55]), where the cost φ(a) of
an individual link a is modeled using a piecewise-linear, increasing, convex function.
• Minimize the maximum link utilization in the network (as used by [79, 162]), where
the utilization of an individual link a is defined as the ratio between the cumulative
load Xa in the link and the capacity Ca of the link.
TE can be implemented by means of MPLS[35], where the traffic between two nodes
is partitioned and transported over one or more pre-configured tunnels, or OSPF/ISIS[55],
where the IGP link metrics are optimized to approximate the solution of MPLS-TE. As
MPLS achieves the optimal TE objective, we only focus on the interaction between overlay
routing and MPLS-TE.
We model the native network as a directed graph G = (V,E), where V is the set of
nodes and E is the set of directed links with finite capacity constraints. The latency of
each physical link is the sum of the propagation delay and the queuing delay. We analyze
two different cases in the rest of the chapter: one where the queuing delay is negligible in
comparison to the propagation delay and one where it is non-negligible.
5.2.1.2 Overlay Routing
We focus on a service overlay network, which is managed by a single operator, and which
offers latency-optimized paths to actual end systems. To achieve this, the overlay layer
maintains a routing table that is independent of the underlying network[6, 51, 155] and
deploys some form of dynamic routing to adapt to changing conditions in the native network.
Following standard terminology, an overlay link represents the direct native route between
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two overlay nodes, which in turn comprises of one or more native links, and an overlay
path is made up of one or more overlay (virtual) links. This overlay path represents the
end-to-end route taken by the application traffic.
We model the overlay network as a directed graph G′ = (V ′, E′), with V ′ being the
set of nodes and E ′ being the set of edges. We assume that the overlay topology is given
and aim to improve over current performance. We assume complete mesh connectivity of
overlay links between the overlay nodes. The overlay network periodically monitors the
state of the overlay links and the latency incurred by each of them. Based on the collected
data, the overlay performs some form of link state routing to optimize its objective.
5.2.2 Interaction between the Layers
Each entity described above operates solely on the results of the network monitoring process
and is otherwise oblivious to the dynamics of the other layer. This independent operation
of routing protocols in the two layers, as seen in today’s networks, has the following two
inherent drawbacks:
• Misalignment of objectives: In the attempt of deriving shortest paths, overlay routing
tends to reuse a short overlay link in multiple paths1. This causes the load on that
native route to escalate beyond the expected demand, thereby upsetting traffic engi-
neering. Similarly, in an effort to balance load, TE may offer native routes that span
under-utilized routes in remote regions of the network, causing a stretch in the overlay
link latency. This shows a serious misalignment in objectives leading to contention
and associated route oscillations.
• Misdirection of traffic matrix estimation: The TE operation used by the ISPs relies
heavily on the estimate of the traffic matrix. In the case of overlay networks, irrespec-
tive of the TE protocol or objective, the drawback is that the estimated traffic matrix
is not reflective of the actual end-to-end source-destination demand[100, 83]. Hence,
there is a certain amount of misdirection in the load-based optimization procedure of
1It has been shown on a Planetlab testbed that the popularity (betweenness) of certain nodes in the
overlay network is non-uniformly distributed[137].
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TE. For instance, consider the traffic on two overlay paths A−B and A−B−C. The
traffic on the overlay link AB cannot be differentiated based on the true destination.
This makes the load distribution process rigid.
The interaction between overlay routing and traffic engineering is non-cooperative and
recurring. Each layer optimizes the routes to suit its local objective in succession. We refer
to the duration between two iterations of TE as a round. The number of overlay routing
operations between two TE operations may vary based on the probing frequency.
Fig. 28 illustrates this multi-layer interaction by means of a simple example. In the
figure, the numbers indicate the available bandwidth on each native link and the latency
value of each link in ms. We do not show the IGP metrics. We assume that the traffic is
split evenly between available equal cost multipaths and the latency value of each native
link is a constant parameter. The overlay traffic matrix contains 1Mbps of traffic from each
node to every other node. We notice that any reconfiguration in one layer’s routes leads to
a substantial change in the other layer’s state (link load profile in the case of TE or link
latency profile in the case of overlay routing). Such a system takes longer to stabilize in the
presence of resource constraints. The system in the example takes longer than 10 rounds
to reach steady state.
5.2.3 Performance metrics
Based on the particular TE objective, the routing performance of the native layer can be
measured by one of the following two variants:
• Native cost, in the event the ISP chooses to minimize the overall cost incurred by its
network. The native cost is computed as
∑
a∈E φ(a), where a represents a link in the
set of edges E and φ is the summation of the piecewise integral of the cost increase
function.
• Maximum utilization, if the objective of the ISP is to minimize the maximum link uti-
lization observed in its network. The maximum utilization is computed as maxa∈E
X(a)
C(a) ,
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Figure 28: Illustration of 2 rounds of interaction between overlay routing and TE.
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In our work, we focus on service overlays that offer lowest latency routing service. Hence,
the routing performance of the overlay layer can be measured by:
• Average latency, which is defined as the average of the end-to-end latencies observed
across all overlay paths with non-zero traffic demand.
When there exists a conflict in the objective between the two layers, the system tends
to become unstable, leading to frequent alterations in the route taken by existing traffic.
These changes in route can happen to all flows at the end of traffic engineering, or just to
overlay flows at the end of overlay routing. Each such route change is referred to as a route
flap. Route flaps can be a serious problem in case of TCP, VoIP and other traffic that relies
on packet ordering and is sensitive to jitter[17]. As a result, the end-to-end performance is
hurt. Moreover, the route flaps serve as an important indication of the instability in the
system. Hence, the next performance metric of interest is:
• Number of route flaps, which is the sum of route changes observed in existing flows
after a routing operation.
During the multi-layer interaction of overlay routing and TE, there are operating points
where the performance of a particular layer is the best it can be. We refer to this performance
as the best-case, or optimal, performance of that layer. This best-case performance can be
computed as the minimum of the objective value attained in any of the rounds. However,
that layer is usually unable to retain this best-case performance, as the other layer annuls
it during its routing operations.
The preemptive strategies we propose attempt to steer the system towards the best-case
performance of the leader. However, as shown later, the leader is not always able to achieve
the best-case performance, and sometimes incurs a minor loss of routing performance, as a
tradeoff against the gain in system stability. We use the following performance metric to
estimate the effectiveness of the preemptive strategies we propose:
• Inflation factor, which is defined for each layer as:
Inflation factor =
Steady state obj value with strategy
mint=0..∞ Obj value without strategy
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In the case of the leader, this factor is used to determine if the leader achieved the best-
case performance at the steady state, or if the leader had to accept a minor tradeoff
to retain its stable performance. In the case of the follower, this factor reflects the
amount of sub-optimality incurred by the follower, due to the leader’s preemptive
action.
5.2.4 Simulation Setup
In this subsection, we describe the simulation setup that we used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the multi-layer interaction (with or without the preemptive strategies). Clearly,
the routing performance in this multi-layer scenario is topology-specific and load-specific.
Hence, we simulate multiple overlay topologies over multiple native networks, with varying
levels of traffic, to improve the generality of the results.
We use GT-ITM[23] to generate random network topologies for the simulations. We
generate 5 native network topologies of 20 nodes each2, 5 overlay topologies of 5 nodes each
and 5 overlay topologies of 8 nodes each. This give us 50 possible combinations of mapping
the overlay topology to the native topology at random. All observations in this chapter
have been verified over these 50 synthetic topologies. However, we present the results from
only one topology to monitor the trend accurately. The results observed for this topology
are representative of those observed in the other topologies, unless otherwise mentioned.
The overlay links used in the simulation are bi-directional and we deploy a ping-like
delay estimation scheme to determine the latency across an overlay link, i.e. we compute
the round-trip time across each overlay link and halve the result to determine the one-way
latency. This causes symmetric routing at the overlay layer, though the native TE-based
routing over the set of directed links E is asymmetric.
We posit there are a few overlay nodes in a domain that exchange a certain amount of
overlay traffic among each other. In addition, all nodes in the domain exchange a certain
other amount of background traffic, i.e. background relative to the overlay network. The
overlay traffic and the background traffic together represent the total load on the native
2We are restricted to a small native network owing to the huge computational complexity of the linear
programming solution of MPLS-TE
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network.
We vary the amount of traffic in the network by tuning two parameters – average link
utilization u and the overlay traffic scale factor p. The former parameter determines the
total load in the network and the latter determines the fraction of traffic on an overlay
link that belongs to the overlay network. We configure the capacity of each native link
in our topology to be 10Mbps. Once we determine the total load l (sum of all demands),
we determine the source-destination pairs in the native network that are also part of the
overlay. In all those pairs, we set the fraction of the overlay traffic to be p times the total
load in those pairs. The remaining load becomes part of the background traffic. Once we
know the total load in different sections of the native and overlay network, we randomly
generate traffic demands between each source-destination pair. This traffic assignment is
similar to that in [98]3. We keep this traffic matrix the same all through our experimentation
in order to analyze the dynamics for each load distribution.
It is worth noting that the overlay traffic matrix has to be combined with the overlay
routes to determine the overlay networks’ contribution to the real traffic matrix. An example
of this operation can be seen in Fig. 28.
We configure the probing frequency in such a manner that each round of the interaction
has one instance of TE, followed by three instances of overlay routing. After each TE, we
update the latency of each overlay link and after each overlay routing operation, we update
the real traffic matrix to reflect the changes. Thus, each layer’s action influences the other
layer’s reaction.
In our simulation, we determine the exact routes for MPLS-TE by solving the linear
program (LP) formulated in [55]. To solve this LP, we use the GNU linear programming
kit[65].
We understand that our simulation setup can be considered simplistic i.e., it considers
only a fixed native topology size of 20 nodes, intra-domain scenario and a single overlay
network. However, we believe that this approach is well-suited to study each interacting
3There is a minor difference that we preset the total load first and then subtract the overlay traffic from
it to determine the background traffic.
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element. We reserve consideration of multi-AS multi-overlay case for future study.
5.3 Multi-layer Interaction: A simulation study
In this section, we present results from our simulation study of the interaction between
overlay routing and traffic engineering, and discuss about the ideal routing choices for the
leader.
5.3.1 Simulation Results
Fig. 29 presents results for the interaction between the two layers for a specific scenario,
without applying any of our preemptive strategies. We observe that each TE procedure
leads to an increase in the average end-to-end latency of existing overlay paths, while each
overlay routing operation leads to an increase in the maximum utilization of the native
network. This shows a clear conflict in objective between the two layers and gives sufficient
reason for the instability. Owing to the probing frequency, we observe that the duration of
sub-optimality for TE is longer in comparison to that for overlay routing. Though we plot
only 10 rounds of interaction, the conflict in objective was noticed to extend even beyond
100 rounds.
The number of route flaps gives a numerical estimate of the instability in the network.
We observe that the system suffers from persistent route flaps and does not attain a stable
operating point even after 100 rounds elapse. This is accordance with earlier findings[100],
which used both synthetic topologies and real tier-1 ISP topologies for verification. Note
that the number of route flaps observed during TE serves as an estimate of the instability
prevalent in all native routes, though the value we plot only represents the route flaps
observed in the overlay traffic.
We observe that the amplitude of variation in the maximum utilization and average
latency values is different between Fig. 29(a), where the queuing delay is negligible com-
pared to the propagation delay, and Fig. 29(b), where queuing delay is comparable to the
propagation delay. We used the M/M/1 formulation of queuing delay for lack of an accu-
rate model. This is sufficient since we qualitatively seek a delay function that is inversely



























































(b) With queuing delay
Figure 29: The progression of observed performance for a particular topology with 8
overlay nodes and 20 native nodes. The above results represent the base performance,
without using any of our strategies. Here, the objective of TE was to minimize the maximum
utilization. Each TE event is followed by three overlay routing events.
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comparing the temporal variation of the layer’s outcome. On comparing Fig. 29(a) and
Fig. 29(b), we observe that the introduction of queuing delay has reduced the amount of
variation caused in the maximum utilization value. This can be attributed to the closed
loop feedback inherent to queuing; when overlay routing picks a low delay link for multiple
routes, it tends to increase the load on that link, leading to an increase in queuing delay,
and consequently a cessation of using that link and a reduction of the load on that link.
This indicates that the objectives of the two layers are less conflictive in the second scenario.
Another interesting feature in Fig. 29(b) is the flapping of overlay routes triggered
by the change in queuing delay, which in turn was caused by the shifting of load during
the previous overlay routing operation4. This shows minor unrest in overlay routing in
the presence of substantial queuing delay, despite the absence of TE. In our simulation,
the overlay layer did not employ any form of hysteresis to dampen these minor queuing
delay-based route flaps.
We extended our analyses by varying different parameters of the simulation (namely, TE
objective, number of overlay nodes, amount of overall traffic, percentage of overlay traffic,
and the queuing delay), in an effort to completely profile the scenarios where the conflict is
exacerbated. We observed a performance similar to those plotted above. The following is
the summary:
• When the TE objective is to minimize the native cost, the trend is fairly similar to
that shown in plot Fig. 29. The only difference is noticed when the queuing delay is
non-negligible, wherein the objective of TE and overlay routing are lesser in conflict
with each other. In that scenario, the objective of minimizing native cost tends to
keep the load on all links low, thereby reducing queuing delay and consequentially
the average latency of the overlay paths. On the other hand, overlay routing avoids
overloading links, thereby reducing the native cost. Hence, the conflict is lesser, yet
significant, in the case where the TE objective is to minimize native cost and the
queuing delay is non-negligible.
4Note that any change in the overlay routing table leads to a change in the real traffic matrix seen by
TE, though we do not change the native or overlay traffic matrix.
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• We analyzed two sets of overlay topologies with 5 nodes and 8 nodes each. We
observed that a higher fraction of overlay nodes cause higher conflict. This can be
explained by inspecting the number of multi-hop overlay paths, defined as the overlay
path which is not the same as the direct native route. A multi-hop overlay path is
the primary reason why the native layer traffic matrix estimation is misdirected, i.e.
when two nodes always communicate along the direct native route, then TE is able to
load balance easily. Thus, the higher the number of multi-hop overlay paths, the higher
the conflict between TE and overlay routing. In the 5-node topologies, we observed
only 1 multi-hop overlay path. This caused the smaller topology to have no conflict,
while the 8-node topology profiled above displays 20 multi-hop overlay paths, causing
a higher level of conflict and a substantial number of route flaps.
• Irrespective of the size of the native topology and overlay topology, the occurrence
of route flaps depends mainly on how conducive the overall network is to forming
multi-hop overlay paths. Thus, we are justified in adopting a small native network,
as long as there are sufficient overlay nodes.
• Increasing total load in the network stresses traffic engineering further and causes it
to pick routes that are far more widespread. This worsens the link latencies as seen
by overlay routing, giving it more reason to pick multi-hop overlay paths, thereby
causing a higher variation in TE outcome. Hence, even at an average link utilization
of 0.1, we start seeing considerable amplitude in variation.
• We analyzed the effect of overlay traffic by setting the scale factor at 0.4, 0.8, 1.2
and 1.6. We observe higher variations in the TE objective as the scale factor is high.
When the amount of overlay traffic is very small, overlay routing has minimal impact
on TE outcome. This is inline with our intuition and with past research results[98].
Consequently, we find very low amplitude of variation when the scale is 0.4 (which
represents overlay traffic that is 6.4% of the total traffic).
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5.3.2 Time-scale of Traffic Engineering Efforts
The previous subsection presented results for the cross-layer interaction at a relatively small
time-scale, viz. TE is performed after three instances of overlay routing. This might be
considered too frequent from the perspective of the ISP and represents the worst case
scenario. In the event, TE is performed at a much lower frequency, then the native layer
suffers a much longer duration of sub-optimality. The peak in the maximum utilization
objective of Fig. 29 will persist for a long duration, although the route flaps may not
persist. Despite the improve stability, this situation is still objectionable to the native ASes.
Thus, irrespective of the time-scale at which TE operates, the native layer TE objective is
disrupted by overlay routing and there is a need to adopt mitigation strategies, like those
presented in Section 5.5.
5.3.3 Social Optimum
The social optimum is defined as the action-reaction pair that produces the best outcome
for both the layers. This is a parameter that helps derive an estimate of the degree of non-
cooperation (anarchy) in the network[88]. Ideally, the social optimum would be the desired
operating point for both layers. However, lack of sufficient knowledge to exactly predict the
other layer’s response, makes it non-trivial to derive the social optimum. For instance, an
overlay network that spans only a fraction of the native network, can only choose among
the set of native routes it is exposed to and is unaware of a potential shorter route with
lower load. Furthermore, the social optimum can also be inexistent in certain scenarios of
conflicting objectives. Hence, we proceed to determine the best possible performance for a
particular layer, even at the expense of the other layer.
5.3.4 Ideal Solution
Given infinite learning time and memory, one can create a map (as in Table 10) of peremp-
tory actions for the leader, which cause a specific reaction by the follower and an associated
change in outcome for the leader. Each entry can be created based on history and by trying
out all possible routing decisions. The general idea is for the leader to replay any action
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Table 10: Strategy profile for each input load/latency profile P1
Initial Leader Effect Follower Outcome


















that is known to yield a favorable (or favorable enough) outcome. It is worth noting that
any choice in the strategy profile will be acceptable to both layers, i.e. when the leader
picks a certain action, the final outcome after the reaction is bound to be agreeable to the
follower. Clearly, there are intractable number of possibilities, for each load/latency profile.
This makes it infeasible to determine in polynomial time the appropriate routing decisions
for each layer.
In the following two sections, we propose preemptive strategies targeting a particular
layer, with the assumption that the other layer does not deviate from its general objective.
In addition, we assume that each layer has a general notion of the other layer’s objective.
Our strategies apply certain heuristics, based on the above study, to converge at a near-
optimal routing table within polynomial time. Moreover, they do not require any other
information besides what is report by basic network monitoring. Lastly, they require no
cooperation or interface between the two layers, and exercise sufficient control over the
follower indirectly. Thus, these strategies can be easily implemented in a realistic environ-
ment. All simulations results presented use native networks of 20 nodes, overlay networks
of 8 nodes, average link utilization of 0.2, and an overlay traffic scale p of 0.8. However, the
results were verified over all synthetic topologies generated, as explained in Section 5.2.
5.4 Overlay Layer Strategies
In this section, we present strategies that help the overlay layer preemptively steer the
multi-layer interaction towards a converging point, wherein the performance of the overlay
is almost as good as the case when there is no reprisal from the native layer TE. By making
certain calculated routing decisions at the overlay layer, we ensure that TE does not get






























Figure 30: Performance results for the load-constrained LP strategy.
not find any alternatives besides the current routing table.
The strategies are classified, based on their nature towards the native layer, as friendly
or hostile. The friendly strategy picks routes in such a manner that the TE objective
is not altered much and the native layer still has a well-balanced load, while the hostile
strategy performs extra operations to achieve the overlay layer objective by defeating the
TE objective. The observations made in this section apply to both TE objectives and to
both levels of queuing delay.
5.4.1 Friendly: Load-constrained LP
In this strategy, we make use of the fundamental idea that the TE sees only the real traffic
matrix and not the end-to-end overlay traffic matrix. Hence, if we determine the load
distribution in the network after TE’s load balancing operation, and ensure that any future
routing at the overlay layer always contributes the same load to the real traffic matrix, then
TE has no reason to be triggered. Using this reasoning, we adopt the following algorithm
for overlay routing:
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1. Determine the available bandwidth on each overlay link using tools like Pathload[76].
Let us refer to the minimum of this value over all links as min(availbw). We insure
that the available bandwidth on all links are kept above this value.
2. Set the maximum allowable load on each overlay link to the amount of overlay traffic
on that link, computed by a product of the overlay demand matrix and the overlay
routing table. This is conservative because there might be more leeway.
3. Set the maximum allowable load on each unused overlay link a, i.e. an overlay link
that transports no overlay traffic, to a value of availbw(a) - min(availbw). This ensures
that the TE objective is still respected.
4. Let F
(s,t)
(x,y) represent the fraction of traffic between nodes s and t that goes over overlay
link (x, y), and L(x, y) represent the maximum allowable load in the current round.
Run the following linear program (LP), with the last additional constraint, to deter-
mine the overlay routes. This LP minimizes the sum of latency of each overlay path,
while insuring that the load on each overlay link is within the allowable limit.





































delay(x, y) × F
(s,t)
(x,y) ∀(s, t) ∈ V
′ × V ′
∑
(s,t)∈V ′×V ′
overlay demand(s, t) × F
(s,t)
(x,y) ≤ L(x, y) ∀(x, y) ∈ E
′
Fig. 30 presents the simulation results for this strategy. In the first round of the
simulation, we run a normal version of overlay routing (by setting all values in L to be ∞)
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to get an estimate of the optimal overlay routing performance. After the first round, we run
the LP-version of overlay routing with finite load constraints. We notice that the overlay is
able to reduce the average latency achieved without causing an increase in the maximum
utilization. Hence, it is a friendly strategy. Moreover, the above algorithm stabilizes within
one round and requires data from only the previous round. The only drawback with this
strategy being the added complexity in maintaining multipath overlay connections. The
exact details of that are outside the scope of this thesis.
We also experimented with a gradient projection strategy, that shifts overlay paths
from highly used overlay links to less used overlay links, while accepting a minor loss in
performance. This serves as a form of load-balancing at the overlay layer, so as to prevent the
TE from reacting. The reasoning behind such a strategy is that the popularity (betweenness)
of certain nodes or links in an overlay network is much more than few others[137]. Hence, the
gradient projection strategy tries to reduce this non-uniformity without causing a substantial
increase in end-to-end latency. However, the simulation results indicated that the overlay
routing performance achieved by deploying this strategy is inferior to that achieved by the
load-constrained LP strategy.
5.4.2 Hostile: Dummy traffic injection
In this strategy, the overlay layer sends high amounts of dummy traffic on unused overlay
links with the following two motives:
• Render TE ineffective: By sending high amounts of traffic, the overlay layer ensures
that the objective of TE is stretched upto an extent where it becomes ineffective and
has no effect on existing overlay routes. This gives the overlay layer complete freedom
in picking routes and overloading certain links.
• Shift concern of TE: By sending dummy traffic, the overlay layer shifts concern of
TE to the over-utilized native links and allows the other less loaded native routes to
use the least possible resources. Thereby, making it more probable to obtain shorter






























Figure 31: Performance results for the dummy traffic injection strategy.
Thus, sending dummy traffic prevents deterioration in overlay routing performance dur-
ing future rounds. This strategy is counter-productive with regards to the overall system
health. However, as long as the overlay links with dummy traffic do not intersect with
overlay links we are truly concerned about, the risk incurred (in the form of queuing delay
or packet loss) is minimal. Thus, we take special care that the links over which we send
dummy traffic are i) unused by any overlay route, ii) non-overlapping with links under
use. The latter constraint might require us to execute the traceroute program between the
endpoints of each overlay link.
Fig. 31 plots the simulation results for the case where we choke unused non-overlapping
links. We observe that the TE objective is completely violated, while achieving good per-
formance for the overlay layer. The strategy was able to achieve good performance in the
second round itself with no knowledge of previous load distribution.
We realize that this strategy may not fare as well in the case where multiple overlay
networks, coexisting over the same native network, inject dummy traffic simultaneously.
This is especially problematic when the dummy traffic sent by one overlay network enters
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Table 11: Summary of inflation factor incurred by overlay strategies
Strategy Overlay TE
Friendly: Load-constrained LP 1.082 1.122
Hostile: Dummy traffic injection 1.023 1.992
links used for regular traffic of another overlay network. In such cases, it is not feasible to
guarantee good performance for every overlay network’s objective. We reserve the study of
the multiple overlay network scenario for future work.
An artifact of using a ping-like protocol for latency estimation in our simulation is that
the queuing delay of the reverse links also matter. Hence, we take special care that the
overlay links over which we send dummy traffic are non-overlapping in both the forward
and reverse direction.
5.4.3 Performance Comparison
Table 11 presents the values of the inflation factor incurred by each layer at the steady
state, when the overlay layer is the leader. We observe that the two strategies attain close
to optimal average latency values. Moreover, the stability of the overall system is greatly
improved. From results in Fig. 30 and Fig. 31, we see that the native and overlay routes
have no route flaps beyond round 2, indicating that the system attains a steady state within
a few rounds.
The friendly strategy sacrificed some of its performance to prevent distortion of the TE’s
objective, while the hostile strategy achieved the best possible performance for the leader
at the expense of the follower’s performance.
5.5 Native Layer Strategies
In this section, we present strategies that help the native layer preemptively steer the multi-
layer interaction towards a favorable converging point. Similar to the previous section, the
strategies are classified, based on their nature towards the follower, as friendly or hostile.
The observations made in this section apply to both objectives of TE and to both levels of
queuing delay.
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5.5.1 Friendly: Hopcount-constrained LP
In this strategy, we adjust the MPLS-TE formulation in such a manner that during each load
balancing effort, it takes special care to keep the native routes at the same length as before.
Thus, we insure that the overlay layer does not notice any change in the perceived overlay
link latencies. This simple constraint on the native route length keeps overlay routing from
being triggered, and helps retain the good load balance. To achieve this, we adopt the
following algorithm at the native layer:
1. Let f
(s,t)
(x,y) represent the fraction of traffic between nodes s and t that goes over native
link (x, y). This fraction is the output of the MPLS-TE’s LP formulation.
2. After each TE operation, compute the total hopcount H(s, t) of each native route




(x,y). This hopcount profile H tends to
approximate the latency profile of the overlay layer.
3. Using the hopcount profile of the previous round as input, compute the new set of
native routes that are of almost the same length. The LP of MPLS-TE, with an
objective of minimizing the maximum utilization, can be augmented to enforce this
constraint in the following manner:
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Figure 32: Performance results for the hopcount-constrained LP strategy.
The last constraint has been introduced to remove the need for overlay route change.
We multiply the upper bound of the hopcount by 1.02 to allow the native layer a bit more
flexibility in adjusting its routes, thereby allowing us to steer closer to the optimal load
balance. Though, we restrict the hopcount and not the actual latency value, we reason that
this approximation reduces implementation complexity and is sufficient to achieve good
performance.
Fig. 32 shows the simulations results for this strategy. TE learns the hopcounts used
by each native route over the first 4 rounds and eventually obtains a hopcount profile that
correlates well with the overlay link latencies. At that point, the LP was able to balance the
load and keep the overlay link latencies the same, thereby leading to steady state. Moreover,
we were able to achieve good performance for both the layers, as observed in the plot of the
two objectives.
We also experimented with an alternate strategy that tweaks the objective of traffic
engineering, with an intent to attain stability indirectly. The goal of the strategy is to
skew the load balancing process in such a way that it causes many links to achieve a link
utilization in the range 0.3 - 0.6, and verify if this benefits system stability in the multi-layer
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scenario. The fundamental idea is similar in spirit to the work in [135], that makes the case
for load unbalancing in server task assignment to improve the fairness in scheduling. For
this counter-intuitive load unbalancing strategy, we observed near-optimal TE performance,
while causing the oscillations to converge in 7 rounds. However, its performance is inferior
to the hopcount-constrained LP strategy.
5.5.2 Hostile: Load-based latency tuning
Traffic engineering is capable of adjusting the network to an optimal load distribution for
most traffic matrices. However, it does not account for future alterations of the traffic matrix
that may be committed by overlay routing. Thus, the ideal strategy towards retaining a
good load balance is to restrict changes caused by overlay routing. This may be achieved
by:
• Restricting the relay of overlay traffic in certain parts of the network in an effort to
prevent the overlay layer from changing its current routes.
• Distributing load in such a manner that the overlay finds insufficient resources (or)
high queuing delay on heavily used overlay links.
• Manipulating the latency (or any other metric that is of interest to the overlay) of
all traffic on certain native links in such a manner that the overlay layer is offered an
incentive or discentive to maintain the same routing table.
All these strategies lead to a deterioration in overlay performance and can potentially
affect the experience of the end user. However, they have a difference in their motivation.
The first two approaches discriminate against overlay traffic (and thereby raising concerns
of net neutrality), while the third approach equally affects all traffic.
We implement the third approach in the following manner:
1. Constantly monitor the utilization on all native links.









































Figure 33: Performance results for the load-based latency tuning strategy.
link by 3 times a constant c ms5.
3. Else if utilization is greater than the maximum utilization observed at the end of TE,
then increase the latency on the specific link by the constant c ms.
4. Repeat this process until we attain an acceptable maximum utilization value.
The above procedure gradually learns which native links are key to overlay network and
tends to dissuade usage of those links. When we simulated this strategy in our topology,
we observed that the native layer was able to rapidly decrement the number of multi-hop
overlay paths and attain steady state within 1 round. By indirectly increasing the latency,
it avoided having to explicitly identify the overlay traffic in its network.
Fig. 33 shows the simulations results for this strategy when c = 1. We see that the native
layer is able to achieve the best load balance at the expense of the overlay layer, and also to
rid the system of further route flaps. Seemingly, this strategy is not as counter-productive
as the hostile strategy proposed for the overlay layer in Section 5.4.
5We assume that the native layer is capable of increasing the latency of certain links by some means.
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Table 12: Summary of inflation factor incurred by native strategies
Strategy Overlay TE
Friendly: Hopcount-constrained LP 1.027 1.184
Hostile: Load-based Latency tuning 1.938 1.072
5.5.3 Performance Comparison
Table 12 presents the values of the inflation factor incurred by each layer at the steady state,
when the native layer is the leader. Both strategies yield a low inflation factor, indicating
near-optimal performance for the leader. Similar to the results in Table 11, we observe that
the hostile strategy achieves the best possible performance for the leader, viz. native layer,
at the expense of the follower’s performance. Moreover, the stability of the overall system
is greatly improved when we use these preemptive strategies.
5.6 On Deploying Strategies at Both Layers
It is conceivable that the preemptive strategies can be simultaneously deployed by both
the native and overlay layers. We present, in this section, the simulation results for the
different combinations of strategies each layer can adopt. Specifically, we present results
for the same scenarios analyzed in Sections 5.4 and 5.5: The objective of the native layer
is to minimize the maximum utilization, there is no queuing delay, the native network has
20 nodes, the overlay network has 8 nodes, average link utilization is configured at 0.2, and
the overlay traffic scale p at 0.8. However, the observations made in this section apply to
the other scenarios as well.
Although each layer adopts a preemptive strategy, the interaction still remains a sequen-
tial repeated game. Each layer performs its own network monitoring operation and reacts
to any changes it detects, in order to achieve its local objective. However, we assume that
the decision process of choosing the strategy remains independent i.e., Each layer only has
a general knowledge of the other layer’s objective and not the other layer’s strategy.
5.6.1 Friendly Overlay and Friendly Native
We first analyzed the case when the overlay layer adopted the load-constrained LP strategy






























Figure 34: Performance results when both native and overlay layers adopt a friendly
strategy.
simulations results for this combination. We observe that the performance achieved by TE
is the best it can be, while that achieved by overlay routing is sub-optimal relative to when
native layer did not adopt any strategy. This can be attributed to the fact that the native
layer tries to approximate the latency profile by a hopcount profile. Thus, after both layer
deploy preemptive strategies, the system stabilizes at a point where each overlay link is
slightly longer than its earlier value, causing the higher inflation.
5.6.2 Hostile Overlay and Friendly Native
We next analyzed the case when the overlay layer adopted the dummy traffic injection
strategy and the native layer adopted the hopcount-constrained LP strategy. Fig. 35 shows
the simulations results for this combination. We observe that the overlay layer performs
well, while TE suffers from the hostile action of overlay layer. This is expected behavior as
the overlay layer disrupts the primary objective of the native layer, despite being guaranteed






























Figure 35: Performance results when the overlay layer adopts a hostile strategy and the
native layer adopts a friendly strategy.
5.6.3 Friendly Overlay and Hostile Native
We next analyzed the case when the overlay layer adopted the load-constrained LP strategy
and the native layer adopted the load-based latency tuning strategy. Fig. 36 shows the
simulations results for this combination. We observe that the overlay layer is sub-optimal
relative to when native layer did not adopt any strategy, while TE achieves good perfor-
mance within a few rounds However, the inflation is not as high as it was in Section 5.5.2.
This is because the load-constrained LP strategy adapts itself to the current environment
and does not exert as much load on the native layer. Thus, the load-based latency tuning
has minimal effect on the latency of overlay links, causing a low inflation of the overall
latency.
5.6.4 Hostile Overlay and Hostile Native
Lastly, we analyzed the case when the overlay layer adopted the dummy traffic injection






























Figure 36: Performance results when the overlay layer adopts a friendly strategy and the
native layer adopts a hostile strategy.
the simulations results for this combination. We observe that each layer suffers from the
hostile action of the other layer. Though the system reaches a stable operating point within
a few rounds, the objective of both layers are disrupted.
5.6.5 Performance Comparison
Table 13 presents the values of the inflation factor incurred by each layer at the steady
state, when both layers adopt a preemptive strategy. We observe that the performance
achieved by each layer mainly depends on the other layer’s strategy; The simple rule of
thumb being that a layer’s performance deteriorates when the other layer adopts a hostile
strategy. Nevertheless, the stability of the overall system is greatly improved when we use
these preemptive strategies.
The formulation in Table 13 is similar to the payoff seen with the Prisoner’s dilemma
game, a non-cooperative repeated game where the prisoners need to cooperate to achieve
the best possible payoff and the player that cooperates without reciprocation incurs poor






























Figure 37: Performance results when both native and overlay layers adopt a hostile strat-
egy.
Table 13: Summary of inflation factor incurred by deploying strategies at both layers
Strategy Performance
Overlay Native Overlay Native
Friendly Friendly 1.269 1.002
Hostile Friendly 1.172 1.995
Friendly Hostile 1.344 1.003
Hostile Hostile 1.863 1.995
two layers.
5.7 Related Work
Our work builds directly on [100], which addresses the question of whether the multi-layer
system with conflicting objectives will reach a steady state. However, unlike our work,
they do not derive means to resolve the detrimental effects. Another related work analyzes
the multi-layer interaction as a Nash routing game with each layer aiming to optimize its
cost[98]. Even though the two players in the system are non-cooperative, their objective is
similar. However, this similarity in objective is unrealistic in most scenarios where no direct
transformation exists between the application specific metric (like end-to-end latency) and
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native link load.
Yong et al.[176] propose proactive overlay routing algorithms that provide shortest paths,
while constantly improving the headroom on each link. This tends to have the same effect
as minimizing the maximum utilization, thereby reducing the conflict in objective. How-
ever, this solution is plagued with instability issues, which is precisely what our strategies
eliminate.
Korilis et al.[87] investigate using Stackelberg approaches for optimizing the overall
network performance, by deploying a manager that distributes its traffic after predicting the
response of the other users in the network. However, in their work, the objective of all players
are aligned and reflect the M/M/1 delay function. Hence, it is not as applicable when the
objective is conflicting. Moreover, they assume knowledge of the follower’s response (input
+ objective function), which is not feasible in reality. Similarly, the work in [173], which
uses a Stackelberg approach to improve the performance of the overlay layer, also assumes
complete information of the follower and a M/M/1 cost function for the two layers. Our
preemptive strategies do not make these assumptions, and considers conflicting objectives
between the two layers, without requiring complete information about the other layer.
Furthermore, they use a gradient projection search to obtain an approximate solution,
which is locally optimal and closer to the initial point, in one iteration. In contrast, our
strategies arrive directly at the optimal choice within a few rounds, and is unrestricted by
the original solution space.
5.8 Summary
In this chapter, we investigate the multi-layer interaction between overlay routing and
traffic engineering, and propose strategies to steer this interaction towards an improved
routing performance for one of the two entities. The motivation behind our work is the
sub-optimality and instability, caused by the two layers having a conflict in objective and
repeatedly altering their routes to achieve selfish goals.
The strategies we propose make one layer a leader and the other layer a selfish follower.
In such a scenario, it is possible for the leader to achieve its desired performance within a few
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rounds of the interaction, thus ridding the network of the inherent instability. Specifically,
we propose two strategies for the overlay layer: load-constrained LP and dummy traffic
injection, and two strategies for the native layer: hopcount-constrained LP and load-based
latency tuning. From simulation under various network conditions, we observe that our
strategies achieve near-optimal performance and converge within a few rounds of interaction,
for both the overlay and native layers. Our preemptive strategies i) are simple and easily
deployable, ii) do not require any cooperation or interface between the two layers, and iii)
work with negligible information about each layer.
Some of our strategies breach the follower’s objective, leading to unavoidable sub-
optimality in the follower. We call such strategies hostile. We observe that the leader
achieves the best performance when deploying a hostile strategy, showing a higher level
of selfishness. The hostile strategies are counterproductive, while the friendly strategies
improve the performance of both layers. We acknowledge that the solution space of hostile




CROSS-LAYER INTERACTION OF PERFORMANCE-AWARE
OVERLAY APPLICATIONS
6.1 Introduction
BitTorrent[16] is a peer-to-peer (P2P) protocol that has achieved remarkable popularity as
a well-performing file-sharing application. The popularity is at such a level that some esti-
mate the BitTorrent traffic to constitute nearly 35% of the overall Internet traffic[21]. The
main property that fueled this attractive performance is the improved tit-for-tat incentive
mechanism that reduces free-riding and increases user cooperation. Using this mechanism,
the service capacity of the BitTorrent network increases with the demand for the content,
thereby making the system highly scalable[170]. Besides the popularity, BitTorrent appli-
cations are also notable for their aggressive performance-awareness, i.e. the peer selection
is primarily regulated by measurements of the achieved download or upload rate.
There is a downside to the surge in the number of (or the volume of traffic generated
by) these performance-aware overlays, which we define as virtual networks that adapt their
functioning and routes based on measurements or estimates of the state of the underlying
native network. This adaptation is a selfish approach that can have serious impact on
the dynamics of the native layer. This is similar in spirit to the impact observed with
service overlays in the past (like conflict with traffic engineering[100, 98, 139], conflict with
inter-domain policy violations[137]). Fig. 38 explains the reason behind this similarity.
We observe that the process of choosing the appropriate peer to download data from can
be portrayed as a routing decision problem. For instance, host A1 can choose to route
the content through the intermediate hop of A3 or A4 based on the perceived performance,
with each decision having different effect on the underlying native layer. Furthermore, there
can be multiple “routes” using the same access link, thereby contending for resources with
















Figure 38: BitTorrent peer-selection is equivalent to overlay routing as each host deter-
mines the optimal route to the desired data.
efforts, can cause instability and cross-layer conflict.
In this chapter our goal is to investigate the cross-layer interaction between BitTorrent
file-sharing and native layer traffic management operations, since BitTorrent traffic repre-
sents a large category of traffic transiting today’s Internet, with tremendous potential for
future growth. Specifically, we investigate the interaction with the following proposals for
reducing the overall inter-AS traffic and the peak load on each inter-domain link:
• Inter-domain traffic engineering (TE) with an objective of minimizing the maximum
utilization across access links[46]
• Throttling or rate limiting the aggregate BitTorrent traffic to regulate their impact[8]
• Manipulating BitTorrent peer selection to favor local peers without impacting the
user experience[21, 134, 80, 50]
Although cross-layer interaction in BitTorrent systems has been investigated from the
perspective of Internet Service Provider (ISP) cost [140, 80, 50], our work is the first to
investigate the impact of BitTorrent applications on native layer traffic engineering. The
interaction between BitTorrent file-sharing and intra-domain TE is minimal because the
peers are often located outside the domain and the traffic variability caused by downloading
from intra-domain peers is very low. Thus, in this chapter, we only focus on the interaction
with inter-domain TE.
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We use both real traces of BitTorrent activity observed in the Georgia Tech network and
a comprehensive discrete-event simulation of BitTorrent activity in the Internet to obtain
insights into: 1) the fluctuation of overlay traffic between inter-domain access links, 2)
the macroscopic behavior of BitTorrent clients with regards to peer and piece selection, 3)
the effect of multiple coexisting BitTorrent networks on the native layer. We show that
the BitTorrent protocol easily disrupts the load-balancing performed by TE, while being
manageable by locality-based traffic management and bandwidth throttling. Although the
latter two native layer strategies perform well in reducing the impact of BitTorrent traffic,
they cause a deterioration in user experience and incur additional infrastructure costs. This
makes the three native layer strategies unattractive for deployment.
To resolve this dilemma, we propose and investigate layer-aware BitTorrent strategies
(that use awareness of the dynamics at each layer) to mitigate the detrimental effects caused
by the cross-layer interaction. Specifically, we propose the following two approaches, each
of which uses different levels of information about the native layer:
• Tuning the BitTorrent protocol to reduce its aggressive behavior without any infor-
mation of the native layer
• Performing layer-aware decisions in peer and piece selection based on knowledge of
peer location
Our simulation studies indicate that the BitTorrent strategies we propose are simple, inex-
pensive and effective in reducing the peak load on the inter-domain links without compro-
mising on BitTorrent performance.
It has been established by numerous studies that the usage of BitTorrent traffic is
further increasing, partly due to its adoption by legitimate content providers for reducing
their infrastructure costs[74, 148]. Considering both the current and impending volume
of BitTorrent traffic, it is in the best interest of ISPs to rethink their traffic management
model. Furthermore, adopting a layer-aware approach at the BitTorrent layer is crucial to
eliminate the conflict and achieve a stable operating point that is mutually agreeable.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: We describe the BitTorrent pro-
tocol and inter-domain TE, along with the issues involved in the cross-layer interaction, in
Section 6.2. We present the model of the two players and our simulation results of the base
interaction in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 investigates the effect of native layer traffic manage-
ment strategies on the performance of BitTorrent. We present our layer-aware approach
to reduce the impact of BitTorrent applications in Section 6.5. We briefly describe related
work in Section 6.6. We summarize the chapter in Section 6.7.
6.2 Multi-Layer Interaction
In this section, we provide a brief description of the BitTorrent protocol and the issues
involved in its cross-layer interaction with the native layer. Further, we present obser-
vations from traces collected in our campus network that motivates the need for further
investigation.
6.2.1 BitTorrent Protocol
BitTorrent[16] is a peer-assisted file-sharing protocol that employs a tit-for-tat (TFT) in-
centive mechanism to reduce free-riding and increase user cooperation. Unlike earlier P2P
networks, the richness and efficiency of the overall BitTorrent system is less dependent on
the peer churn (arrival, abort and departure). Instead, there are other performance-aware
policies determining if we can obtain content from a certain peer. These policies have
been shown, both analytically[125] and empirically[94] to boost the efficiency of the system
significantly.
Each file distributed in the BitTorrent network uses a unique torrent to identify and de-
scribe the content. A file being shared in the BitTorrent network is divided into many pieces
of about 256KB (more of an implementation consensus), with each piece further divided
into 16 sub-pieces of 16KB each, thereby enabling more efficient pipelining of requests[31].
A peer that wishes to procure the content reads the corresponding torrent file and con-
tacts the tracker, which is a centralized host tracking the membership of each torrent and
regulating the neighborhood of individual peers.
Each peer in the system follows a dichotomous existence: as a leecher it is in the constant
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process of attempting to obtain the complete file and as a seed it sources the complete file
to other leechers. The duration each peer spends in either state often depends on the peer’s
volition, rather than on network characteristics[68]. When a leecher enters the system, it
contacts the tracker and obtains a list of (maximum) 50 random peers that will act as
its initial set of neighbors1. Then, it makes a persistent TCP connection to each of its
neighbors, who add the leecher onto their neighbor set, and learns about the pieces they
have. Each neighbor also sends in updates on the list of pieces they have, as and when they
have a new complete piece.
Although a peer A may have more than 50 neighbors, it only uploads to 5 interested
leechers among them; An interested leecher is a peer that wants some content that peer
A has. Of these 5 leechers, 4 (default) are selected based on their attractive transfer rate
(upload rate if peer A is a seed, or download rate if peer A is a leecher). To achieve this
signaling, the peers use a choke–unchoke protocol, whereby it indicates if it is ready to
accept requests from the other end. Besides the 4 leechers unchoked based on performance,
1 leecher is picked randomly from the other interested neighbors. We call this as the
optimistic unchoke. This enables the peer to learn about other peers in the neighborhood,
thereby improving the chance of picking the best performing peers. Once unchoked, a
leecher attempts to obtain the piece that is rarest in its neighborhood. This way it can
improve its chances of being favored by other peers. This rarest piece first policy is known
to bring sufficient diversity into the system[94].
In order to be picked for downloading content, a leecher needs to have uploaded content
at an attractive rate. This is how the TFT reciprocation mechanism works. However, in
the case of seeds, we are only concerned about propagating the content as fast as possible
and do not have a reciprocation strategy. Note that the transfer rate is computed as the
average of traffic volume transferred over past 20 seconds. BitTorrent is quite aggressive in
constantly re-evaluating the set of peers unchoked, the default periodicity of re-evaluation
being 10 seconds. Further, the same peer may be unchoked by more than 4 other peers
1The tracker does not possess knowledge of pieces in individual peers and often does not concern itself
about the location of the peers, thereby making the neighbor set generation completely random.
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Table 14: Illustration of BitTorrent dynamics at a leecher. Each box lists ID and download
rate (in Mbps) of peers unchoking it
t = 60 t = 61 t = 100 Final
regular optimistic regular load
Link unchoke unchoke unchoke (Mbps)
When I A: 2 A: 1 4
neighbors B: 2 B: 1.5 B: 1.5
share C: 2 C: 2.5
bottleneck II D: 2 D: 2 D: 2 4
E: 2 E: 2 E: 2
When I A: 2 A: 2 A: 2 6.5
neighbors B: 2 B: 2 B: 2
do not C: 2.5 C: 2.5
share II D: 2 D: 2 D: 2 2
bottleneck E: 2 E: 2
because the choking protocol and neighbor set of each peer is independent.
There are a few other minor strategies in place to achieve faster completion and prevent
deadlocks, viz. random piece first, end-game mode, anti-snubbing. We describe them as
and when needed. Refer to [31, 94, 48, 15] for a detailed description of the basic protocol
and other proposed enhancements.
6.2.2 Cross-Layer Interaction
Each entity described above operates solely on the results of their own network monitoring
process without any concern for the dynamics in the other layer. Typically, the objective
of the native layer is to provide as much headroom as possible on each access link at an
acceptable cost, so that there are ample resources for a broader range of higher layer users.
This operation is referred to as load-balancing. In contrast, the objective of the BitTorrent
protocol is to obtain as much bandwidth as possible for its own content transfer and to
minimize the overall time taken to finish downloading content. This mismatch in objective
between the two layers leads to contention for limited physical resources and cross-layer
conflict. Thus, independent operation of several torrents at the higher layer can to lead
disproportionate usage of different inter-domain links, thereby disrupting the load balance
and resulting in high maximum utilization ( loadcapacity ) on some links. These are the issues we
primarily focus on in this chapter.
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Table 14 illustrates this contention better2. Consider a leecher X unchoked by 4 peers A,
B, D and E. During this unchoke period, let us say the leecher is optimistically unchoked
by a peer C with higher upload rate. When the downloads are all bottlenecked at Link I,
this causes the download rate of other peers sharing the link to deteriorate. Subsequently,
X will reciprocate only to the best neighbors and start choking peer A. This causes peer
A to perform TFT and choke leecher X, thereby causing the load on Link I to stay within
earlier bounds. This indicates the presence of a feedback loop preventing over-utilization
and causing constant swapping of peers. However, when the downloads are not bottlenecked
at Link I, there is no change in download rate of peers A and B. This can possibly lead X
to retain peers A and B, and choke peer E instead, thereby causing the load on Link I to be
much higher than that of Link II. Thus, when the inter-domain links are not bottlenecked,
BitTorrent performance-awareness causes unfair usage, and when the inter-domain links are
bottlenecked, they aggressively consume all available bandwidth.
When the BitTorrent protocol makes rapid routing decisions in an adaptive manner,
the other application traffic goes through undesired changes in network characteristics.
Furthermore, the load variation introduced by the BitTorrent applications often instigates
load-balancing efforts at the native layer to react, thereby causing route oscillations for
other unrelated background traffic. Depending on the time scale of the load-balancing
operations, this frequent route changes can potentially lead to instability in the system and
a deterioration of end-to-end performance.
The following features of BitTorrent are the main reasons for the cross-layer conflict:
• Tit-for-tat mechanism: This induces the performance-awareness in the BitTorrent pro-
tocol and causes the host to exchange content with selective peers. This deterministic
behavior can potentially over-utilize certain access links.
• Geographical diversity of peers and their flashcrowd arrival pattern: There exist many
torrents that have a far reaching membership and a relatively high level of popular-
ity, causing flashcrowd effects frequently[47]. Furthermore, the users of BitTorrent




































Figure 39: Traffic variation across the 4 upstream providers caused by our client.
applications often arrive in a flashcrowd pattern once the content is published.
• Seed uploading decisions: The only objective of the seed is to upload content to those
peers capable of receiving content at a high rate. Thus, any seed within an AS ramps
up its uploading rate to the maximum available bandwidth, thereby increasing the
utilization of those access links drastically.
• Unfairness in contributions: BitTorrent has been shown to be altruistic in offering
content without achieving a gain in downloading rate and to cause an unfairness
in the amount of content served by each node [14, 48]. This can also translate to
disproportionate usage across access links.
The random decisions like neighbor selection by the tracker and optimistic unchoking
to explore the neighborhood do not cause load fluctuations because of its oblivious nature.
However, they can be tuned to better cooperate with native layer dynamics. We discuss
these options in Section 6.5.
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6.2.3 Measurement-based Study
To get an idea of the non-cooperative interaction between the two layers, we monitored the
download of 4480.8MB of the Debian stable release 4.0 r0 on Tuesday May 29, 2007. This
is 52 days after the release and cannot be considered as a flash crowd scenario. The total
download took about 7334 seconds, during the process of which the client inside Georgia
Tech downloaded content from about 450 different hosts spanning 253 different ASes, none
of them being Georgia Tech itself. Furthermore, the client contacted the tracker 11 times to
obtain a new set of neighbors. However, the number of new peers it actually learns from the
tracker declined gradually. As the neighborhood constituted both peers the Georgia Tech
client contacted and those peers that contacted the client, the neighborhood remained fairly
stable all through. We plot the usage level of the four different providers this BitTorrent
client used over its lifetime in Fig. 39. We see the ingress usage level experienced substantial
variation over the lifetime and unfairness across providers. We notice similar behavior with
the egress usage as well. However, the egress usage displays less variation than the ingress
usage because the number of simultaneous uploads at any point of time is restricted to 5
(including the optimistic unchoked peer). Georgia Tech being an academic network with
good bandwidth subscriptions makes it easier for the client to pick the best downloader /
uploader and keeps the set of unchoked peers relatively stable.
In Fig. 40, we plot the ON/OFF behavior of download from the top 10 uploaders. We
notice that three peers are almost always uploading content to our client, while the others
go through pause phases. As the Georgia Tech client is hosted in a network with good
bandwidth in either direction, peers outside our network had a natural inclination to serve
content persistently to our client. However, our client was not persistently interested in
some other peers. This decision of peer and piece selection is the main cause of fluctuation
in the utilization across different access links. Another reason for the fluctuation is the
prolonged learning period a leecher spends in learning about its neighborhood. During this
phase, it associates with many potential uploaders and is unconcerned about network-level
repercussions.
Further, to get a glimpse of the overall BitTorrent activity seen by the border router, we
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Figure 40: The ON/OFF behavior of top 10 uploaders to our Georgia Tech client. A
point on the graph corresponding to a particular peer indicates that downloading happened
at that time instance.
inspected regular traffic captured at the Georgia Tech ingress and egress router on Tuesday
April 4, 20063. We plot the ingress usage of overall BitTorrent activity for Georgia Tech in
Fig. 41. We notice distinct periods when the BitTorrent activity peaks in different access
links, indicating a need for load-balancing and the need for further investigation into the
multi-layer interaction.
6.3 Evaluation of BitTorrent vs Native Layer Dynamics
In this section, we describe the performance metrics used for each layer and present our
methodology of evaluating the base interaction between BitTorrent and the native layer.
We adopt a simulation-based approach because the BitTorrent protocol is less predictable
and highly complex to model accurately.
6.3.1 Performance metrics
The routing performance achieved by native layer traffic management at an AS can be
measured by:





































Figure 41: Traffic variation across the 4 upstream providers caused by the overall BitTor-
rent activity.
• Maximum utilization seen across all inter-domain links. It can be computed as
maxa∈E
X(a,δ)
C(a) , where a represents a link in the set of inter-domain links E of this
AS, X(a, δ) represents the average ingress traffic rate (or egress traffic rate) over a
time interval of δ, and C(a) represents the capacity in that direction. As ISPs are
often concerned about the average usage over different time intervals, the metric pa-
rameter is also designed to include this dependency. A smaller δ is more susceptible
to variation in traffic rate and may report higher than desired utilization value. As
mentioned earlier, this factor covers many of the metrics ASes might be potentially
interested in.
We measure the performance of the BitTorrent system by:
• Average finish time inflation: This represents the ratio of increase in finish time
incurred by each leecher in the AS because of adopting a traffic management strategy;
We measure the finish time as the amount of time required to complete the download,
without including the time the peer may later serve as a seed. Thus, the average finish







, where Nl represents the number of leechers
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in this AS, ∆i and ∆
′
i represents the finish time seen by leecher i before and after
strategy respectively. This factor directly represents the aggregate user experience of
hosts in the AS.
6.3.2 Simulation Setup
Simulating the interaction of the overall BitTorrent system, along with the native layer
dynamics, is a complex task involving several components. We use a discrete-event simu-
lator to evaluate the cross-layer interaction. The performance achieved by the BitTorrent
application and the native layer depend on several parameters like the distribution of peers,
data availability, P2P churn, and the load at different parts of the native network. Hence,
we simulate multiple runs with different choices of ASes hosting BitTorrent peers (called
host ASes) and a random distribution (both density and location) of peers over this native
topology, along with varying levels of background traffic, to improve the generality of the
results.
6.3.2.1 Modeling Native Layer Dynamics
In each run, we randomly picked 100 ASes, each with different levels of multi-homing, from
a list of 21,416 ASes observed in a large set of actual BGP route dumps obtained from
6 RouteViews servers[131], 14 RIPE RCCs[128], 30 public routeservers and 1 lookingglass
server[99] in November 2005. Of the 100 host ASes, we ensured that 60% of them belonged
to non-Tier-1 provider ASes, in order to simulate the presence of home users. The maximum
out-degree of the host ASes was bound to 6.
We computed the AS-level route of each overlay link by using the BGP routes collected
from multiple vantage points as input and performing policy routing between the two host
ASes i.e., we computed the shortest AS-path that does not violate native layer policy4.
In order to obtain the inter-AS relationships that policy routing needs as input, we adopt
Gao’s algorithm[59], supplemented by the partial AS relationship information[166], and our
own heuristics to eliminate most of the algorithm’s inaccuracies[137].
4This is an approximation as the actual routing tables and the policies are unavailable.
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As is often the case with BitTorrent data transfer, the bottleneck of each transfer is the
access link of the host AS. The inter-domain link associated with each stub AS was assigned
a symmetric capacity of 100 Mbps. Each home-user was assigned an asymmetric capacity
of 1Mbps upload and 10Mbps download, and each host inside a stub AS was assigned a
(intra-domain) capacity of 100 Mbps. This capacity assignment allows us to model the
heterogeneity of peers in the BitTorrent network. We then randomly generated the level of
background traffic on each access link. We keep this volume of background traffic the same
all through the run so as to clearly identify BitTorrent dynamics as the main reason for
load fluctuations. The maximum downloading rate between any pair of ASes will be the
minimum of the available downloading bandwidth at one end and the uploading bandwidth
at the other end.
The download / upload rate for each peer-to-peer connection of a particular torrent is
computed as the fair-share of the available bandwidth, where the available bottleneck band-
width is shared equally among flows not bottlenecked elsewhere (independent of the round
trip times of each connection). We are justified in assuming fair-share allocation because 1)
BitTorrent downloading represents a persistent bulk transfer which will be able to saturate
the available bandwidth[76], and 2) many implementations of TCP have mechanisms to
ramp up the sending rate to available bandwidth following an idle period[70]. We do not
model TCP dynamics as that can complicate the system and reduce clarity in the work.
Every 100ms we recalculate the transfer rate of all individual flows to account for
progress of BitTorrent file-sharing. Specifically, the simulator starts with the link j that is
most congested i.e., with the lowest per-connection bandwidth. For each connection i using
that link j, we subtract the end-to-end bandwidth achieved by i from every link it traverses.
This causes a change in the available bandwidth of many links and thereby the bandwidth
of connections passing through. Then, we repeat the above calculation by starting with the
next most congested link. In the event the transfer rate of a ongoing content transfer is al-
tered, the end time of the piece download is recalculated and rescheduled, thereby ensuring
proper dependencies.
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6.3.2.2 Modeling BitTorrent Dynamics
We implement the complete BitTorrent protocol exactly according to available specifica-
tions, with some minor exceptions. We do not simulate the endgame mode, wherein a peer
sends multiple requests for the last few sub-pieces to avoid prolonging the download while
waiting for content from a slow peer, and anti-snubbing, wherein a peer blacklists neighbors
that have not provided it content in the last one minute. We believe that these two com-
ponents address worst case scenarios and are not triggered frequent enough to have load
repercussions.
At the BitTorrent layer, the simulation generated peers in each host AS, with the number
ranging uniformly between [1, 50]. Each simulation run, on the average, has close to 2500
peers, of which roughly 60% were home users. Then, we create around 50 torrents with
their birth time within the past 6 hours or later, and torrent size distributed uniformly
between 25.6MB and 2.56 GB. It has been shown in an earlier measurement-based study
that the peer arrival process is not Poisson distributed[124]. Hence, we used the trace-driven
arrival model proposed in [68], where the peer arrival rate of a torrent follows an exponential
decreasing rule with time: λ(t) = λ0e
− t
τ , where λ0 is the initial arrival rate of peers and τ
is an attenuation factor to model the gradual drop in popularity of a torrent. We assigned
initial arrival rates for each torrent uniformly in the range of 1 – 10. The attenuation factor
was initialized such that around 100 peers arrive in a span of 10 minutes. We assigned each
peer to one or more torrents and scheduled its arrival process based on the above mentioned
distribution.
We assume that peers do not abort the system when the download is in progress. This
is reasonable because the number of peers that abort is a much smaller fraction of peers
that arrive and will not alter the effect on the native layer. Once download is complete, we
assume that the seed departs after spending the next 1 minute in the system, unless it is
the only seed alive for that torrent. The presence of a seed ensures the availability of all
pieces. Hence, it is necessary and sufficient for the system to have at least 1 seed.
The other BitTorrent protocol parameters were set at default values (i.e., each peer is
assigned a maximum of 50 neighbors initially, each peer unchokes 4 neighbors based on
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performance and 1 randomly, each peer recalculates the unchoke list every 10 secs and the
optimistic unchoke every 30 secs). The time the unchoking process begins varies from peer
to peer. During each run, we randomly pick a stub AS as the focus point and present the
performance achieved by peers within it when that AS implements a certain strategy.
6.3.3 Simulation Results
In one of the runs, we picked an AS with two access links with background traffic that
was around 20% of the link capacity. The focus AS initially reaches 208 different peers
through one access link and 243 peers through the other access link, thereby indicating no
initial bias. In Fig. 42, we plot the maximum utilization across all access links once the
BitTorrent file distribution is underway. From this figure we observe that the BitTorrent
protocol causes large fluctuations in load usage in small time scale (relative to time scale
of native layer load-balancing efforts). Furthermore, we see almost full-utilization (0.993)
when new torrents are being born, around t = 5000 secs and t = 7000 secs (not seen in
figure), indicating the highly disruptive nature of flashcrowds. In the rest of the chapter,
we do not present results for all load scenarios, although we do observe similar behavior.
We will describe any deviations as and when applicable.
We also experimented with certain variants of the BitTorrent protocol, none of which sat-
isfactorily reduced the maximum utilization incurred. We summarize them here to augment
our understanding of the cross-layer interaction. We performed the following experiments:
• Removing the TFT mechanism, which leads to performance-awareness, and unchoking
peers randomly: This caused nearly 10% reduction in the maximum utilization while
incurring a finish time inflation of 1.54. Hence, this is not a viable solution for resolving
cross-layer conflict.
• Removing rarest piece first: Interestingly, this caused 10.3% increase in the inter-AS
traffic without much change in the maximum utilization. There was a minor finish
time inflation of 1.12. These indicate that the piece replication was sub-optimal,
causing more redundant downloads from each peer (particularly seeds). Thus, rarest
piece first policy has a benign effect on TE.
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Figure 42: The progression of max utilization without any traffic management.
• Perform optimistic unchoking only for 10 secs in every 30 secs window in order to
reduce the duration of altruistic uploading: This causes a finish time inflation of
1.37 without any substantial change in peer loads, indicating that the full 30 secs
of optimistic uploading is typically required to improve a peer’s standing among its
neighbors.
• Freeze list of unchoked peers 10 minutes after arrival: We did not see substantial
reduction in peak load because the optimistic unchoke alone was often sufficient to
sustain the piece exchanges. The finish time inflation incurred was 1.20.
• Tuning the different unchoking timers: This did not cause any consistent change in
the utilization value or finish times.
6.4 Existing Native Layer Strategies
In this section we present the consequences, if any, when the native layer intervenes to
reduce the cost incurred by adopting one of the following three strategies:
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6.4.1 Effect of Inter-domain Traffic Engineering
TE is a crucial procedure in modern ISP networks to balance load and remove bottlenecks.
Typically, it uses a particular snapshot of the traffic demand matrix to derive the set of
routes that achieve a specific load-balancing objective. The frequency of re-engineering the
routes depends on the amplitude of change in the traffic matrix or the desired periodicity.
This operation can be performed both on inter-domain links and on intra-domain links.
The behavior and the methodology vastly differ with both flavors. In this thesis, we only
focus on the inter-domain effects of BitTorrent file-distribution.
There are many moments when the volume of traffic through a particular ingress or
egress inter-domain link is substantially higher than that seen in all other links. This is
typically what inter-domain TE targets and aims to balance. It is also possible that an AS
will want to reduce the overall cost incurred, when the individual inter-domain links have
certain weights (often to reflect the monetary cost incurred). In our work, we study the
effects of adopting two forms of inter-domain traffic engineering, egress TE and ingress TE,
each with network-specific objectives.
We perform egress TE to control how the traffic leaves an AS. Since an AS controls the
decision process on its own outgoing BGP routes, this can be accurately achieved at a fine
granularity. This is easily architected by choosing the appropriate route to use for reaching
a particular destination prefix through its adjacent ASes. The common ways to force traffic
for a prefix to leave the network through a certain gateway is to use a combination of
local pref attribute and IGP weights to include the choice of the appropriate border
router.
On the other hand, ingress TE helps control the flow of traffic into the AS. This can
be achieved through a combination of selective advertisements, wherein an AS advertises
certain prefixes through a particular inter-domain link, and AS-path prepending, wherein
an AS artificially concatenates more AS numbers on the advertised path so as to inflate the
AS path length attribute. These strategies work at a coarser granularity because it aims to
influence the decision of ASes a few hops beyond their adjacent ASes.
Each form of TE can work at two different modes: i) Offline, when the native network
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Figure 43: The progression of max utilization with and without ingress TE. TE was
performed every δ = 300 secs, starting at t = 300 secs
uses previously logged traffic demand matrix to predict the future demands and engineers
the routes to balance the predicted load, ii) Online, when the native network uses dynami-
cally evolving traffic demand matrix to rapidly alter the routes and balance the load. Refer
to [46] for a more complete survey of inter-domain traffic engineering solutions.
In this chapter, we focus on ingress and egress TE that attempts to solve the following
optimization problem: min{maxa∈E Ca × Ua}, where E represents the set of inter-domain
access links, Ua is the utilization of that link and Ca presents the weight associated with
that link. The optimal solution will determine the amount of traffic associated with each
source or destination AS, and the appropriate route from/to that AS so as to distribute the
load evenly across all possible providers. We understand that the reality in inter-domain
TE solutions cannot achieve this level of granularity. However, we still adopt this model
in our simulation in order to get an idea of how disruptive the BitTorrent protocol can be,
even in the optimal TE setting.
It is possible that the objective of TE is to minimize the total weighted cost incurred,
rather than the maximum value, or the unfairness in load distribution across the access
links. However, we still adopt the minimization objective as it achieves a good mix between
reducing the total cost and the unfairness in load distribution. We simulate only the online
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Figure 44: The utilization of link capacity caused by one peer in the focus AS.
mode of TE, although we expect our results to be equally applicable to the offline mode.
In Fig. 43, we plot the utilization seen by each link once the BitTorrent file distribution
is underway and online ingress TE is performed by the focus AS every 5 minutes. We observe
that TE manages to bring down the maximum link utilization for a few seconds, after which
the BitTorrent protocol drives the value back up, thereby indicating its disruptive nature.
We also plot the progression of maximum utilization value for the base scenario without
TE. From this we observe that applying TE did not make much of a difference on the
peak load variations. Further, we did not observe any change in the average finish time.
This indicates that ASes carrying large volumes of BitTorrent traffic will not benefit from
deploying conventional TE schemes.
We plot, in Fig. 44, the link utilization of one particular peer that resides in the focus
AS to learn about individual client behavior, when ingress TE is implemented. We observe
that the peer’s downloading decision works at a fast time scale relative to TE and tends
to maximize the utilization of available link capacity frequently. The combination of many
such peers spread across multiple co-existing torrents cause the frequent disruption of the
TE objective.
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Table 15: Summary of ingress performance achieved by locality-based traffic management
strategies
Strategy % downloaded Max util Avg. finish
internally time inflation
Basic BT 13.55 0.993 1
Biasing peer set 28.28 0.8173 1.5091
BT Request Caching 53.82 0.7606 1.1971
Caching + Biasing 58.39 0.5968 1.3030
6.4.2 Effect of Locality-based Traffic Management
Typically, the neighbors of a host may be spread over multiple domains based on the
geographical diversity and the period in the lifetime of the torrent. This reflects in a large
volume of inter-AS traffic. The general idea of locality-based traffic management is to
exploit the replication of content within the AS before reaching out to external peers. This
idea of promoting locality in BitTorrent has been proposed by researchers[80, 50], as well
as vendors[21, 134]. The main objective is to reduce the inter-AS traffic without impacting
the user experience. Furthermore, these strategies do not require any change to the original
tracker or client.
Locality can be implemented in the AS by deploying proxy-trackers, which can promiscu-
ously intercept the outgoing bootstrapping requests from new peers or neighbor set requests
from existing peers. The proxy tracker now returns N peers, with k peers chosen within
the local AS. It has been shown that having a small subset of neighbors from outside the
AS helps ensure TFT incentive and maintains sufficient availability of content within the
AS[50]. As intra-domain resources are not as limited as inter-domain resources, the peers
do not suffer much inflation in the download time. Another form of locality that an AS can
implement is the caching (storing) of previous requests that were propagated to external
peers. Caching can help reduce redundant requests from going to external peers and can
serve same requests from other leechers immediately.
We implemented both forms of locality-based traffic management in our simulation
framework, for the same focus AS. With biased neighbor selection, the number of local
peers returned was the minimum of either the number of peers within the local AS attached
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to that particular torrent, or 25 (value of k). With request caching, we stored a maximum
of 10,000 pieces in order to serve future requests. When full, the cache discards the least
recently used items first. Table 15 presents the results we observed with these two strategies
and their combination. We see that biasing the neighbor set reduces the amount of inter-
AS traffic and the maximum utilization across both links. However, the finish time of the
peers within the AS noticeably increased. This is because the peer selection has reduced the
amount of content offered to external AS, thereby harming the TFT incentive and making it
longer to obtain newer content. Thus, it took longer to propagate newer content within the
AS with biased peer selection. With caching, we observe that the inter-AS load (volume and
the maximum utilization on each link) has substantially reduced, without causing a drastic
change in the finish time. This is because the peers still upload content to external peers
and retain the TFT incentive. However, the seeds will favor less a peer behind a caching
system because the peer downloads very little actual content from outside. This explains
the slight inflation in the finish time. When we deploy both locality-aware strategies, we
see the best performance with regards to inter-AS load. The finish time is in between that
of biased neighbor selection and caching as can be expected.
The egress performance was not substantially different from that observed for the base
scenario (without locality-aware strategies). We noticed that the amount of traffic egressing
(uploaded from) the focus AS is least for biased neighbor selection strategy with about a 3%
reduction, while that of caching strategy showed negligible deviation from the base scenario.
Thus, the strategies typically improve only the ingress performance.
6.4.3 Effect of Bandwidth Throttling
In an effort to reduce network traffic, and consequently incurred costs, some ISPs throttle
or rate limit the aggregate BitTorrent traffic. This way the overall BitTorrent traffic is
kept within fixed limits and does not disrupt TE. Clearly, this approach requires lesser
infrastructure cost than that needed by locality-based traffic management strategies. The
popular BitTorrent vendor Azureus now maintains a survey of ISPs that are known to limit

























Only Focus AS throttles
All Stub ASes throttle
Figure 45: The penalty incurred when ASes throttle aggregate BitTorrent bandwidth
using traffic shaping.
of this approach. We investigate this as a possible strategy in the multi-layer interaction
and obtain insights on its effectiveness. We present in Fig. 45 the results observed when the
focus AS performs bandwidth throttling and when all stub ASes perform it. We observe
that the user experience degrades substantially as the level of throttling increases. We see a
non-linear behavior wherein the degradation increases steeply as the throttling rate crosses
a certain knee-point. This is because at that high level of throttling the bottleneck in the
BitTorrent communication is almost always the AS enforcing the bandwidth limitation.
There are certain points when the average finish time inflation is higher for the peers in
the focus AS than for peers in all stub ASes. This is because at those points the throttling
makes the upload/download rate of peers in the focus AS look relatively unattractive to
other external peers, causing it to lose the TFT incentive and incur a higher inflation in
finish time.
The results in the figure correspond to the case where throttling is enforced in both
directions. When we enforce throttling only in one direction, the result is dependent on the
composition of the AS (number of leechers and peers) and the bandwidth characteristics of
the neighbors’ AS. However, the effect is not symmetric. It hurts the user experience more
when the download rate is throttled, as opposed to when the upload rate is throttled. In our
simulation, throttling the download rate to 5Mbps yielded an average finish time penalty of
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5.752, while throttling the upload bandwidth to that rate yielded only a penalty of 1.114.
This corroborates the observation that altruism in the BitTorrent system ensures even low
bandwidth peers get to download at a rate more than they upload to the network, as long
as there are other high bandwidth peers present[14]. Thus, upload bandwidth throttling at
a few ASes does not seem to affect the finish time.
6.5 Friendly BitTorrent Strategies
The BitTorrent protocol and traffic engineering are two non-cooperative entities partici-
pating in a repeated game. This causes them to constantly retaliate to the other player’s
strategy. The previous section presented the downside of bandwidth throttling to peers
within the AS. In retaliation, recently, many BitTorrent client vendors collaborated to cre-
ate an end-to-end encryption strategy called Protocol Encryption (PE), which helps avoid
the traffic shaping software[20]. This form of interaction will continue indefinitely as the two
layers compete for limited substrate resources. In an effort to end this cross-layer conflict,
we propose some “friendly” strategies that BitTorrent peers can use to reach a mutually
agreeable operating point. Our objective is not to completely dampen the load fluctuations,
but rather to prevent BitTorrent applications from depleting resources.
Clearly, the locality-based neighbor selection investigated in the previous section may be
supported by the tracker itself without relying on extra infrastructure from the individual
ASes. In our simulation, we observe in our focus AS that almost 33% of the content is
downloaded internally when all torrents support locality globally, in comparison to 28%
when enforced for only peers within the focus AS and 22% when only one popular torrent
supports locality globally. Although this decrease in inter-AS traffic is attractive, this
option does not provide a guarantee or a minimum bound on the reduction in inter-AS
traffic achieved, since the level of locality itself may vary with the particular torrent. This
motivates us to derive more consistent strategies.
In this section, we propose two new strategies of which the first one does not require a
change to the BitTorrent protocol and can be enforced at respective client applications, while
the second one requires the addition of a new primitive in the inter-client communication.
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Figure 46: The average number of unchokes seen during each second of the simulation.
6.5.1 Limiting Number of parallel Downloads
The main reason for the heavy surge in BitTorrent traffic is that the unchoking process does
not limit the number of peers that might unchoke a particular host. In the event a particular
host is simultaneously unchoked by a large number of peers, it gives an opportunity for
this host to act selfish and increase the number of parallel downloads. According to the
BitTorrent protocol each node unchokes a maximum of 5 peers (including the optimistic
unchoke). Thus, if there are N peers associated with a torrent T there will never be more
than 5×N unchokes issued overall. Yet, our investigation of the average number of unchokes
(representing the average number of hosts ready to offer content) received by all peers in
the BitTorrent system indicates that the average is much higher than the ideal scenario.
We observe from the simulation results, presented in Fig. 46, that the average lies between
8–9 peers. The reason for this large number of outstanding unchokes is that:
• the unchoking decision is not communicated across peers. It is also possible that the
neighbor set of a peer A’s neighbor will vary drastically from that of peer A.
• the timeline of the unchoking process is not synchronized between each peer, causing
moments when multiple peers are attracted to the same peer A’s upload rate and
unchoke it.
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Limiting # parallel downloads
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Figure 47: The maximum utilization seen when peers limit number of parallel downloads
to 5.
• the block availability exhibits high variability, causing moments when fewer neigh-
bors of a peer A are interested in the content available in peer A. This reduces the
contention for unchoking and makes the same peer B receive multiple unchoke signals.
• the torrent has a healthy number of seeds present. Seeds will never be unchoked.
Thus, 5 × N unchokes will be distributed over N − s peers. where s represents the
number of seeds belonging to that torrent.
We restricted the number of parallel downloads a host performs to 5, for all hosts in the
system and noticed a significant reduction in the maximum ingress utilization from 0.94 on
the focus AS to 0.852, during the 3000 secs we inspected. Fig. 47 shows the progression
of the maximum utilization of ingress links when we enforce the limitation. We observe
that the maximum utilization is substantially lower than the basic system and also that the
general load fluctuations has also reduced. Furthermore, this caused an overall inflation in
the finish time of only 1.1501. Hence, this is an attractive solution to reduce the level of
contention by way of tuning the BitTorrent protocol. A similar voluntary restriction of the
upload rate can also help the system without causing a substantial increase in the download
time. Furthermore, reducing the number of parallel downloads/uploads, can improve TCP
performance[110].
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6.5.2 Avoiding Common Neighbors
Next we propose a simple improvement to the BitTorrent protocol which performs bilateral
negotiations with each of its neighbors to learn about the peers two hops away. Specifically,
our addition aims to determine if each of its neighbors is also a neighbor of another peer
in the same AS. This basic knowledge can help reduce overloading certain access links, as
the peak loads are often caused when the same uplink is chosen for multiple connections.
If a particular neighbor is common between two peers in the same AS, then we use some
randomization in picking this neighbor for any data transfer i.e., we choose this neighbor
for unchoking or download at a probability p. Thus, randomization serves as a form of
load-balancing (similar to Valiant load-balancing[159]). Furthermore, this solution does not
require the tracker to retain state information about the neighbors it assigned to prior peers
requests. A good value of the probability p must depend on the number of neighbors within
an AS that share the common neighbor. We can have the negotiations return this value as
well.
We plot, in Fig. 48, the performance seen by the focus AS when this strategy is deployed
in all BitTorrent peers. We observe that the maximum utilization of ingress links over the
3000 secs plotted is 0.85 while that incurred by the basic system is 0.94. This indicates
a substantial improvement in the available bandwidth of those links. Furthermore, we
observe that the general trend of maximum utilization is significantly lower than the basic
systems. This modification caused an overall finish time inflation of 1.187, which is generally
acceptable.
If each peer in the system had global information, it would prefer to have a large fraction
of neighbors from within its AS, in order to bypass the bottlenecked access links, and keep
a small fraction of external neighbors that are unique to itself, in order to obtain rare
content it can offer neighbors within its AS. This implies that the best strategy would be a
combination of biased peer selection and avoiding common neighbors.
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Figure 48: The maximum utilization seen when peers randomly avoid common neighbors.
6.6 Related Work
A number of previous studies have investigated the BitTorrent protocol analytically[170,
125], through simulations[14, 15] and through measurements-based analysis[47, 68, 123, 94].
We use the inferences from each of these studies to fine tune the model we used in our
simulation and for proposing efficient strategies that causes least disruption of TE. Hence,
each of these studies are orthogonal to our work as we investigate the overall “BitTorrent
effect” on the native layer. In particular, we adopt the peer evolution model proposed by
Guo et. al[68] in our work as it seems to represent the closest model to reality and has been
corroborated with evidence from traces obtained from large commercial server farm and a
group of home users.
6.7 Summary
In this chapter, we investigate the multi-layer interaction between BitTorrent file-sharing
applications and inter-domain traffic management strategies. Using real traces obtained
at the Georgia Tech border router and a discrete-event based simulation, we show that
the performance-awareness of BitTorrent protocol causes it to disrupt any load-balancing
efforts of the inter-domain TE. To our knowledge, our work is the first to investigate the
interaction of overlay applications with inter-domain TE. Further, we observe that existing
strategies like locality-based traffic management and bandwidth throttling, that are quite
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effective in managing BitTorrent traffic, are either too expensive for an AS to deploy or
leads to deterioration in user experience. To resolve this, we propose and investigate two
BitTorrent strategies to alleviate the detrimental effects of this cross-layer contention and
steer interaction towards a mutually agreeable point for the two entities. Specifically, we
propose limiting the number of parallel downloads and randomly avoiding neighbors com-
mon to peers in the same AS. We show that these two strategies perform satisfactorily for
both entities. Our simulation-based evaluation primarily offers a proof-of-concept before
evaluating it on an actual testbed. In the current Internet, we see a constant power strug-
gle between the native layer and the selfish overlay layer. As the level of BitTorrent usage




OVERLAY-FRIENDLY NATIVE NETWORKS: A FRAMEWORK FOR
CROSS-LAYER COOPERATION
7.1 Introduction
The design of today’s IP networks calls for the internal network elements to concentrate
on the simple forwarding function, leaving the high-level functions to the end-points. In
accordance with that design approach, overlay networks have emerged as an effective way
to implement functionality which would otherwise require significant change at the native
IP layer. These overlay networks are constantly evolving to address the increasing demand
for new services, while the native network has been allowed to stay unchanged1. Such an
approach can overburden the overlay networks themselves as they must assume the full
responsibility for any functions or services beyond best-effort unicast forwarding. Further,
even if current overlay networks can perform the services expected from them, the amount
of achievable performance gain is limited due to this inflexible design approach. To over-
come these long-term problems, we suggest the native network evolve gradually to suit the
overlay network and the new services sought. Hence, we investigate ways to improve the
performance by modifying the operation of the current native layer.
In particular, the performance of the overlay network services is restricted because of
unawareness of the native layer information and a lack of control over the native layer’s
decisions. Considering those reasons, there is a wide spectrum of optimizations one can
propose for the overlay services, as indicated in Fig. 49. In the figure, design choices that
are furthest away from the origin tend to provide the most benefit. Past research on im-
proving overlay services has focused predominantly in two dimensions namely controlling
overlay layer and knowledge of native layer. Examples include work on tuning the overlay
1The overlay does not expect any help from the native layer because it cannot be modified and the native



















































Cooperation from native layer
Figure 49: The various degrees of freedom available to overlay service developers.
layer parameters ([6, 138]), advanced overlay topology design ([69, 142, 95]), and obtaining
native layer information ([175, 114, 24]). We explore a new degree of freedom that involves
cooperation from the native layer for improving overlay services. The solutions in this direc-
tion are generally classified as providing an overlay-friendly native network (OFNN), briefly
defined as a native network that caters to the overlay applications without compromising
on the performance of the non-overlay applications. Such a native network should also be
easily deployable, backward compatible and inexpensive to manage and operate.
The concept of an OFNN, however essential, comes across as a contradiction in terms.
This is because overlay networks were conceived to obtain new network functionality with-
out modification of the underlying native network. If it were feasible to modify the native
network, the need for the overlay application is obviated. Therefore, modification of the
native network to suit the overlay application seems to be a contradiction to the purpose.
However, this is not the case always. There are modes of change in the OFNN which we
argue does not constitute such a contradiction. For example, consider a certain feature that
is currently implemented by means of an overlay and whose performance we would like to
improve. Making a distinction that native layer operations are carried out by programmed
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functions which receive parameters (from managers or other functions) to guide their oper-
ation, we are faced with several choices to better support the feature at the overlay layer.
Among these are:
A. Add a new function to the native layer.
B. Modify the existing functions in the native layer.
C. Tune the native layer parameters, without altering the functions at the native layer.
Clearly, the solutions put forward by options A and B are invasive procedures, requiring
alteration of the native layer code. Hence, we do not see them as a feasible solution. In this
thesis, we advocate the use of option C, where we do not need to rebuild the native network
and the functions used at the native layer remain fundamentally the same. We believe that
this native layer tuning is a pragmatic approach to constructing an OFNN.
From the discussion above, we can see that some OFNN approaches represent a contra-
diction and some do not. Based on this observation, we classify the OFNN approaches into
two categories - contradictory and non-contradictory. Furthermore, we present native layer
tuning as a non-contradictory OFNN approach and illustrate the overlay-friendly tuning of
the native layer BGP multi-exit discriminator (MED) attribute and IGP cost.
Recent work on network virtualization highlighted the importance of addressing the
impasse in progress of the current Internet[141, 158, 90, 37]. It suggests two perspectives
in targeting the problem - that of a purist who considers that the overlay network is a
tool to experiment a feature before full-fledged deployment in the native network, and a
pluralist who considers that the diversity brought about by overlay networks should become
a fundamental part of the native network. In this thesis, we advocate an intermediate
viewpoint where we consider the need for overlay networks to be inevitable, in addition
to requiring some minor alteration of the native network. The discussion in the rest of
the chapter is merely a first step in that direction and is not intended to be a full-fledged
analysis like the earlier chapters.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We elaborate on the definition
and design goals of the OFNN in Section 7.2. Some examples of the contradictory OFNN
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approach are briefly described in Section 7.3. We present our novel approach towards native
layer tuning and identify some of the parameters that can be tuned in Section 7.4. Section
7.5 summarizes our position and suggests the required future work.
7.2 Overlay-Friendly Native Network
We motivated the need for the overlay-friendly native network in Section 7.1. This section
presents the design in better detail.
7.2.1 Definition and Design Goals
We define an overlay-friendly native network as a native network that incorporates special
changes targeted towards the benefit of the overlay applications, without causing a negative
effect on the performance of the non-overlay applications. We use the term friendly to
highlight the special treatment rendered to the overlay application, irrespective of whether
the native layer is aware of its existence. The change incorporated may not help all services,
but is rather an optimization on a case-by-case basis. We refer to some changes as invasive
to indicate whether the native layer functions need to be altered (reprogrammed).
The following are some of the design criteria mandated by the framework:
• The foremost concern is that adjusting the native layer must yield a significant per-
formance gain for the overlay application. The performance metric depends on the
type of service provided by the overlay network. For example, resiliency services are
metered by recovery time, and multicast services by stress factor.
• It should have no negative effects on the way non-overlay applications and their traffic
are handled. For instance, we should take special care that a change made in the
native layer to support special packet scheduling of the overlay traffic must not lead
to starvation of non-overlay traffic. In the presence of multiple coexisting overlay
applications, the modification should have no negative effects on the traffic of the
other overlay applications.
• The alteration made to the native layer must be conservative i.e., it should generate
negligible, if not zero, extra overhead (in terms of processing, protocol, memory, and
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other resources) and must not cause a deterioration in existing performance of the
overlay traffic (in terms of the classic metrics like throughput, forwarding rate, latency,
recovery time).
• It should facilitate a practical roadmap for wide-spread deployment. In cases where
the change to the native network is invasive, the benefits should gradually accrue as
more native routers are altered to support the feature at the overlay layer. Such a
change is considered incremental. To satisfy this requirement, the overlay network
must provide minimal expected services even when the change is unavailable or partly
available in the native network.
• The native network must be backward compatible in that it should still process legacy
overlay applications (without the new functionality) in the expected manner. For
example, consider a change in the native layer which aids in overlay path diversity
(minimal overlap of the native route used by the overlay links). An overlay application
that is incapable of using this added support from the native layer must still receive
the basic connectivity between its overlay nodes.
From the design criteria stated above, we note that one key design goal is to avoid nega-
tive impact on non-overlay traffic. In some cases, the change made to the native layer might
even be beneficial to certain non-overlay applications. To provide these potential benefits
to non-overlay traffic, the OFNN should not distinguish between the different applications
sharing the native network, wherever possible.
We also infer from the design criteria above that the change incorporated in the native
layer does not necessarily depend on the proportion of native traffic that belongs to the
overlay layer. However, certain invasive changes to the native layer become more justifiable
in the presence of a high volume of overlay traffic.
7.2.2 Implementation Options
Having established the basic design goals of an OFNN, we proceed to list some of the possible
design choices available, on top of the sample set listed in Section 7.1, for modifying the
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native layer2:
A. Add a new function to the native layer.
B. Modify the existing functions in the native layer.
C. Tune the native layer parameters, without altering the functions at the native layer.
D. Create packet level filters at strategic points of the native network to identify the overlay
traffic or to provide functionality that can only be exploited by the overlay traffic. Once
identified, the native layer can render some special treatment to these packets. This
serves as a form of differentiated service.
E. Use a particular native layer function in a different manner, in combination with overlay-
specific hacks. For example, the usage of native IP multicast for propagating queries in
P2P networks, in association with reserving a permanent IP multicast address for each
P2P network, is yet another approach for building an OFNN.
F. Make the native layer subsume the overlay feature i.e., add the whole feature that is
currently being offered at the overlay layer to the native layer.
We can see that options A, D and E are inherently backward compatible by not affecting
the set of functions currently in place. They treat all legacy traffic (both overlay and non-
overlay) in the same manner as before. On the other hand, options B and C need special
care that this change does not negatively impact the non-overlay applications. Option C
is the only scheme that does not require a change to the native layer. It is interesting to
note that option F obviates the need for the overlay application. Hence, it represents the
highest level of modification at the native layer.
7.2.3 The Contradiction
We briefly explained the presence of a contradiction in Section 7.1. The contradiction arises
in the OFNN when the overlay network, which was conceived to avoid modification of the
2This list is by no means comprehensive.
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native layer for obtaining new network functionality, demands a change in the native layer
to improve its performance.
We would like to add that the contradiction arises because the overlay service is unable
to provide the best performance autonomously. This inability can be attributed to the fact
that overlay nodes are limited in number, mostly located at the edge of the network and are
basically users of the native network services. For example, consider the following problems
in previously proposed overlay services:
• Resilient overlays[6] - suffer from high chance of irresolvable overlay network partition,
owing to lack of control over path diversity.
• Multicast overlays[28] - suffer from high stress and stretch, relative to native multicast.
• QoS overlays[149] - suffer from lack of absolute service guarantee, owing to presence
of other non-conforming non-overlay traffic.
These problems motivate the need for support from the native layer, thereby leading to
the contradiction.
We argue that some of the implementation options in Section 7.2.2 do actually represent
a contradiction. Hence, based on the type of change, we classify the approaches adopted
into the following two categories:
• Contradictory OFNN - when the required change is invasive, leading to alteration of
the native layer functions. Options A,B,D,E and F in Section 7.2.2 represent this
approach. We present existing proposals for these OFNNs in Section 7.3.
• Non-Contradictory OFNN - when the required change is non-invasive. Option C in
Section 7.2.2 represents this approach. We present some instances of this OFNN in
Section 7.4.
7.3 Examples of Contradictory OFNN
The following are some OFNN proposals that require modification of the native layer to
bring about a performance improvement for the overlay service.
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7.3.1 Resource Sharing
One theme in past work on overlay network design is the addition of an intermediate layer
to interface between the native and overlay layers. This new layer helps improve the per-
formance of the overlays without exercising any control over the native layer. As suggested
by Fig. 49, these schemes aid overlay services by obtaining a higher level of information
(about topology, routes, and resources) from the native layer. However, there are obsta-
cles to achieving that. The Internet has attained its current level of scalability mainly by
information hiding. Hence, there is a fundamental limit on the amount of information one
can obtain, which current probing schemes cannot subvert. Therefore, obtaining privileged
information requires an invasive change at the native layer.
The work on network virtualization[141], diversified Internet[158, 90], Opus[18], routing
underlay[114], service-oriented Internet[24], and Brocade[175] propose using this intermedi-
ate resource provisioning layer to allocate resources to the different overlay networks on top.
In certain cases, this intermediate layer serves as a repository for routing services, high-level
performance measurements and BGP information. It can also be used to provide optimized
routes between peers by exploiting knowledge of underlying network characteristics.
All solutions listed above, albeit better than overlay networks that operate completely
independent of the native network, are still plagued with the problem of limited gain (See
Section 7.2.3 for details). Hence, we argue that greater performance gains can be obtained
only when the functioning of the native layer is altered to bring about a synergy with the
overlay layer.
7.3.2 Network Support for Overlay Networks
Jannotti proposed two new primitives for implementation in the native layer - packet re-
flection and path painting [77] - to provide advanced routing services like packet duplication
and route examination. These two primitives support the efficient construction and oper-
ation of certain overlay networks. The work also showed ways to incrementally deploy the




Active Networking is an architecture proposed to address the problems of network stagnation[153,
126]. It suggests enhancing the network elements with more processing abilities, so that the
applications at the end user can obtain higher benefits by uploading new protocols and code
to the intermediate routers. This results in a higher programmability of the native layer.
One can see that the active network is very much an OFNN, where the native layer helps
enhance the performance of the overlay applications by being programmable. However,
the active networking approach is highly complex and needs significant modification of the
native layer.
7.4 Example of Non-Contradictory OFNN: Tuning Native Layer Pa-
rameters
The current native layer parameters are tuned for the existing users of the native network
services. However, there are parameters which can be tuned in an overlay-friendly manner
without any negative impact on other applications. We focus on the tuning of native
layer parameters that affect functions like routing (IGP or BGP), scheduling (IP priority),
multicast, and security (firewalls, address translators).
In general, network administrators may leave some parameters at the default value
configured by the equipment vendor. In such cases, it is usually easier to justify the overlay-
friendly tuning. It is perhaps inadvisable to tune parameters that have been purposefully
set at a particular value, so as to avoid any conflict with pre-established policies.
In this subsection, we present ways in which the native layer can provide the following
functions, noted from our literature survey as a common requirement for many overlay
services:
• Earlier failure detection by the native layer[138]
• Symmetric routing for native routes between end hosts[138, 114, 27]
• Coherent cost metrics between the two layers[138, 130, 98, 83]
To offer the above support, we recommend the overlay-friendly tuning of the routing
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protocol keepAlive-time, BGP MED attribute and the IGP cost of each link, at the native
layer, to aid the overlay applications. We assume that both the native and the overlay
layers employ a dynamic routing protocol to adapt to changing network conditions.
A) Tuning the Routing Protocol hello-interval for Faster Detection:
In Section 3.1, we highlighted the fact that a dynamic routing protocol is essential in the
overlay layer to significantly enhance the overlay networks survivability. However, in cases
where both the native and overlay layer were capable of rerouting around a link failure, the
native layer rerouting was shown to be the optimal one in terms of path cost inflation and
number of route flaps, as seen from the results in Section 3.5 (See the results for route flaps
and path cost inflation of Dual Rerouting when the overlay hold-time is bigger than the
native hold-time).
In Dual Rerouting, insuring that recovery will take place at the native layer first can be
achieved in multiple ways:
• Using a device or hardware notification to trigger the native rerouting.
• Adding an overlay-to-native signaling protocol to jump-start the native rerouting as
soon as the overlay layer detects a failure.
• Setting the native layer’s keepAlive-time to a value much smaller than that at the
overlay layer.
The first option is not always possible due to limitation of the physical layer. The second
option is an invasive procedure that requires alteration of the native layer code to support
the new feature. Hence, we do not see it as a feasible solution. The last option of tuning the
native layer timer value is the most feasible. We do not need to rebuild the native network
and the functions used remain fundamentally the same. However, we need to adhere to the
following two constraints while tuning the keepAlive-timers:
1. The tuning should not generate any extra overhead.
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2. The effective detection time (defined earlier as the smaller of the detection times at
either layer) should be the same.
The keepAlive-time for each layer is typically chosen based on the amount of keepAlive
message overhead the layer can deal with[97, 4] and the amount of hit-time the system
can tolerate in the event of a failure. This indicates a tradeoff that exists between the
responsiveness to a failure and the protocol overhead. We define the routing protocol
overhead as the number of keepAlive packets sent per second on the link under consideration.
The sum of protocol overhead in each native link, contributed by both the layers, represents
the overall protocol overhead. The overall protocol overhead is calculated as:




Native hop count of the overlay link
Overlay keepAlive-time
) (1)
It is widely believed that the overlay network can reroute traffic around native failures
earlier than the native network[6]. The main reason is that the native layer recovery time
can be long due to the reduced periodicity of keepAlive messages to conserve native routing
protocol overhead[4].
This earlier recovery at the overlay can be achieved by setting the keepAlive-time to be
relatively short. The additional overlay routing protocol overhead incurred is considered to
be manageable because the overlay network tends to have fewer nodes and links. However,
this is a flawed argument. This can be seen by examining our estimates of the routing
protocol overhead at the two layers. We noticed that the overhead incurred at the native
and overlay layers are quite comparable. This can be attributed to the following three
factors:
• Each overlay link is comprised of multiple native links.
• The overlay network has higher degree of link connectivity than the native network.
• There can be multiple coexisting overlay networks on the same native topology.
The significance of the above reasons can be verified from the expression for overall
routing protocol overhead in Equation (1). The fact that the protocol overhead in the two
layers are comparable leads us to revisit the choices of native and overlay keepAlive-time.
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Points with same overhead
(Overlay size = 20 / Native size = 100)
Overhead of 326.667 pkts/sec
Overhead of 222.5 pkts/sec
Figure 50: Possible choices for keepAlive-times when protocol overhead is same.
We consider the effect of decreasing the native layer keepAlive-time parameter. This
can cause an increase in the overall routing protocol overhead. We offset that by increasing
the overlay layer keepAlive-time value, which ultimately keeps the overall routing protocol
overhead for both the overlay and native network under control. Maintaining the protocol
overhead at the same value is possible because the overall protocol overhead can be the
same for multiple pairs of native and overlay keepAlive-time. Fig. 50 shows such tuples
for a particular topology with 20 overlay nodes and 100 native nodes. Each point on the
curve gives us the keepAlive-time setting for the two layers (X-coordinate value for overlay
layer and Y-coordinate value for native layer) so that the desired overall routing protocol
overhead can be obtained.
Fig. 51 presents multiple scenarios created by differing protocol timer values for a
single overlay network, with a dynamic link state routing protocol, running on top of a
single-domain native topology. The amount of overhead in each layer is different for each
scenario. Scenario A has a longer overlay keepAlive-time, but the same native keepAlive-
time as Scenario B. As a consequence, the total routing protocol overhead incurred by
Scenario B is higher. However, the link failure detection time at the overlay layer is smaller
in Scenario B. Our results have shown that it is not necessarily desirable for the overlay layer
to detect the failure first. It seems, therefore, that Scenario A is more desirable because
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Figure 51: Possible scenarios with multi-layer protocol overhead. Moving from Scenario
B to A leads to optimal paths, fewer route flaps and conserves overall routing protocol
overhead. Moving from Scenario B to C is what we recommend here.
it insures that the recovery takes place at the native layer first and it incurs less overall
protocol overhead.
The assumption that we can change native network parameters, however, makes a third
scenario (Scenario C) possible. In this scenario, the overlay keepAlive-time is kept the
same as Scenario A, but the native keepAlive-time is decreased so as to trigger an earlier
failure detection. The overall routing protocol overhead is the same as Scenario B. But, in
Scenario C, we have the desirable property that the native network is able to detect link
failures first3.
The problem of determining the keepAlive-timer values has traditionally been concerned
with identifying the right mix of protocol overhead and detection time. We extend the prob-
lem by highlighting the need to have the right ratio between native and overlay keepAlive-
time, while keeping our solution conservative (same overall protocol overhead and the same
effective detection time).
Table 16 presents the relevant results for the three scenarios mentioned (averaged over
3There is a possibility that the keepAlive messages of the overlay layer are lost due to momentary con-
gestion in the intermediate routers leading to false alarms. But, this does not happen with the native layer
as they are exchanged at a higher priority in most networks. Thus, we have an added advantage of lower
false alarms with having the native layer detect the failure first.
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Table 16: Performance gain with native layer tuning (Topology Size of Overlay = 20,
Native = 100)
Overlay Native Avg. hit- Avg. num Tstable Peak
keepAlive keepAlive time (s) route flap inflation
A 8 5 12.72 1.571 14.67 1.168
B 3 5 9.166 1.610 11.61 1.247
C 8 3 7.793 1.571 9.739 1.168
25 random single-domain topologies). The native layer tuning we proposed achieves the
best performance in all our metrics (viz. hit-time, number of route flaps and path cost
inflation), as can be seen from the results in the third row (Scenario C). The value of Tstable
indicates that the system reaches an earlier stabilization of the paths at the optimal cost.
Further, we observe that reducing the keepAlive-time at the native layer also benefits the
non-overlay applications sharing it.
B) Tuning the BGP Multi-exit Discriminator for Route Symmetry:
There are many overlay services that require the IP routing to be symmetric[138, 114,
27]. However, this is not true with the current Internet[119]. This can potentially cause the
following problems:
• Uneven failure recovery process[138] and complicated troubleshooting, as either direc-
tion of the overlay link may not share the same network elements[119].
• Added complexity in having to maintain state information for either direction of an
overlay link[114, 27].
Consider the scenario in Fig. 52 where the native layer picks route KIGDBA in one
direction and route ACEFHJ in the other. To improve the chances of symmetric routes4,
we need to ensure that the domain uses the same border router for the exit as the entry.
As the neighboring AS prefers exit routers with lowest MED value5, one can tune the BGP
MED attribute to pick the required exit router and thereby achieve route symmetry. Since
4This does not guarantee an end-to-end symmetric route or a symmetry in link properties.
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Figure 52: Example to illustrate setting of the MED attribute. The numbers indicated
over each iBGP session represent the IGP distance between the two BGP routers. The
dashed line indicates the path selected between the two prefixes.
the default scenario of hot-potato routing does not really use the MED value, we do not
have any conflict with pre-established BGP policies.
As shown in Fig. 52, when advertising a route to a neighboring AS, the network ad-
ministrator should set the MED value of each entry point to reflect the relative values of
the IGP distance to the entry point. We do this setting only when the AS number of the
current domain is bigger than that of the neighboring AS. This causes hot-potato routing
in one direction and cold-potato in the other, thereby ensuring piecewise symmetry at the
inter-domain level. We can see in Fig. 52 that AS100 prefers to use the exit router G to
reach AS200 based on the MED values advertised. In the opposite direction, AS200 uses the
closest router I as its exit router to reach AS100, as AS100 did not advertise a particular
MED value. Ultimately, the MED tuning causes route ACEGIK to be selected in both
directions. This helps the overlay service in question, without harming the non-overlay
applications that just look for basic connectivity. The MED tuning inherently requires co-
operation between ISPs belonging to different administrative domains and hence brings in
the question of incentive, which is out of the scope of this thesis.
C) Tuning IGP Cost for Coherence between Native and Overlay Layers:
A misalignment in the route computation strategy between the native and overlay layers
can potentially lead to the following problems[138, 130, 98, 83]:
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• Route oscillations that take longer to stabilize
• Defeat of traffic engineering
• Longer overlay paths (in terms of hop count, overall latency etc.)
These problems may also be caused when the two layers adopt mismatching cost schemes.
The cost of the individual IGP links at the native layer can be based on hop-count, delay,
Euclidean distance, special weights, load or capacity. Similarly, the overlay application
might adopt a particular cost scheme based on the type of service offered. These two cost
schemes may not necessarily match. For example, an overlay link L1 with 10 native hops
and a delay of 300 ms may be considered longer than link L2 with 8 native hops and a delay
of 400 ms.
In most cases, the overlay application might be able to determine the type of cost metric
used by the underlying native layer by means of high-level performance measurements[6].
However, the overlay application might not be able to do that when the cost is based on
special weights established by the ISP policy. Such cases will exacerbate the problems due
to misalignment. Hence, it is desirable that the native layer IGP costs be configured using
easily determinable metrics like propagation delay or hop-count.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, we stress the need for change at the native layer to suit the evolving overlay
services and make the case for deploying an overlay-friendly native network. We also present
the minimum criteria for designing a native layer change to support a particular overlay
service. However, this modification of the native layer may be construed as a contradiction
to the reason overlay services were conceived. We argue that while invasive changes are
indeed contradictory, other types of changes (such as tuning of the native layer parameters)
are non-contradictory.
We consider the evolution of an overlay-friendly native network to be imperative, owing
to the high resource usage by the overlay - caused by the potential for widespread use of
overlays in the modern Internet, presence of multiple coexisting overlay networks on the
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same native topology, and usage of multiple native elements (links and nodes) by each
overlay link.
After describing the basic design of the OFNN, we presented examples on tuning existing
native layer parameters to improve the performance of the overlay services, as an instance
of non-contradictory OFNN design. This form of change at the native layer is non-invasive
and is quite easily done by the network administrator. Such a change is not a contradiction
in terms. Future work in this direction involves identifying other parameters that need to
be tuned.
Though we do not recommend the contradictory OFNN in this chapter, it is perhaps
wise not to eliminate it altogether as an option for supporting overlay services. One possible
future of the Internet is where overlay services are widely in use and, in such cases, it is
easier to justify substantive changes to the native layer. If this does indeed become the case,
future work should consider the development of overlay-friendly native network primitives
(e.g., the ones proposed by Jannotti[77]) and study the deployability of such modifications.
These changes must foster modularity and reusability, so that they can be applicable to a
broad range of overlay applications.
We see the following as some of the required follow-up work in this direction:
• Develop more macros that satisfy our design criteria to incorporate in the native layer
to help the existing overlay services.
• Designing other overlay services of interest to the consumers, under the assumption
that the native layer is willing to cooperate.
• Creating a realistic testbed for these native layer changes. Most testbeds currently
available only provide access to the overlay layer and do not yield to a multi-layer test
environment.
• Develop ways to prevent a misuse by the overlay layer. When the native layer offers
better control of its operation to the overlay layer, there is a chance that the overlay
layer might violate the design semantics we specified.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Overlay networks offer valuable services needed by end-systems and help overcome func-
tionality limitations of the Internet. However, as shown in our thesis, they lead to complex
cross-layer interaction with potentially detrimental effects. We investigated this cross-layer
interaction and proposed strategies to achieve a mutually agreeable operating point for both
layers. To summarize, the contributions of this thesis are:
• Better control over the cross-layer interaction in the overlay network by incorporating
certain simple primitives in either layer. We also show that layer awareness (at the
very least an awareness of the existence of the other layer) is crucial to reduce the
sub-optimalities. In this context, we propose three different solutions and show that
with such schemes one can trade off longer path recovery times with improvements in
route flapping and path cost inflation. Further, we show that the best performance is
achieved when the native layer can be tuned to suit the overlay needs.
• Insights into the extent and type of inter-domain policy violations caused by service
overlay routes. Specifically, we investigate the violation of the commercial agreements
between neighboring autonomous systems (AS) and the exit preference of each AS.
We also show that the performance of overlay networks will drastically suffer once the
native ISPs start enforcing their policies by means of filtering. We propose a cost-
sharing approach to mitigate the conflict and to allow the overlay network realize the
full advantage of overlay routing without causing native layer policy violations.
• Preemptive game-theoretic strategies that can make each layer improve its perfor-
mance in a stable manner without requiring any cooperation or information from
the other layer. We propose two classes of solutions to improve overlay routing per-
formance: hostile strategies that are counterproductive, and friendly strategies that
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improve performance of both the two layers. This work helps improve coexistence of
overlay and native layers, while preparing each other for possible hostile attacks in
the future.
• Insights into the selfish behavior and cross-layer interaction in BitTorrent networks.
Using real traces and a simulation, we show clear fluctuation in load across inter-
domain links. Further, we evaluate existing strategies to reduce the impact of BitTor-
rent traffic and show that they are ridden with deployability concerns. We propose and
evaluate two new BitTorrent strategies, each requiring different levels of cross-layer
information, that reduces the detrimental impact of BitTorrent traffic.
• Framework for cross-layer cooperation in the form of overlay-friendliness at the native
layer. This overlay-friendly native layer will cater to the overlay applications without
compromising on the performance of the non-overlay applications. This friendliness
can be achieved by modifying the functioning of the native layer in an invasive or
non-invasive manner. We present general design guidelines for this modification and
show through examples that we can achieve this friendliness through a non-invasive
tuning of the native layer function.
In this thesis, we investigate this tussle as seen in the case of service overlays and
BitTorrent applications. We believe that many other forms of selfish interactions can po-
tentially occur when native layer operations (like traffic engineering) are more dynamic and
fine-grained. As overlay traffic surges, there is a clear need for our strategies to maintain
stability and to improve the performance of each layer with least impact on the other layer.
We learn from this thesis that the overlay layer is quite capable of disrupting the ob-
jective of the native layer, and causing instability and deterioration in performance for
all applications. Thus, design of the native network without taking into consideration
the amount of overlay traffic tends to be futile and causes several impairments. We also
learn that layer-awareness is a key requirement for improving end-user performance in the
multi-layered Internet. Promoting cross-layer awareness at the overlay layer is essential to
overcome existing limitations and to achieve the best possible end-user performance, while
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promoting it at the native layer is essential to prepare the ISPs for any negative impact and
to achieve the desired performance for all applications.
8.1 Future Work
Besides existing deployment of service overlays, we see that Overlays are essential in the
future as:
• Means for end-systems to collaborate and deploy new services
• Environment for testing future innovations (GENI)[62]
• Architecture for future Internet in the form of Network Virtualization[141]
Interestingly, the use of overlay networking in the current Internet, as well as the poten-
tial deployments in a future Internet share an important common feature of layering. The
“layering” here refers to overlay or virtual networks operating on top of native or substrate
networks. In this architecture, cross-layer interaction has a heavy bearing on the achieved
routing performance. This urges us to address the following issues:
• Can the performance of end-user applications be further improved? Specifically, we
plan to investigate the addition of 1) Application-awareness at the network layer, start-
ing with the edge devices in order to incrementally deploy it, 2) Medium-awareness
(e.g., wireless or wired) at the application layer, so that applications can prepare
themselves. This awareness, in turn, requires the addition of layer-to-layer interfaces
and common information repositories maintained by the native layer.
• How to prepare ISPs for overlay applications (to promote them or to contain them)
effectively? The native network operators are definitely in need of ways to identify
overlay traffic and to manage them effectively without causing a deterioration in
the user experience for any of their customers. However, identifying overlay traffic
is non-trivial, as seen from the unsatisfactory attempts to identify the traffic from
Skype. Further, the ISPs are in need of strategies for effectively suppressing malice
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from overlay applications and to enforce certain bounds on their functioning, without
killing them prematurely.
• How best to tune the network for the new breed of Internet applications and new
paradigms of communication? As established by various studies, there is a paradigm
shift towards mobile computing and wireless access of services. Furthermore, there
has been a shift in the Internet from a client-server communication model to a peer-
to-peer model and now to a multi-server model, where multiple servers offer the same
content to a large number of pure receivers (freeloaders). This indicates a crucial
need for tuning services in the new realm. We need to facilitate this tuning operation
effectively, with least impact on legacy traffic.
• How best to design future services in a layer-aware manner? We see that many of
the existing services can be offered in either the native or overlay layer. Thus, for
each service, we propose to investigate the exact layer where the service must be
offered, and the required network level support and cross-layer cooperation in the
evolving Internet. The proposed solution must be scalable and easily manageable.
Furthermore, each of the services so implemented must be friendly to the existing
dynamics of the native layer.
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